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In Our Uth Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October I 3, I 965
Three Cars. Applications For Involved In
Jobs Are Being
Taken on Monday
•
!Seen &Heard
Around
MURRAY
Driving out the highway yesterday
and the hand of fall on the trees is
quite evident
The Meek Walnut trees have lost
practically all thar leaves and the
beg walnuts moo be seen Main'
--
Hlekery trees have turned a blaz-
ing brown and the Sumach Is •
dark red
Gem tress are red and the yellow
of Maples fleck the odes of the
has. The Dogwood is red also.
--
Several Oaks have lost a numiser
of leaves which is somewhat on-
since Oaks hang on to their
testes a kit of them, until spruig
We balm . hard MOO* in the back
reed chit does this and it looks
starige on • 'print morning to
look out one day and we the
rround covered with dead lellOrell
when the new budang leaves lit-
erally push oil the old deed ones.
dollar Knight In Mk enamor and
says he sow a Wit frost Sam he
was up at 400 ant and we mind
him what he was doing lying In
bed so late
We de well to get to work on tune
at 8:00 am Even at that we are
not fully awake until 9:00
A mild noun, Dewey Ragsdale
We bad an unespeoted reprieve last
we which mode our day brigh-
leg It was time to go to the dental
and there we eat and kinked at
he reminder card which and be
'here at 2 30 deem
4 teleghene call the day before the
lay before the appointment in-
formed us that due to an illnam.
the appointment would have to be
moved up one day Then when that
day roiled around. ti mut moved up
4 until today We have been rrebb-
ir.g the phone each time It rings
to see if we had yet another re-
However ea m has arrived as this
ix being written no it seams that
we will have to keep the date
Kentucky all zones — Tsar and
warmer today and tonight High
today in mid ens Low tonight low
Sib Thursday Increasing cloudiness
▪ and mild
rivz DAY FOILIICAUIT
LOITISATTLLiC CPI — The See-day
Kentucky weather outlook Thurs-
ray through Monday. by the US.
Weather Bureau
Temperatures will average 5 to
10 degrees above the normal highs
of 0 to 74 and r.ormal lows of 44
to 52 it will become warmer to-
ward the weekend and through
the early part of next week
Rainfall will average about a
halt inch as Mower?" duelng the
end of the week
Kentucky Lake' 7 am 354.8. up
0 1, below dam 301 7, down 06.
Water temperature 08
Forkley Dam: headwater 228. no
°hinge. tal/wste- 7027, down 0.5.
Sunrise 'VOCt, sunset 029.
Moon Hoes 820 pm.
The 'tunny Chaleber of Com-
merce announced today that fe-
male fob applications will be token
Monday. October 18 for an uniden-
tified manufacturer that may lo-
cate in Murry soon
The plant Would manufacture
safety items, such as fireproof clo-
thing, asbestos doves, leather
doves, lint-free nylon uniforms
and safety jackets Altogether, the
firm makes over 1500 AIMS
If the plant locates in Murray,
the job-holders will be selected
from the appiicat ions taken, as
far as possible Only five hundred
applications will be taken at this
time All atillliodions must be can-
Peed on Monday afternoon
Three *tea have been set up
to receive applications 'They ate
the Murray Chamber a Cornnwroe.
1106 Maple Street, the Shertfis Of-
fice Courlhouse: and the Tax Com-
sliesiginagil ONO" sac in the Court-
house. _
Although the plant will hire a
number of men, only female ap-
t:41mnd. IS and ever will be con-
sidered at this Vibe.
The hours he aping the ap-
plications at iS Mee oleos' has
been set from 1:00 to 000 p m.
Anyone meting employment is
urged to vat one of the offices
and complete Ample application
form on Monday afternoon Atten-
dants will be present to hap In
filling out the short forms
Adult Class
Iti Clothing
Is Offered
The Hoer Zconomics Depart-
ment of Mu.-sv College High Is
offering an adult clam in clothing
This class Is for adults In the corn-
eioaty who have had wane exper-
ience in clothing construction
Some tailoring techniques will be
disclosed. however, it is not a
tailoring chats
The series of six lasions. entitl-
ed "What's New In Clothing- will
Include such topics as "What's
New for You In Fabrics'', -Making
the Mow of My Moe Energy and
Sesame Equipment". -What's New
in Ltn airs • nd U nderlInt nes".
*Sleeves With the Fashion Look",
"Werit's New In Zipper Applica-
tion", "Plnal Touches That Give
the Profeasional Look"
The lessons will start Tuesday,
October 19. 7 30 pin. Home Er
Departinent. second floor College
Ptah. and contenue each 'Tues-
day night for mix weeks
Interened persons should con-
tact Miss Sue Planar. Home Boo-
notate Teacher at College Hotb oy
calling 762-3108 between nw hours
of 8 01) a m and 4 00 pm The first
twenty persons who cell will be en-
rolled In the dass Others a Ill be
put on • wiling list and contacted
if a vacancy occurs.
Kiwanis Club Will
Hold Donut Sale
The Murray Ktwania Club Donut
Sale will be held on the north side
of Murray to morrow night Kiw-
•nia Club members well mast at
the Science Building at Murray
State Coilege for distribution of
the donuts, at 5:00 p.in
They will meet at 7.00 p.m at
the Soutimide Restaurant follow-
ing the donut eds.
Lynn Grove Man
Injures Shoulder
Thomas Lee Armstrong Lenri
Grove suffered a clialocitaed should-
er yeaterda; as he fell when a
acaffoid broke He was recovering
a shed roof at the Ume of the ac-
cident
He was taken to • Paducah Hos-
pital where he was treated and re-
turned to his hang
•
••
A committee consisting of Mrs.
J. B. Wilson. Mrs. James Pee. Mrs.
M C Ellis, and Mrs Della Glea-
son reported on the Poverty Pro-
gram No definite plans have been
made as yet
World Community Day will be
observed on 'November 5 at one
p.m. at the First Methodist Church
The theme will be "Laity In Mis-
sion and World affairs" It waa
decided each church should bring
ochool bags or piece roods for the
minion project to this meeting
The newt executive board meet-
ing will be with North Pleasant
Gioia as host church on January
12, 1966
The meeting 11•141 dosed with
prayer led by Mrs Henry McKen-
zie
Upon arrival at the Watson
home, the women were served cof-
fee and a variety of coffee cake
and doughnuts. Mrs Watson was
twisted by Mrs Edwin Clain. Mrs.
John Archer, and Mrs Lennie
Hale
IIICIRKAY IN SECTION C
Murrayans Named As
Officers In ACE
r
Dora Vaughn, jutOor, Murray,
has been elenel second vice-pre-lifireck Tuesda 102tio.thilLA.2nsocatiat tmicn for Child-' desk
Co*,ege • '
Three cars were involved in an
accident Tuesday at ten a m in
the parking lot of Wells Hall on
the Murray Statrtollege Campus,
according to the records of the
Murray Police Department
Persons and ears Involved were
Lenora Ann Ligon. 220 Woollawn,
driving • 1962 Ford 2-door; Steve
Ice Treys than, 511 South 8th
Street. 1900 model car; and Su-
zanne Hornly of Paducah. 1963
Ford 2-door.
Patrolmen Alvin Farris and Mo-
an Phillips es Mrs. Lagoii was
going east on the parking lot and
hat the Trevathan car causing it
then to tut the Hsrinly car
Trevathan received a bruised arm
:n the three car smash tila accord-
ing to the Pollee room
City Police also Lowed three cita-
tions for speeding on Tuesday. ac-
cording to Charlie Marr, radio
operator at the City Hall
United Church
Funeral services will be held
The MEC Association for Child-
hood Education is a blanch of the
ACE !wart inanal Its members
are individuals whoee cc-nun-in In-
terest is the welfare and educat-
ion of Young children
Other officers are: Roger Neal.
senior, Mt. Vernon. Ill president:
Mary Beth Hayes. senior. Kirksey,
first rice-president: Tony DiPaolo,
junior. Hazlet, NJ.. third vice-pre-
sident; Carole KUL goptromore.
Bardstown, secretary; and Cynthia
Thrasher, sophomore Si Louis.
M3., treasurer
Mrs. Alice Morris
Dies This Morning
Women Board
Has Meeting
The lesecutive Board of the Unit-
ed Church Women met in the
home of Mrs John Watson on
Monday. October II, at 9.30 am.
Mrs Edwin Gin opened the
meeting with prayer and Mrs Nix
Crawford, president, presided The
minutes of the last meeting were
read by the secretary. Mn John-
ny Walker, and the president bee
the treasurer's report in the ab-
Murray Highsent. of Mrs M. C EWA
Mrs. Alice Maras passed may Mk
morning at 10:46 at her hams an
[Murray Route Three t3he wee 00
years 01 age and a member Of Bet
Palentine Methodist Church. She
I was the wackier of the late George
Thursday at eao p m at the J N.
Churchill ?morel. Home Choral
with Rev Kuria WU/ft Rev W. A.
ftriagc 
"r. 
ioting.
earl Ben- C. A Byrd glIt.
Survivals one eaulthillic
Mrs .1010111111110n- aro •311.
Hardin Mahe. and one aster Mrs
Myrtle McClemIst all et Murray
Route Three Two gninthens ant
Craves end C D. Montt Phillips
Mid Pay Morris are two great prand-
chikkien.
Interment will be In die Elm
Grove Cemetery with the awnings
mons by the .1 H Churchill Mi-
neral Nome whore Mends may cab
until the funned boor.
The clothing drive for oversee*
relief was dacumed Any excess 
tcarried 
•
collect to 15 be o the First
clothing any of the churches can And Tilghman
Christian Church no liter than
31 Meet FridayOrtober 
A large number of Marra" High
Tiger fans will be sitting in geodes
C of the TlIgnman High Sebesl
stadium la Patiseali arieerding I.
Wayne Doran. Anyone was Mani
to attend Ube game will be siding
with a Hervey grasp If they get
Seethes C sesta, he said.
QUESTIONS lc ANSWERS
ON THE COMMISSION
FORM of GOVERNMENT
Question - What Is the manner
of representation under the pre-
ant county ludge-magistrate form
of government
Answer There are seven marts-
traterial districts with a magis-
trate being elected from each dis-
trict The Wormy magisterial die-
did contains os.r 12,000 people
while each of the other magisterial
districts have aggroxlmetely 1400
people in them Bach madatrate
has one vote regardlese de the
number of people he represents.
The Idurn.r High Tigers rank-
ing eleventh in the state, travel to
Tilghman Pride; night for a game
at 7o'clock
Coach Ty Holiand reported the
team came out of the 'Dia game
In good physical condition said -We I
hope to be f
man this week."
AU tickets for the game will be
$100 at the rate at Paducah
After Tilghman this week. the
Tigers face Hopkinevine. the State
No. 1 team Para. Tenn . who has
bat only one game and this to
town Jackson by 5 points Is neat
with a fast unproving Pt Camp-
bell team last on the schedule
Murray must defeat Pt Campbell
to win the District Claes A title.
The Murray coaches were better
satisfied with the blocking in the
Trigg game, especially in the se-
cond half They also liked the
hard running of the Murray lacks
"The defense settled down after
the finit quarter and were terrific."
Coach Holland said "The entire
group performed well." he added
Coaches Dub Russell and Bob
Toon who have spouted Tilghman
report that the Thrnado try
anything to advance the ball aid
do not neettate to take chances if
need be. They operate from the
T. the I and occasionally from the
&tot gun offenses
Wellman, having a new mach.
was off to a now start but have
shown much l-reprovement in the
hat few week,'. Since the series
started with Murray. there has
been one tie. Tliebroan won one
fame by one point, one be 3 points
and ons by two toutinimma The
Tilers hope to break the jinx this
year Trier expect the mime to be
real close
0041.ECIES PRAISED
PRZOTONSHURICI. Ky. rtlet —
Virginia Tech President T Mar-
shall Hahn Jr, . today described
conwnuritty colleges, "As sit Im-
portent oominnent of our educa-
tional estebilshment " Rahn pra is-
ed the oononundy college in •
speech prepared Bir delivery before
a corniscation it Prestonsburg
Conununity College here.
Ilk
George H. Harrison.
70, Hallway Mehl Harry C. Rates, fur-id J. McDonald. Preglainit met Brick layersho lest au araWaft hi Democrat proggent. Hans es.
Steelworkers Met Party councils. a nasal oldtimer.
11. nrras Population 10,100
4Ik
Al J. Hayes, reareil Janie N. Cam, 11,1101aia C. • Birth-mandatorily at id who lost oat sa right, Meow Pah&as Machinists Union Electrical Wuhan, dent elf the Barbers
president. president. Vales. He is 16.
Aft-CIO SHAKEUP LOOMS--A shakeup looming in the 29-
man AFL-CIO Fncecutiv• Council would relegate these six
members to emeritus status, with no vote. They no longer
actively head their unions, and AFL-CIO President George
Moony feels Ilindernlantion' is In order. This would re-
quire constibleadiandea The convention is In December,
In San Francifila -Plats for changes are moving forward.
/Now
Largest
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXV1 No. 242
peach 
Brave Straits To
ea Safety Of The U.S.
By MATT-11SW T. KENNY
IL:fated Pres,, International
1.61KEy WEST, Ins — Downsrefugees tram Owsdkuotet cube
braved the storm-tossed Monde
Straits In email hosts today arid
arrived at this "freedom port "
Many of the Cubans were fear-
ful Premier Fidel Caetro would
change his mind on the "awn
door" policy lw instituted last
week, parrnittimr makontents to
leave the Island 90 mike from Key
West. Havana Radio arusounced
Tuteday night the freedom shuttle
was dosed terriporarily because of
Isad weather which built up high
seas of 7 to 10 feet in the straits
More than MO refugees. including
about 140 since Tuesday have rea-
ched Key Wed safely Once the
new Cuban policy began loot week
About 45 Cuban refugees arrived
at the freedom port this morning,
and leo than two hours later the
21-foot sailboat Conches II landed
with 30 more Among them were
16 children A Coast Guard cotter
radioed it was en route with 24
more
Among the Cuban exiles front
Monde who went to Cuba to re-
turn their relativea. VMS gl-year-
tied Arturo Clordillo who brought
beek has large family
One of the refugees, Eloy Con-
▪ lea. reported "about 8.000 people"
were jammed at the Canal-tom de-
barcation point In Cuba "either
trying to my roodby to those ap-
proved to leave or to get permis-
sion to go themselves"
Oordilio. berechested and gaunt,
mid he and three others left the
Florida Keys over the weekend in
a 21-foot boat to pick up their
loved ones In Cuba They tram-
med 25 refugees into the bat and
set rail for Florida fighting ths
raging seas the old man said.
Craw Guard cutters have been
meeting the refugee boats in the
straits and taking aboard the pea-
snorers or guiding them to Key
West
The Cuban eoverienent ILTUIOUne•-
ed early today It had temporarily
rhut the doors on the freedom
ahuttle until the foul weather in
the straits briproved
Havana Radio confirmed that a
group of newsmen. including Carl
Warner of UPI. arrived at the de-
barkation point dir Oamarloca Tun-
day night They were the first
American correspondents to arrive
there &Ince Castro announced his
new policy
-This sleepy fishing village on
Oubaa west costa is being tram-
formed into a staging area where
hundred', of Cubans fire awaiting
remove/ to Key Went," Warner re-
ported.
The American captain of one of
the boats which arrived in Carn-
ation' Monday to pick up miles
said there were "well over 300 peo-
ple" swatting tramportation
Capt. Jack Zed of Miami said
the Canianoca debarliation point
esinfiteed of at kirge bulDfend Mod
a number of inialler ones, all pre-
fabricated and all built welkin the
last month "
Bro. Tom Stewart
Called As Pastor
Of Kirksey Church
Bro. Tom Stewart has been roll-
ed as pastor of the Kirksey Tartlet
Church arid will preach his first
sermon there Sunday. October
at the evening service at 7 46
The new pastor sill complete his
pastorate at the Big Rock Civirch
in Stewart County Tenn . with the
Sunday :miming service. During
his pastorate there the church has
built • 612.500 parsonage, and the
church mission at New Haven has
stoned Its building at a coat of
$1400
Ben, fitewart's wife, Virginia. is
a native of Tennessee and they
have one child In whoa and two
preschool children
Stewart has served In seven
Tennemee churches before coming
to Kentucky He attended Baylor
University. Wino, Textui, Belmont
College, Nashville. Tenn and is
• graduate of the New Orleans
Baptist Theological Sanitary at
New Orleans. La.
The Stewart family will move to
the Kirksey parsonage on Saturday.
Aro !newt 'tweeds Res Terry
Sills s tio is now pastor of the Fre-
donia lia.ptist Church at Fredonia
Miss Patsy Lax Is
Named "Sweetheart"
PRIM Lax. daughter of Mr and
Mrs K H lax. Murray, has been
singed "Sweetheart" a Sonbbard
and Blade. honorary mititary soc-
iety for advanced ROTC students,
at Murray State College.
Min Lax, a sophomore yrisjortret
In biology and ohembery. is a mem-
ber of Same Sigma Sigma sor-
ority.
She was fourth runner-up In the
"Ube Kentucky" contest Lot rum-
mer. She was also a finalist In the
"Wm Murray Mermaid" and "Mt.
Laurel Queen- contests at Murray
State
Al Murray High School she was
a cheerleader and voted be* look-
ing In the senior class
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Pram International
Jame** was discovered by Col-
umbus in 1494 and remained a
Spanish possession until taken by
the Engilah In 1656, according to
the Statesman's Yearbook.
•
Conference On
Retarded Is Set
Here Saturday
The Kentucky Association for
Retarded Children will sponsor a
Leadership Training Conference
Saturday. October In at the Stu-
dent Union Building, Murray State
College.
This conference will feature
panel discussions by professionals
in the field of mental retardation
on the subjects of leadership. OT-
earnasuon of a local unit to help
the Retarded, planning of shelter-
ed workshop, and other commun-
ity services Registration for the
conference starts at 8 15 am. thr-
ough 8 i5 am. Saturday morning.
The conference begins at 8.45 am.
and features a keynote addreea at
10 30 am by Max Hurt, Retired
Vice Presidina of the Woodman of
the World, on "Conwnunity Leader-
ship- Pend discueatons will be held
thrcaighout the day with coffee
breaks and lunch between aresions.
The conference is made posaible
by a grant to K A.P...C. from the
Crusade for Children Ti includes
In particular all counties in the
i Western Region of Kentucky. Al-
so. parents end interested parties
are cordially invited to attend from
througnent the State of Kentucky
The goal of the conference is to
inspire, inform and train leaders in
the local community and state to
move forward needed programa for
the mentelly retarded.
KA R.0 is glad to go into any
community to aid parents and in-
issmosia out* in wtewaisis teigsa-
dation, to help the retarded in
counties where there are no or-
aunastions Thss conference should
be estremety beneficial to paro-
tid leaders in these ccromunities.
George G Harrahon III. president
of the association
Indica:Me Cd the importance
which the imociation places on
this training conference, n the
caliber of the ,p.alters and panel
members
Dr Donald S Hunter Head of
the Department of lb:lunation and
Psychology, will introduce Max
Hurt. the 'remote meeker
Dr Frank PCodman, profaner of
Psychology will speak on "Parent
Counsel :rig. In • panel discumion
on "Sit itered Workshops".
The three panels are "Local
Unit at Work". "Sheltered Work-
shop". and "Federal Grange and
Financial Aid for Community Pro-
On the latter panel will be James
Truck Overturns But
No Damage Reported
A one truck occident happened
on the detour on UR. Highway 641
lad night about nine pm, accord-
ing to Trooner Guy Turner of the
Kentucky State Police.
Turner mkt the Ford 114 ton
truck overturned as it was going
north and coming up on the new
swum of the highway by the
Scotts Grove HatliPst Mirth The
driver of she truck whom name was
not available was reported to have
taken a load of popcorn to Mur-
ray and was returning home when
his truck overturned
A wrecker pilled the truck mit
of the ditch and no damage was
reported by Turner who said he
did not fill out a report as there
were no injuries or damage.
Murray High Seniors
Win Commendation
Two Murray }fish School seniors.
Judy Hargis, daughter of Bro. and
Mrs Henry Herzig. and Max Rus-
sell, son of Mr. and Wm Eugene
received Letters of Coin-
mentLit ion from the National Merit
scholarship Oorporstion for their
high scores on the National Merit
tests.
About 38.000 additional students
were honored by National Merit
In this way. Their 020114%, propos-
ed college majors and career choic-
es are being sent to the colleges
they named when they were test-
ed lest March
Murray Milh's two Merit Semi-
finalists were Mary Robbins and
Eddie West.
Peel, Coordinator of Economic Op-
portunity, Frankfort. Linda Hays,
Director, Division of Planning. De-
partment a Mental Health. Frank-
fort, and Melville J Appel', Deputy
Commissioner of the Division 9f
Mental Retardation, Frankfort,
Mrs. Billie Downing, Profeasor of
Education and Psychology at Mut-
ray State College will be the mod-
erator.
Members of the other panels elli
be officials of associations aqn
councils for retarded children from
Lexington. Louisville, South For.
Mitchell. Frankfort, and other
cities in the state.
Three Are In
osp
Ca-rs-Cliffide
Three persons were hometallsed
at the Murray-Calioway County
Hospital La night after being in-
jured in a two car accident on 1.113
Highwila 141 he. miles south of
Murray, according to Trooper Guy
Turner of the Kentucky State Po-
nce
Turner said Madison Jones Is
Murray Route Pour. driving • 1901
Patel etaclon Wilda' was some
north on NI end hid snooped Is
wall for • truck going south to go
by before making a kidt awn Ina
the Station WII413111 was hit MI%
the etrevemay of his home
rear end by the 1967 Ford, ut
by Freeion Pierce of Kirtosey
Two
Injured and taken to the list-
petal were Jones and tea wife,
lens, and Pierce They were hated
as matielectory by the local Pica-
In • telephone conversation with
die hod ems broken ribs
Mrs Jones Ms morning. die
possible other Injuries watch had"
not been dstanginwil fRia and Mr.
Jonas who reallved eggs and bru-
ises are in the mew room at the
hospital The extent of the injuries
of Pierce la not known.
Mrs Jones said they were com-
ing from Hamel They had their
blinkers on to Indicate their pann-
ing to turn left and had jusit start-
ed to turn sheet the car was hit
and knocked across the road with
the front end being In the ditch_
Jones' father, Pleas Jones. has
been a patient at the local hos-
pital, convalescent division, for the
past tour years after suffering •
stroke
James D. Capps Is
Now On Okinawa
--
US FORMS, OKINAWA (AR-
- Army Pet James D.
Capps whose wife, Dlin4e. lives
In Hanel. Ky.. was assigned to the
Illat Artillery on Ok.inaym. Sept.
2a.
Capps. a tile crewman with
Battery B. Bad Minnie Sattahon of
the artillery. entered the Arnw in
April of tide year. received bask
training at Fort Nekton. S C and
wise last ststidned at Port Baia
Tex
The 22-year-old soldier offended
Central High School MT mother,
Mrs Backer Outhrie, lives in Par-
a. Teon and his father, Neal
Capps. lives in Paris
Dr. Parr Attends
Language Workshop
Dr Jame!. A Parr, head of the
la nou g e department at Murray
State College recently attended •
foreign language workshop for
language teachers
The workshop was held in Wil-
mette. Illinois and was aponsored
by the Encyclopedia Britannic*
Film. Inc. producer of eduostional
films and •uctio-visual materials.
At the sessicas the langiid.
teachers were trisined in me ar
Iii. vlsuel-audio-lingual techni-
que of teaching foreign.
'1"4111111111111111111111111111111INIMM.Minimprat. •
_ .11•••••,
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Vain TV",
THE LEDGER
PUS1LMHED by LEDGER b TIMES
Cm-coliclauon of the Murray Ledger.
4 : Terw.s-fierald, October 20, 1928, and
1, 1942
•
& TIMES
PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc..
The Calloway Tunes, and The
the West Kentuckian. January,
JAM MS C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We rename the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items wench, in our opinion, are not for the best in-
terest 41 our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER t-V., 1509
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.:
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Clam Matter.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier la Murray, per week Mr, per
moon &Sr In Callow-ay and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50; Mee-
where, $8.00. 
7h.Outetanding Civic Awe of a Community is the
hilarity. at la Nerwepepter
WEDNESDAY -- OCT013RR 13, 11106
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS otTERNATioNAL
CRAWFORDVILLE, Ga. — A group of white high school
atueinta, singing in counter-protest to a Negro civil rights
den onstration.
"We ain't gonna let no niggers change our school--we're
gonna keep on walking, we're gonna keep on killing."
KEY WEST, Fla — An elderly Cuban woman,as she dis-
embarked from a small boat which had carried her away
from Communist Cuba:
"I'm very happy to be in this land of freedom."
LONDON — Prime Minister Heroin WiLson. urging that
Rhodesia not take action to declare itself indeperidnt of the
British Commonwealth of Nations:
"It is a nightmare with which I have to live that this uni-
lateral declaration could be enacted again—on British soil
A so-called independence. illegallvtaken, could start a chain
reaetion in Africa of which no one could see the end."
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL — Minnesota Twins Manager
Sakti Mele, confident that his team can overcome a 3-2 game
edge held by the Las Angeles Dodgers in the World Series -
"We showed we can beat the Dellipers here in Minnesota
and I think we can do It airajn. WeN41 a ken Way from belnig
be•STil Yet" 
.
Ten Years Ago Today
LIDGICRa MOM nu
Mx and Mrs. Guy BillIngton have returned frown a 5300
mile trip to the West at where they attended the 59th an-
'anal Convention of the National Association of Insurance
Agents In attendance were 4000 persons
Episcopal church services will be held each Sunday even-
ing in Murray starting October 23. The services will be held
at the Murray Wnfliall's Club House
A. B. Chandler. Democratic nominee for Governor, prom-
ised not to knee state parts facilities to conunercial interests
In a speech winding Op his tour of the first district last night
at the court house
Dr Harry Sports spoke on -Shirring Languages" at the
meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
VAC' AGM VIMPOURS POO srmsasesses-areein Inner-
national Airless mindied them new space age uniforms
Iter On steemillessee at Newark, N.J. sad aismeened
etimpetkip ewe** tram Newark Airport Stewardesses
land& Knossos and Ito• McNeil weer the wow tornm
Mika lade& erase helmet; exotic mocks sad baste
ATTENTION BOYS
An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy :Ain start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.
•••
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WEDNESDAY - - OCTOBER 13, 1965
Tee A hamlet
by United Press 'eternalises!
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 13, the
2Sech day of 1965 with 79 to fol-
io...
The :noun is approaching As last
QUM/ter
The morning sent is Jupiter.
The miscue stars are Mars, 'Ven-
us and Baum.
On this day in history:
In 1776, the conimentai Con-
gress ordered coestruction of ta
naval fleet, Una crettnaUng the
U.S Navy
In 17M, Oeoree Washington laid
the cornerstone of the President%
house, the that public Wilda' to
be ant to iftehlogoon.
In NW Nast Clennany prtioned
Oren Britain sad Prance that it
would nos violate the Belgian
neutrality.
In 1943. nal) declared war on
Citroen), her former aim partner.
A thought for the day. Spanish
unbar Cervantes said. -Gen we
never bow tau much of a good
thing ?"
A BIT
FROM THE BIBLE
by GEORGIA M. LANDIS
Students Have
Responsibility
For Attire
By DAVID NYDICK ,
UPI Eahostisin Spseielist
SIMMIlle hove the reipmeleiber
or Wog alma in prow *Mike se
me As uslik mogialis mime aid,
bar WNW IMINNIN int eau&
Iii_i_e_1 14Mail RISMR111.E-_
The Om mellim Is lo illeselee
aseedledi walla NM gmed• so-
avow*" Fame* eleinle end
abaci esselbarilagi Meal NOM Ile
'pew to arrive at a eltedielMee Ile-
mean The misicapsaion ef sainalla
von awed Mao Os peep Neel
ware le being OIMMOSIIIIL
The PM • eilISISM IMIIIMIKee
or other astelher imp aelsee like
Me Mule leMplegibilly fer geseinp-
log • nuaglag liSeeleadille matt. The
seebseli es emperearee is pain-
cuisirty leareasse it the standards
ere gee* Ila he &Mowed effectively.
Whet eabiblerellone are invert-
ant lin detellaping such a code? Care
should ha Mem to wend uniumon-
stile rellithikai There is • need
for flexibility so thia surbente can
asitiaty Meer owns as well as their
waren* arittnirked tastes.
Any restricetons ehoulii be alined
I et avoiding igetneems *Neel mks*
came a disturbalee Or ioSerheil
with die tame apeteeles el ilk
iessool program hey nips if litre.
.. i makeup cr heir Mee Meth b so
WAITING ON TIM LORD , liniment ar repreents • -way can-
Met; -War an the LORD: be of , standee would seem lb be soneoen-
wad anyggre. and he Mall erageb- toilet to a wheel anueasa
MEW eat, I sty, en Me ! There a • IWO* held by maw/
LOWY (Pan. 7714 1 educatont Pnwhabellebte and pm-
Our tent ia the f011111 Rine in one ' erica that mum types at dress bap
of the sweetest ott the Panama. awe ; to support emproper behavior en ilhe
winch covers ouch of the rime el , pert of students. Mich eleme elt
humeri experierme It * Med with i clothing as leather jacteta. boots and
cruel enemas. and a compagelamile eight smiaters fall IOW the cella
Ood, with grave deasters and grate- I gory.
teas deloreranees. with deep siss. Serious conerion•Uon Mould be
ODOM end bratimu Bunker, with gam intim sotevenes in steel Mb
dents parompete. The dolingMan and with reigteg.
Waiting wpm die lsrd * remise 1 abased be mob Wert a at elselleet-
to the flan twat epeittuaLly preen able and does not. intersair win
sue ood freguesely keep Ms own the slodssita performance.
ways* kr evidence ad illis wear- Periess Me most naperient brit-
vacuum There a dinaganie In dais, or weak dtwild be ammillend es
Weak* upen Ord Si prayer and she seleawasnai weilue of berning
In communion inensues courage to dors WOW* lior wilet1001 Mu&
mums the times to be etresigthen- Qom Holine to • Modem is miry
' mace ate • iob so a pram • banked.
As you won span Goa reed Mr 1 Wise would probable not hold Ms
Satire Psalm Si which the fontanel P-sitier ver7 Iona if he came to
of faith are deplayed How such i a lab Wm hear end dungarees.
nore tralmplamn *died car rem be on the other twist a brick laywr at
U we lived In the bogy atmorphere nut sespeciad to wear a pe suest
it Ma Pisani It has been a great white Mart
A , ode ut satopeabie Mem whichhate to ninny
Ponoweng Ow terrible mutiny in ni moved at by nuatmai faaresaai a
len In Inaba, the wife of Kr John is waitment soh value:* It tiro-
liewrence rat caged home to her vides support ler parents End schuol
children In Ringemind. end harl to 1 oificsaii to enforce maionabie oaf
leave tier hashssid se he denewrous 1 cards The seventis Grade gel el.,
ozet Ow Mis orate of the raper vane in Wee Winn ecenitlin and
I
Inner "What the bat marring of 1 Unmet* csonot oompleeri Met me
separedien arrived, we had ast us 1 is an al am if the cade egarsegi,
eell Mae reading. sod I can never ' tame Moo
Mink of the 270h Probst which sus ' Whet Mout die emit isigegaiscsig
1 an portlan we then read tolledher. nt such lelPdatasse? Dom a echool
I waleint fennel* that sad time - nese Ow right to determine the
I Wait 
ineteith inure have cern, in ' IstUdent. pampa' deem? ig a pm.
than dram such verses as -The ' tin brought met mama. • school
,LSD in my light end my meg. fix melting aim regulations the de-
i"Ile ilti*Irballierimgerigh liNef Itnylirnr; 07: =el clumnairecularwc"delleatileoP.°11111terthewilliblestallagofAm I to amid" . Per ic me she dauriteuhr =al comlinm.
I el: ems," gurtabiegnion He Maim, wwithrte rnort siacitti liewerwthe effect. therasid" parcapiheablt gineram.
i liii inisonde when He riele me. Iellealitions They are not mare toPie Met ow me up upon • me I restrict hieedorn Thm provide aWeit an the LOW be of lend emir- I Willehlre learnt/On and lin turn a-
1, see ...el He ANS Mirevettwn thine ,q1c1 Ow IIIIKW of dryfa wIWIll WM&
1 heart ' 7/•• OM5 dilidee be arena. mterfeve with the whoa program.
I honed by them sun*
1. '1,112111111 WOLL
I RISES? oussaar. *ma Mews
i lin Tie- MGM Mall Warn Ow were
, inun 'rash M SWIM AlirloWit his
I MI ram er It Pilger when anothre
1
Injured vioUrn And ea • ammal
TM sews pomace remained hay&
mimed ia serum condition Inoue
in the crash Monday night an Me
imeueine rif tris pert tax
ittlitaWAY CAVORT
othaT tas.RAINOION. Mous tm
— A lalressr-ald iii netribm away
Ken a setae for the meneeiliy re-
wend emenest her attain cm ineo
whoa bin Thunemr. polite mei
; None of the etilieres Moen! the
! boa mere mewed. bet Nee gel.Oer-
at Hester, received mem faro cuts.
I police men.
MOS. MII 141111AS Vairopille saw ispuillieesort 'unties.
eaberdeallAri at Walli1011a• Is ids ems a askibi rub.,
Newspapers
Are Honored
By Krivanis
_—
Edward C Keefe. Oklahoma. Otty,
010012001111. Precedent of 'Owen*
Intemistonal presented a GOLDEN
NERrTAOE OF TREE SPEECH
certificate to J Oerte4,
(Womble. Ohio. on Thursday. Sep-
tember 9, as & Golden Antuveriery
I gesture a tribute by Kiwanis to
this repitientative at the nese.
Papers of the western world Oertei
Is amend Chairman of the Near,
paper Pubhc Infcrynation Commit-
**. Newspaper Amin-Mem Menag-
ere Inc.. the annual sponsors of
I ---
PINIONINT PIM lye — V.
Predated Hubert H Humph-
rey be with reporters in
the White House after it
was announced that *WI*
President Johnson Is un.ler
anesthesia for g•II bia,),14 r
surgery. Humphrey take
his place at the he •,,
FOR CORRECT
TIM! sod
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
DIAL 753-9,63
PEOPLES RANK
et
I or 'Vow Ever.
HEATING OIL
Vrede, rill
17:
•▪ ••"'
Cr, %
Itto, *me.
.017,:cgrli"•;•••
KENTliCKY LAKE
OO CO.
New Com ord E tad
1:121
tA1N E
GULF SERVICE
and
Main at 6th Murray. Ky
Phone 753-5862
* SPECIALS*
1964
AUSTIN-HEALY
Sprite
We gi- e L&H Green
Stamps with ALL
Cars!
Alen .
it GOOD SELECTION
OF MITER mu) MK%
(Limit 5.000 Stamps)
nationai Nevins/per W. The pie
mentation took place at a spread
kindluan in Columbus- '1
News of the prementimenn wee re.
cered todiv by Find *Kuhn. Pr.,
teat of the Memo& Club of Mtir-t
tag.
Aa be presented the certificate.
the taw of many which wte be giv-
en by ICrwards clubs to their home-
town and neenborbood newspapers
during Ifistussal Newspaper Week
thia October. Keefe noted that "our
diTanhallott—Petwartis—couk1 never
have reached its fiftieth maestros
were it nia kw or.' dainccratic gov-
ernment and the wondierful free
mem whioh is vital to be omens.
tdo.t. That a. yew. in gratitude to
the nes simpers of the free world„
we offer this 'thank you' - -this birth-
day gift in reverse—et Me Woe of
our Ooloen Anniversary. It le ow
commetunition to our newepaper
••••IMM.
friends far +/war naval efforts in PLANE CRASHES
beidah at freedom of speech and ell ---
RAWALPINDI, Pakiestan —
A Pakistani International Airlines
P'uldier carrying a crew of four
washed Friday the Kaghon Val-
ley northeast of Rawaipincil, Radio
PakieUm reported.
The inlet-metre plane loft RIM-
alpine' Friday martinet ir e
allitres with OM suppiles. The fate
of the crew was not known. No pa.
ampere were aboard
It means."
In responding, Oteruil quoted from
Pamictiot Lyndon B Johnson's Ha-
Monad Newspaper Week statement:
"Newipapeis," mid the Resident.
"and their readers ere pa,uters in
Interim anti a we fall to defend
the freedom of the prow we neglect
caw own"
enB Intenationall has con.
awed in Melanie Newspai.zr Week
far Innearatz yenta, to make it the
oldest wraup enolved at the dew-
Neu* outside ot the sponsoring or-
mrilasuon Itself. Painonst ifiterecep-
er Week this yew is October 10411.
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAY
U.S.D.A. GRADED
FRYERS
lb. 23c
DIRILCIS RESCUE
R -I. tee — A (*-
Moir priest droned • 30-man res
cue operstion Thoredsy which heel
two men from • f ive-ton truck that
had overturned.
The awn were taken to a hospital
where ahoy were repand to good
; condition. The print left b!tent be
could be identified.
SMALL, LEAN
SPARE
RIBS
lb. 49c
GRAPE
We!&-ccle
qt. 29c
PILLSBURY
Cake Mixes
Fudge - Yellow
While
389c
Ilt/tiliN
Napkins
2
IS Ct. Plic
r 17c0
FROSTY KEN
PROf 
STRAWBfFiltIES
Fl ELD'S
Sousage
lo.11,: !. I 17 .
lb. 59c
10 Chi Pkg.
89c
RED GRAPES
111.10`
WO!
DELITED
Jelly
12-01, J,r
Asserted Flavors
89c
16.4
Crackers
lbw 19c
TATOES
la Lb. Rag
4,'`
OWN IAL
BREADED
ShriniP
lb. 79c
Prim Above Geed Through Tuesday. October -- — — — Ogantity Purchase., Limited
jpen 24 Hours A Day . . . Closed Sundays
Items Below Are Our Everyday Low Prices .
r. ref PI IC ria.rse;
Chili w- Beans 33c
HUN"I'S TOMATO - Family RI*
atsup
'vim: •
tAR-21-40
29c
\11 - 4-Lb. Sag
39c
Chicken lb. 69c
nlx or I
pecan Pies 49c
,;1101PEOPIT - No. 3•• can
ork & Beans 9c
CHEF' DELI(' ET 2- lb Kos
CHEESE 59c
Purex•
1 (. a I
59c) Flour
Rag
Curls 39
4 tItTION INSTANT
Breakfast 75
Cinner 19c
:(aX OF I?
Jumbo Pies 39c
PURINA -10.1k, Bar
Dog Chow $1.39
NATITSCO DANDY
ShortCcke 49
- Twin Rag
Potato CHIPS 49c
ell IOSUMI' - S Pounds
59
IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE IIVIAT .COUNTS!
•
•
•
•
4
• I LII
•
•
•
•
•
5
.TV
of four
van Val-
li. Ftadio
in Raw- •
linn
The tete
No pub-
- A Cki-
men ITV
lah freed
lick that
haepatal
In good
mfore he
•
f
•
•
•
•
•
•
4
•
•
•
-111111W
•
•
•
a
•
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A tobax0 t.i011 irons Pcilugai was in Murray over the weettena as tne gutsts ot Lae 1.Jark .JaEli 1.. ea t4o.i.cc.., Litroe-ers Assuchttion. Following a dinner at the Holiday Inn Mayor Holmes Ellis presented Honoary Citizen certificates to Artur Vasco Rodrigues da CruzFrank B. Snodgrass, vice president and managing director of the Burley and Dark Lest Tobacco Export AssociatioN Fernando de S- bra.1 Cid and Adel-inn Artur Manuel Duarte Boica, shown from left to right above. Mayor Ellis is standing in the center. Portugal is a user of lar,th dark leaf and burley to-bacco.
01.1E5710N AND ANSWER PERi0D—Capt. Tom Taylor, son of
Taylor. former ambassador to South Viet Nam,
and a Vietnamese soldier interrogate a Viet Cong captive
near An Kb.. He was captured during "Operation Gibral-
tar," which resulted In 226 Viet Cong dead. (Rsinophoto)
Hog Market
waJ State Market News Service,
Weglogiday. OW. 13. 1965 K.ecaticky
Pdreheiuse-Area Hog Mute Report
----1Inclu.ding 7 Buying Stationa.
Illeumsted Receipts 475 Head Her-
tees and 01Ris 25-60e Higher
IT. 8 I, 2 and 3 1110-340 lbe 923 00-
33.50: Pew U 8 1 190-230 Re, 11211 85-
24.35. U. S. 3 and 3 245470 Ite
7522.O: U 8. I. 2 and 3 160-
175 les 520.76-21.75; U 8 2 and 3
sows 403.000 ilia. 51900-3)00. U. 8.
I said 2 250,400 Ike 100.00.21 00.
41 their marriage in Las Vegas back in 1411
BETTY GANSU II escorted from the courthouse in Las Vegas,
Nev.. after her 10-minute "extreme cruelty" divorce front
bandleader Harry James. thus ending 22 years of marriage.
They were married in a five-minute ceremony there in 1943,
and have two grownup daughters.
TIMES OBITUARY
INDIANAPOLIS Ind Vet The
Indianapolis Star Tueslisy expreee-
ed regrtt editorially over the death
of a rival newspaper, the Indiana-
polis Times
-It Sea been • smithy and ag-
gressive competitor of the capital
city's other newspapers throughout
Its 'Ti years." the Star editorial
said
PAOE THREE
, NEW COMET
.-..• ^ ----i-*-/'.1,̂w,red •
n :r days
time.
" - news agency
r. the Institute of
-. A -t'- -m'7 of the So-
'.e t Academy of Sciences had de-
t'traa:rti tae
1r-Y1 l!sc-vIrri JYo-
ansee er•ronorners three weeks ago,
• • c c ' 1!.. mixt.
new rinse "oterey
surfase c,f sur. .t
it 7-1te and astroramera
• ',wail and chemical
- r • oefnre observed by
researchers." Tess said.
fllh.,t- • ,a- - r 3 • rata, elln3
operaton Titc..•da- at Wright Pat-
terson Air Force Dame near here.
Offic:cs .410 ,tie , nit ,
r and no tienloeion occurred although
the craft% cargo including con-
ventional rntinitionis plins some "non
explosive components of a nuclear
ar.tpns system. OffIctais said
there woos no danger of radiation.
WHERE THE BOMBERS STARE—Tius is a iscen• on Guam the Marianas island where the
big is 52 Stratuf,trtresses (background) take off on those bombing raids to Viet Nazis. In
f.o.-nd are 750 pound bomn• A R-52 can carry 24 under its wings. 27 in bomb ba
FISHERMEN RESCUED
011 20::
• • " -0-
.::as figency T --
t^ '—n4-t on re of
he :Ix boats feared sunk by ty-
• G:rm! I were resniei by a
:cruse Air Tzrec
Guard unto hay! jxned I
Japanese stglrJr.!ties in the 2earch,
but little bope w55 Se..1 the bmi
men still misting will be foul:d
alive
MEW 
.re re FIncT F's^
-r c,..- vEstyttr:
• •stlet
Operated"
'1.nealfy Ossnee Art
P 41NT STOH
'
MURRAY LOAN CO
MONEY EWA Di)l.!Ar I
Jet. Mittir..7Zit.,.
11471•74:WIre3-:
7....
.• r . • / • • • 1 I. •
RosE's WHL.A1.47Gm17.:
New Location, Olive at 3rd; Phone 10-1351
Check ;;Jur ..'1..ec1s tor Salvo., and Tie Wear
MUFFLERS - SHOCKS - BRAKES - TIRES
7".
ED'S FOOD MARKET
"Your Dollar Goes Further"
* i HF ”.1,1 ,is• S IN TOWN *
icon l'hone 153-1523
.461111111dPerrir
LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
"Manufacturers of Dir.mond Rings"
Parts for All Electric Sha‘ers
Watch Repair!nt - .ticrelry Repairing
I 'eV 7. 2 • .17. WV,
OVERNIGHT SERVICE
MEN:ARIS and .4T. LEWIS
Te rtntl From
Murray, Benton and Hazel
PASCELL WM LINES, INC.
Murray  753-1717
•Memphis  525-1415
St. Louis  CE1-3275
Cutlass Supreme:
Just out! Brand-new hardtop from Oldsmobile!
"Brand-new" means Cutlass Supreme—the luxurious four-door
hardtop that just joined the '66 lineup at your Oldsmobile
Dealer's! Longer. Wider. Smarter. Smoother. More posh, more
powerful than any Cutlass before it! Sound like the sassy new
Supreme might change your ideas about low-priced cars? You can
bet on it! At your Dealer's LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
TOOONADO • NINETY-ENINT • DELTA MI • DYNAMIC Si • JIKTSTAR SS • CUTLASS • F-SS • VISTA-CRU•SER • STARTIRE • 4-4-2
Off FRONT 11(66:
C3.1....E3SMCIBILE... in a Rocket Action Car.'
GREAT TIME TO GO mane THE ACTION IS..SEE YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED OLDSMOBILE QUALITY DEALER TODAYI
40111.111111.11111111MMINIllaaammermelamsems. 
1406 W. MAIN ST. SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SALES MURRAY, KY. 42071
THE 1966 ROCKET OLDSMOBILES ARE HERE! SEE THEM ...DRIVE THEM AT THE OLDSMOBILE DEALERSHIP NEAREST VOU!
• 0,
774,
mir
1
.•
•
11
1COPY NOT ALL
READABLE
,±
•
-I -
SHOPP
r
FEATURING SPECIAL LOW PRICES
Deposit Hold Selection On Lay-Away
SPECIAL BUY
Finger Tip Pile Lined
Corduroy
Casual Coats
$14.46&mit
FREE
Large c#_pacity
bags. Frèe to
adult ,CU6teM-
e rse.
(While They
Last)
Alive $2.52! The right coat for shop-
Ping, for casual wear. Tailored for
warmth, in heavy corduroy with
deep pile lining. Quilted sleeve tin-
gle. Many nave fur collars. Sizes
6 to 20.
Deposit Will Hold On Lay-Away
MARY
With Zip-In-Out Lining
All Weather Coats
SAVF 114.46
viea!he• coat ialicred of wind and rtin rel-
ling taztVe twills Stand-up collar. Se-in sleeves
Seven buttcn front Pile lining ztgel in and out
second' Hie k and olive back. Eiiies 8 to 18.
Peperiit Will Hold On Lay-Away PlAn
Men's Zip-Out Lined
AD Weather Coats
$15.46
Ever)uay protection 1:-. any w. athet! Rain ard wind
repelling p:.plins with sarrn washable pile lining you
can Alp in-out in seconds They're "Town 'N Troll"
tailored!
Peppin Will Hod On Lay-Away Plan
Corduroy Goal Coats
Wth Warm Pile Lin;rig
$114.98
gcriti looking coata of heavyweight Crompton
C3rdurcK, Repels V.,.nds and cold, C.c." body tin-
113, qullted ltning it.ni. ttini-uo cola:. Men's,
;vrir• -her •r
e'.rrit *1- 7111! r • • ,-tv Plan
Boy's Corduroy Coat?
Deep Orlon elle Lining
_ ‘2 52  110.46
Thickect Lad aild rial cowl
and dee, c1'.3n pile lieur-g. liakY knit
c pc_itet;. flizca t
t•encrit Will IVirl On L."1-Away Plan
•• • 'r POUR THE LEDGER & TIMER - MUVRAY, KENTUCKY
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Social Calendar
W: -y, October 13 I Student Croon Bulking lit 7:318;
The Ruth. Wilson Circle of the . p.m. Tor reservists:ins ealli Mass - Mrs. Charile Cologirto2 and Mrs
WHOS cf the Tiro Methanol , Reed 753-5173 or Juanita Lynn John Workmen sere hosteasess for
Church will hove a Casserole Oar- 1 763-3610. I the mo..,..ng of the North Murray
nivel at the home of Mrs. Verne I . . . Herneenclers C:ub held at the Cal-
Kole at 6)0 p.m Mos Miriam Dais ; The South Murray Hamensakers • loway County Library on Friday,
of !mdse. graduate emden1 It MSC. r
I 01131) will meet at the Cadinsay Octeber it at one-thirty o'clock in
will be the guest spe.aker N:teinty Library at one p.m the afternoon
!
• • •
.. '
Lundron a--:1 be served at , Ilte.Wcodaten Ctrcle soll meet Pret•edLea 'he t"Ine°11 met infrI
The Oaks Country Club Reser- I sit the Murray Woman's Club CbtunY Judge Rober: 0. Miller
intions must be made by signing at ; Is at 1:10 p.m. talked to the group concerning the
the Pro-Shop or calling the jun. 1 , • • • premised referendum of the Cunt,
chain chairman. Jo fichuits 7113- 1 mig aggigsky cisrege es the ems 1 diliwillin type of government for
• or co chairman Sue Out- , of ths rent Pap et Church Mil 1 Dailfgeed Contdr to be snot on In
in 1811-13183 hl7 ladles are leg- 1 Mod MO Ms. Boob Net/sInger Itba Oman" eleees°
ad to attend. 11:2S ant This president. Mrs. Workman.Id 
• • • • • • trilredlneed Mrs Esoo Clunter and
I
The AP.S and Crafts Club edit 1 Ilientley, Oeteber la Mrs. Bernice Boyd who pive the
met at Inv name 011 Mrs Rialins 1 The Purchase Area Homemakers! bennn an -Boy 
Lines rcr Select-
Ilanan00, 505 POInar Street. at Club will have its &Maid meenng i the rtuseture" Thiry mid it la
2.30 p.m Note change in mee:un si. sgurray stele caws at tag inee to Mn forintine billing over
a in. la long period of time. In plannin
• • • 
g
see abodid ceneider the funetiall.
p..soe 
The Harris Genre Homemakers Tuesday, October 19 design, pries. most ruction. and
Ciub alll rnbi Vajlthallialc Mr- I The tarmac Desekrezeret a the Can. 1/1,1 Mildilan of woods are
arr as 188Pisail041141lone Murray Woman's Club will have a Inshoetent mid mid walnut. rdierr7,
Smith ase 'Hobbs, White Elephant, and Sate i asohogang. mid magic are laweite
12ie .0 - • • 
Sale at the club house from 1.2 t woods.
noon to six p.m This win be an The 14..0.111 NW with the nee
Clab 4.7e'lv.
Soak 111 ,it: 'by 
i open house and the members vi! Idoes veneer woe& ere es sub-
orul .. r tier - ' de 11!' is •
The 
rt,x i.i 4 trit 4 I dseplay and sell items for arrange- llanual se Mild woods in some capes.
• 11 'PIO ass 1 merits and Chrottnas gift Ideas They doled the discianon by say-
! from fifty cents to five dollars. ,tng if Wm are not sure at being
• :11.4̀' tt.:1, , , 71ele
3.4 It i 
tot 
Coffee and cooties Will be served. , able ,to Male decisns ono con-
lbe litgartment Win he ve a bus- struction. etc. to be awe to con-
The Waelersanill6ri / IC 
4*--nen meeting at the club taouse at su.t a rile seater.
71. pm"
1 Mrs, B. J Botihme gore the de-
CB of u• iJeuv•dast Oben& • • • i voz..ou on 'TLIbilamis' with We
oki Doug- 
The Christian Wantenk Fellow- scr.ire esiwiew mom pmyri,
i
North Murraf Club
Meets Friday At
Calloway Library
wt..: nose:
• • •
i •ore a
at ship of the PL-et Methodiat Clormeb ,-6 and pram by Mrs. Marls
7 30 p.m 0. abrat a tia ; rad meet at 838 sm. et the church craw:0re ma" eaubbies: aw,
be ennolgilr ;Awe semu in , nor A potluck linscheon Mil be
• • • 
levered the collroL with their hie-
....
I served at eleven, kin. ; or-e house phut 't S. .1
1 
men w 
• Mrs C.a.rv• Gatlin ren1Wed UmThe Amos day luncheon will be i
Mit 1 of the Firm Metheelse pia kgroloope weal, an emu.
, 
at
r.ccrl tillfg11 ;y1=101126011 tenSOB ili In the care a airamaci umaisbout 
lb.
.- '..__-;%
wilt 1...imisigra 1 MUM youth 10011W at 2 30 p.m
A We Jr.r. 1 Tem+ wen Pea Use Ptah Doran 1
Crawford. Baxter Mlbrey. Don lee.- Circle in the social hall eherwerds '
ler. -11e, C. troth Ames - 110.7....."•,. for a 'lint oseetan Coode I h.01.--
Bendy Rumen.. and 'inn nowiett teases will be Mosiames C.sude
• • • Farm-r Jam WaLis. and Hattie
The !Lial.ccry IluW...lery of the Perelloni-
Meth Meant Oroer Otenbertand
Preeber, ran Church will Mee! at
seven r m at thr church. 11rDrugaf Home Is
Scene Of Society
Meettng Monday
• • •
Cii-seler 14
The Haze: Woman's Club will
wie.t a, seee r pai at the Wood- Mrs J C McD(MOIM
men Bail ! tees to the Calloway 1:011110 
asesse.
• • • I aktrzal alociety Monday eladell010
The BiaLr.k„ohip cork of the at tor home on Route Iftya,
Scutt Pleasant Grose Methodist The me."' usla calleiriLM"rhie
march tau meet at seven peo * Mrs Char:ie StubbleffekiL 111•1
1110 biome of Mae Carolyn Erwin. 11---n laentiener7 read MINI"
of the Mit meeting and Mra
Wurneri and me," of ute mum., man Graham 
gave the tremenWs
C"...ste Cc. e lecalty and staff will . 1•11nri
, or.c.s2 :r. the carder.* of the ; '1r 1111.411.
- 
WS Foreman Orshain read •-
letter from B. lr Young at Brim-
s. New York It wee • thank
9011 letter and oantatned a nice
decetion to further the work at
the seeilety.
litra Bassi Rpm gen On pro-
gram report en 'Cuissideiss of Cal-
loway and Adjoinleg Oemieles
To/kering the Mishiges sessein
the Milan served TeltiWieWnentS to
1110iliwWW6 I R Key. Soo II Al-
be't' Haiti Reset Ryan. Clingles Tor-
mer Lavine Dick ?red Ohiglia.
Eberle Stubblefield. W C ISMS-
rep n. Foremen OM-
hem. Price Geste. 13 .1 Miller. 111m
"•- n 11 it:teenier, and one gullet.
Mary Mcnegernery
• • •
The Accutron Story:
No balance wheel,
no mainspring,
no hairspring,
no tick, no tock.
,Xccutrore made
them
'Daft wen Oh this tieneoitice
-a mock m the parts ttzt
fails a with tut or sloe iwn
Men WI Mt of R. Nxidron
Inn* keg* tin siblotiont
talighip Ming tat snick dt
Ades esaty s.cood 10613:40
equal Porta. Moor
watch *Qs • second kin
only S poi* It is the only
esWL$i passatendt tar
aeaie.ou1l•ocasineywil4
accontve be e
Woe *sw•ipmerM. Ws Astons
lin Om lkyste_la look into
/co**. •
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itionlininertier
nssirannew tessrin.
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R-rre•Friiell Is
Cues' Sfteoker At
r!1 -clip,' Meeting
ihe lovely Yam, at Mimes
- • ttle.nrier Co tiVerti
-!een:h 11Weet WA the scene of
-7...eOry of the aisellian Sun-
s- ftlaw.* Class at the Pint Bap-
ret Chwth held Wader. Oetabey
IX at seven-thirty o'clock in 
t4 
'Mt AI Becenfiad ws. giss nt
eve:C1111 *EOM We iseiiyi oast
.feeree".rig and 
ineptrtni 
talk on
the 'helot. "Heaven' with his 1
scripture reading tram the 21se •
end lend chentort lit Remains.
The proddeat. man Alton Bar-
nett. ensign, Other officers are I
Mrsi it Key. rice-presider"
MM. idirene Swann. secretary
Mrs ,Jaktr Dunn. sonses.rd mere
:arse. Mrs N Wolturchill. tree-
serer We John Riley, program,
R.-"tie-. Jones, etiblieltY. Mrs.
Fred D.rig:es. social. Mrs, Sur-
men Porter. iniasion. Bra. Marge
Arnut•Ting, Romig
Ai Owile !Runner is Lhe clear
,eacher
Rerbiesments were *erred by
r-i-vem I rentiated of bare. K T
0-ewtord, oheinman. lin aim
oidoner. tars. made Anteldronid
Mrs Dewey lanagettos. Br.. Miss
(semi. kinner. Mrs Jeff MS/WeY.
and Mei. 0. T. Peectsii.
I eed Friday. Ootsber 29
Retresienents were served by
1111k. Jo La. Ciert, Mrs. Rosetta
Hirt Dottie Roberts, and
Mrs. liemnen Underwood et :be
:Jar et lie meth*
lAltar Society Has 1 PERSONALS
Meeting At Home Mr and Mrs Pat Hackett
Of Mrs. McCoart I turned to their home Monday af-
Mrs. Robert McOoart was hos- ! ter Wendt" the 
weekend
 in "-
tess Dor the meeting of the Altar 1.n3iar, Ind , with their ban. hare Pet
S ciety of St Leo's Catholic Church n''k''" 
"ad
 !9ell'e nee "Wee at
heS1 Monday. Oc:ober 11, at seven- it'? % ..! iris to twet and welco-ne
th.rty o'clock in the evening T t:Oo Mrs Clare Elaibeth 
Hackett
1
 A lovely procrern 04 pony wa, been Wednesday. 
October 6. The
0e,sented by Mrs. David pun,. lob, wellies! seven and one half
Mrs Clyde Johnson. president, pro- - - "4". Her "'ter° ikr••• PlifrIce
aided at the ineeiirn ,., lane. Lade Ann. and Mary 
Allis-
Refreshments were served li on Mrs J It Rz'et of Pan& mo-
Mrs Mrs:Mart to Mrs. hibleiled. timer of Mrs 3,-* ThIrkrtt SMS_.,....11/
Mrs. pane, mra, Robert Row bom. sister also and 
will r-nnain won
Robert Taylor. set,. ywharts Amok her daughter and family for SOW.
Mrs. Grover W James. and ?Mbar ' era! dera-
Martin Mattingly
• ' • Bra 
(ho Tarns had as her
weekend rueere M.A.t. LOW and
Mrs. Dorval Hendon '-'="'" ''E"'t wh-were elektiDer'hr . brother, Gory Short, who is
Speaks At .1feet Of 'I roormns with Mrs. Parris. Ira-
The Faxon Club , note :5 s rotssionsry and will be
lesetne this week foe her mimics
The County Health Nurse. Mrs.
'tell
Dorval Hendon. spoke at the meet- '
ing of the Faxon Mothers Club
bald Wednesday, October 6, at the
sahool.
• • •
• • •
irhitmer Home
**Proventton of disease and inn- Sr-ere Of Eftiscobal
oaths, the public WS only part of Try
ette work carried out by the Health " omen Regular ileet
The women of St John's Episco-Department." Mrs. Renuon said
pal Church met Monday evening, ;She outlined the sanous depart-
minta, ary the M.I.6 ohommittohe. Octrior 11, ct the' home of Mrs. I
Robert Row „meat: Leonard litintmer with Mrs. Paul l
H- leading the opening prayer.
opened the meeting by introducing
Mrs David Gowars. preside*.
the seventh grade class members
precded. F".11,7:11 Were node for a
sin presented the devotion.
0 
sorge 
Weeks called the ma
 
potluck simper to b- held Saturday,
read the minutes 
; October 17.. at six pm. at the
church honoring Bishop C Groi-
n° main cixint award wila °els 1 ham Mannion of Louisville who
to Mrs. Mabel Radiant asoond will celebrate Holy Ocannunion at
Fyn for having the 1000 rims- I 11:16 am. Sunday service.
Stars present Mrs Evelyn lichens .a gut* was ties. Curtis Hays
WOW the door prise who rave an informative talk on
Tranlibfi Jones, poncipat an 
I the Gray Indies of the Red Cross.
miaowed the fall festival will he She exp'ained the various (Suttee
of the -omen in the program
Re 'i-ients of noffee, spiced
tea, end dike were served by Mrs.
wittm• !• to Mere-Inare I sr-y Cisrk.
Paul Fle!se. Marion Reed, Harry
*Oh vne. Morgan Belt June Smith,
73enr.Le George, Max Maxon, Ka-
jitter dwilthd and Panting of .hey Burohditkl. David 001101ILL
bu-be far fatty spring labsoming. Dorothy Coffee, Charlie Moore,
Mak ekilTirs had alsrae of Rumen Maim. and Curtis Bays,
the recreation -the nes: meet..na will- be held
Refredaments in the Ple.oe tea 7wwee1ser 15 at the !rinse of Mrs.
motif were served by the hostesses. Paul Meise on Johnson Boulevard.
The November metiting will be Rev Stephen Maaak. Lutheran
hdd at the home of Mrs Bliayers ,mnister be the guest menhir.
Whai a Job FoWrtiuf enelsoWnpoartphe r
By MAN OSIOUJIMI
HELP WANTED
FEMALE
Attractive, personable
women sought. Must have
executive ability, intelli-
gence. energy, good humor,
ak.d1 at minimum of 12 dif-
ferent ocenniatiorm Hours
- 80.6 per week_ Salary.
none.
The ad -- sod It'. not the
kind you'll nos in your news-
paper clamillis a lea niat's
kW by seem 110.4100.000 Anise-
VOINOMS. Maybe you're cis
et than - an unsalaried end
telis often unsung working
imman. a homemaker!
lbw Tanaka Needed
- If you feet as homemakers
sometimes do in dark mo-
ments when spirits are down,
that other women (Ia. career
types! have more talent and
lead more rewarding lives.
think soda! The job you're
doing takes talent-sad snore
than as. kind!
According to the research
illepseinisitt of • New Tort
bank with International
beenehea you, as a homemak-
er, are skilled in 12 different
jobe that make you worth
your weight le gold-at least
OW paper!
Startler Hnex Prod
BYRN tlitN0 aide such as cream that polishes furniture
fast, a woman chalks up 17.5 hours a week on housekeeping.
They estimate that the tasks
you tackle on the Job you're
nsuenniald, dietitian, food buy-
liftS RAH YALU(
per eit eer Is pet wk
issrlerosid 445 s)2§ '5563
/ilietruan 12 250 300
food buyer 33 150 495
COM 131 250 32 75
dishwasher 62 1 50 9 30
housekeeper 17 5 150 2675
laundress 59 190 1121
seamstress 13 250 325
practical nurse 6 203 120
maintenance man 17 225 383
gardener 23 66 357
chauffeur 20 220 440
TOTAL 99.6 '159.34
in pet wk per tit Or
$8,285.68 a year
The M..* Stashmttss Tu.%
IF- were aalarled, they'd earn 5tt11 a week The
figure's based oh Tistiro giro TOT '7 inns on Mete arena.
•
eit cook, dishwasher. house-
kesper, laundress, searristre.s,
practical nurse, maintenam e
men, gardener and chauffeur
would net you over 04.000
a year on the labor market.
NM* Resof Figure
It's a romfortmg sum to
content pia te in morose mo-
menta. And, remember, too,
that the skills it represents
present only a partial picture
of the abilities yott bring into
play on the job.
The list, for example, does
not mention that you often
play the role of arbiter and
blessed is the peacemaker
whim fa; aguiebble• break
out, as often do.
Whis Ye Feellism
/for &lee It flee yen' credit
for Wag • practical fashion
expert, charged with keeping
1,4 family attractively turned
out.
You're an economist, too, a
wizard who uses good sense
to mnke dollars stretch.
What career Job requires as
many skills"1/4 None we can
think of. A homemaker has to
be J3U of all trades.
You may be unsalaried hiltwaive got the world's test
fringe benefits and the nicest
kind of job 'security As your
friend at that NI.K York bank
discovered when he compiled
hl. ortittl.tirm, you're weeth a
and is lot steel talk
money, toed
IOVS g:LL I.) OATS
With Zip-In-Out Lining
$10.98
Wynn TP" N'-weat' ler oasts et r In and wind Tenet-
rit-N"71 Wars% Wile,. Idris in-out in seconds.
• ?di let t Or* to IS
vteowilif eon Ito I 'in ',Irv-Away Plan
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Business
Highlights
WASHINGTON 'I.111 — Unern.ploy-
mud m the United States fe to
ths kneast level in raid-September
Witte October 19W7 on a emanates,
adjusted rate of 44 per cent of t810
fume. ibis occurred even diti•
Ash etinpluyment also teal as several
mdlacin teen-agen returned to
school
CHICAGO — The Chicago &
North Weitiena Ibigkrusd t mind
the Incarnate Canaan Ocerents-
don to aLlow It to buy Union Pa-
ddle certificates at 40ipadt• dread,
isou&I by dhe U. P. an eachings
SOME BUSINESS AS USUAL—An Indonesian army tank rumbles into position outside Slur-
deka Palace in Jakarta. Indonesian capital, as citizens come and go as usuaL iRatisopa...
A MOTHER AT 5.1
Think Back
& Phyllis Reeds. &S. tos banns a 0 our OwnRRIDOENT, England WI — 17
mother for the llth time
Authorities announced Friday Alibi
Pave birth to a aVollod boy • velk School DaysKodak& be her het child
16 years ego
'It ma a bit of • shia." add
die father, Wiliam Kedge. aim ros.
Ale A •
•
•
•
•
4
Yap *Os from PEAS
. r
How Cleopatra won a bet
from Mark Anthony
: e -,;1 a ono, bet isa Annecy
../c re could Meer a fortune
a uall• Mei. l'e pews Mr
-t. it. Lid. wed I
. 1 , or iii *at Id Bide The
•:..ee • of gel Milifillidenst
=
pan 
Kai 
l aset 
Of Wow . ..
Me vle.
WU Wee ... es bey
hum illa 1.1111ille
Me 11111.
44\ SPEAS
4--1: VINEGAR
1 in APPLE CIDER
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.
- • or DISTILLED
By DAVID NYDI('K
I PI Ldscation Specialist .
nu& bar* to your school days
anti remember the at minute nab
eittel)ing far en 011111M. or 11111111111g •
WM- the naleft before Bsea clui.
Oberaish. you rename he want
tem eve. leA why did you do al
Si, your MOW= eloweloping
Vat patans? Cm you IlisM them
B awn misname nada,
Horne siaignments ere an Integral
pen of the oatmeal paces 'Miry
Mil into Offerer* ,on. alm 
ildMITInems are tor pewee* stet
whom are creative end amine IS
anwoh. cream' tainidia. end ale
growth ot Alms There are. site Imes
einiermiseas Your respotalbilltly
be died agigileneeniarY Taseheis
done preidal ocapseatem but Mgt
do not. went reaxeselbalter tam
MeV iron the etudeut. Hiow MI&
les parent be mast helpful/
The ecesept lessneng through
dieneary Is brew to arena help
De wet speosersity amen an an-
gablar. to damn Me
MIME for sieved the prolamin end
▪ ne-evaluestach Yot. oan Mat
• dialhild Win by nal, wiandigit
gueillgill leech inn lady 0110 le
1
Hey, look us over!
Today on Channel 5
COUNTRY JUNCTION, 6 A.M.
Eddie Hill
MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE, 11:30 P.M.• 'MAN IN THE SADOIE"
Randolph Scott Joan leshi
THURSDAY BIG SHOW, 4 P.M.
VON'T GO NEAR THE WATER"
(colot)—Glens 'Ord, Anne Francis
NASHVILLE'S NO. 1 1V STATION.
•WLAC-TV
....-•••••••••••••••48per,••••••••••••••-••*•• ••••••••••••••
, •
▪ lA▪ tis▪ Wok at due venous types at
adiglIgiglids Practice tape seepon-
abater requme only Wald enant.
• ' 11Bconompin have been eased
10 Om cimoont. The child should
be ensoureged wee amiatance
stunB te ineroducad by die teach
_'I reouniese Vat there ere miss-
mom ctretanderion In such men,
the pines should help by t.
kg premiums Indkated In the sm.
Oat Mealbcok.
It& win avoid obtrusion at me-
thods It le elm pumible *ma thro-
ugh dimumion the child wet be re-
Minded of the ciarecen ustruc.
elan. In any wen. help should be
alined id tinthatanding how to
salve the gariblem mem damn •
manonsetion at asps Doti% exam
that the liescher se nest plamed to
give further aphatiou to sin In-
terested etudent and went
Creative embiressenle require a
soodAneillicin of drib which are de-
• wear a paned el time. In
61/0 11110 eillweausa a studest
▪ miesunamment SBMOW
OWL TM alma Iselp Ow add pbei
Ile own eppeadtx The grebe=
alicadd shelisteps thegeog pre&
UM Mt it MACON nat be so did&
silt thee fetelleillon eel mull in
demiumpinsint
PriMIMOOM' adilliallede are an&
ad at developing emberviand et-1
euribeity Onserally. heap should be
of • supdakhd nature In that •
tt1viedursiandlogSB be dew stupid
ibt 11111.1n10116.
MAY CLOSE &Ulla
WAIISUPICYTON — Detente
lienrelery flairsrt K Idatiemora Is
studying the guedillIty aladog
or reducing Atli ram U. 8 mil.
tory Inetellealoca. dawn* the NA-
Mown viet Ni buildup rem in
PAP=
Adnenistmlon aellassie add Thu.
retie' dui illetewellnia study vas
arse asps*01 eme proem ot de.
Waning Mut additional mentary
away requade meat be made ot
Caroms mot yew became of the
Irist Pam emiglia.
DATE IS OCT. 16 — &las
Ladd. 22. daughter of seems
star Alan Ladd. and Micbael
Jackson. 81, radio-TV per-
former from Britain, an-
nounce their wedding date.
Oct 16 in Rants USIIISra.
Calif They will be UPIfted
In the nevAir nome 01 her
mother. Sue Card.
&saw &yet
SEEL
I PLIA113—b• media
ALL fess la Sr
CX;(1-azrte/4124x_erAcyfa-v..Ga&mer
4/
fradsa4 new &beim and sew appoiersera
twit6 4SIMM43C widnet psnebeg as an Flee&
wood modeid impart an air at imrWslecl cis.
isocline end lesswy. And Cadaoc' sftoemoi
ediginedieg exbeiosee 'woods yos voids •
wombs at ompeneios, chassis. sad scummiest
ackisassemileiawatiinahalmetnesmaila
for Rook Wend stens with It;
own ear/fates ot (Impact. This in-
dicated the North Western etill has
high hopes of Waking the U. P.
tad fur the HO& Land
CLEVELAND -.- The M A. Han-
na Co once en irickastrial operat-
ing empire Out • ctogedend Sweet-
meat company dice 1961, ties pro.
posed to iiquidete end distribute
ai,et, of around MOO anion or $61
S .hare to In stockholders.
ALLENTOWN, Pa. — Mr Products
A. Chemicals Inc. bin tikuiteMCCCI
0. Intends to acquire Southall Mt-
risen Co of alialigliah. Oa., a ter-
tinier producer. a proposed ex-
ams:mg 376 et Villa of a New
Air Products gi divided PrecarTed
Sr each Mere immicesi Nitro-
gai common.
military policeman Inspects weivelleae et •
taxi in Saigon which ezpiodelt mysteriously, two IW
moss and Injuring &get. Authorities speculate Diet a
rand bomb was betas transported to It. brimpItaMal
Newl.sty/fiaPereite
lower-looking Plymouth Valiant hoe 1966:
There is a new hood, new front hinders,
new roof and rear deck upper and lower
panels on all 14 models of the'106-tnch
• wheelbaae VabantiThie marks the sixth
model year of, the, PlyInouthiValiant as
an entry In the eompeet frld.Acvmplete
line of tip. and 8-cyllader models is avail-
SIgneWilor• , ille....inah.4/01;W:d001;1
seclansAtiro-docalbardtope,'
and ioueileor,10.10eeet
Vallant'altraditional:cireular-s Is!
strument panel has bee_a replaced by •
rectaaguhipeiseped duster of gauges, and
itoosoisignet models is
1968 'Valiant
difamet solid exterior oohs(
ableibaithiesteeriee—j-100,11910fead Om is the S4gnet_two-doot hardtop.'
Sr •Are:t=b
The finest a/ al Cadillac.I here4 k greets
you with an canning mew elegance mu-passing
even the Cadillac wile, trueephe of years
gone by. Its dragling sew leek is highlighted
by a totally aver applet-level grille and by new
ckan-swept body easstatant. And its interims
here sever beim mom besseistakiagi
OlTfery
MI AND DRIVE THE NAGNITICE1Yr tube CADILLAC NOW OF
Sanders-Purdom
1406 W. Main Street
mmord- J "detain ei espeverins. P.
setly, consider the erc_____.._ ofCaddlac's
mew perfocsaance. Yowl mei at the seer
siertneas sod the worderial hendling twee pro-
vided by Cadillsc's anciinive variable nwo
power sessaig. Visit yaw Cadillac denies esid
gessildeisikkgmassil of dm Wendt
can AL1111()AtIZED CADILLAC CRUM
or Sales
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
"-A•4,4_,Avea..•v;•••• _
1COY NOT ALL
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Jerry Grantham
Grantham Voted
OVC's Player Of
Week Today
By REX SANDERS
1A-II - Jerry Gran-
tham. a Illipsund comer bast Par
ffigiffea. diem Se sop deem-
Ole gerianner af the Wad in die
SOO Whir OMISMasse.
Granthem • Mine of Brame
dile Tom. heat* M a terrc de-
fensive sib la Illawmpa 13-12 eft
over lIondend No made ea un-
lagailes and dine mesh
end lideigengled • paw In the pine.
lint Mem& Tereamee Tech%
hantemedger fullback. ma Mann
the tap offenstre player of the week
vi the OW /be 19apound Antioch
native picked up Ill yards In 30
trim In Tech 's victory VW Rage
Tedliamee
Mag perforaience Satuntay poded
111111 tato second plane in the (WC
bi rushing with 3311 yards in 71 car-
The Austin Pen 00141130111. 'Wier
• Unaided victory war Western
Kentiricv moved Into the lanai d-
feriae liod with 347 yards per mow
The Goes have gained =SS yard'
Pee Inca an the ground arid net
in the sat
Mascara Kentucky Is Me top plea
tug teem with OM SIMMIDDof 311$
yards pey can: in the dr
Maker Tennessee topped the leag-
tar in total detain ban= allowed
anLi 236 >arias per male Only
el yards per game base ism rehrw-
eel by the Raiders an the ground
Morehead dented Into the lead
in pass defense having held cep:m-
anta to 112 yards Per fame In Rye
ad.
Mike Gontried of Morehead limp
el into Itse lied km toad aflame
weth SO meta-671 of Meet candor
OD MOM
Gottertsd also is the leader hi
went with 39 mget1mx km IS
attempos for 571 yards and armee
touctglowns. Eastern Kentucky's
Jim Guice la second with MI cam.
pielhaa atterimokrfor 5111
yerch and five touchdowns.
Amain Peay's Rolnry Roses is
M the nannerup spot in total offense
weds 511 yarded
Jahn Odes- Justin Peay's hard
nausine fullbisck. maintained hh
lead in rusher* with 402 yaniskm
17 curries for • 41 average
lbs I beam premed by Reema.
and Western Kentucky treitinen
Glebes Moore. Moore has 331 midi
Si IS Ones at the NM
Jan Redid of Madera Renaud,/
fought off • challinge by his lee*
mate lend Means for the lead In
piss receiving Ratliff has 22 catch-
es for WO yards of Mains win
caught 10 parses Saturday. has 111
rereplona Wayne Waft of Ilse
lleemismee le crushing diem web
le recepeans.
iceman Ream cd East Tenosse
h leader In panting widi an m-
eow at 42 "nab per peat Re Is
bang premed by Murreirs John
Wobion. who has an amnia* of SI
pints an IS kicks
amain Parson • of Mogan Peay
seands alone in scorer; with *
peones He Om bear tousialisinis. 12
conversion' and three tied gads
Two of hst uommases. Pen Huth
arid TIM CIOloAt. here 26 pores
etch
Chime retained ow pint re-
turn lead wilith 14 far 232 mini and
a 33 Tend DOOruse Eastern Ken-
Weirs Hem= Orem leads the
IchtMf rermairs wigh 3g7 yards an
12 retires for a de siverme
Jim Grant Faces
Osteen Today In
6th Game, Series
By LEO E. IPTTOLSIDI
Ifft Sports Mem
MINNMAPOLIS-ST PAUL Of -
Jan lauded Ocuot. nursing • slight
egil arid 1wwaning World Beds
hipie or Me Minneatia Tema. faced
agialpow Ciaride Ogden in the ex-
it game Way 'mowing the Los
Meeks Dodgem could wrap e
up by nightfall
Smailt. the Twice relithanded
!Lennie winner ma ping Wads only
die days rem and the oldembers
gem pad with Me bidding Dade.
OM USD ine °Setae-teed taisarlites
ei thillr fourth wand champion-
:SO One 1.064.
"Wete On goad ewe end were
Offilleitic about OW citunces,^ mid
Deign Mieriergeg Wah Mean. mho
sow liks club lam the first two merles
mow hem mod then map back In
Low Angels&
num Oa a lot about nemeint-
leg ant if there le web a thing.
KM be 'meting for us." be added.
Comity Crowd Illaimedell
A caposlay crowd of
expected le watch OF 14*1
agent mere off apdielli the 36-
dereld Osteen OR *Mort to men
the metes for Me Team die pre-
diction oaf for swap weather. with
only a few Maids ahd the tempera-
ture in the Mob SO
eleithei Grunt. who won the open-
ing series contort for the Twins and
lost the fourth one. nor alinnesont
idenagsr Oen 34thwarg conceding
It.Dodgers a *frig
"Weile hien in big pines before
Racers Look
For 2nd Win
From Martin
The Murray State Thorough-
breds, who tripped Morehead 13-12
Saturday for their first win of the
year. will ...play their first non-con-
fernier. toe. University of Tennes-
see. Martin Branch. Saturday night
at Murray
/n their four games. the Rare»
have beaten Morehead. tied East-
ern MISOucky. and kat to Ft
Illatiallee and Austin Peay
Racer Coach Don Shekon said
his team displayed • kit of hustle
and determination in coining from
12-7 behind to win in the second i
half at Morehead. We still made,
• lot of errors." he said. "but our 1
extra efforts. particularly in the 1
second half. made ti for them. I
thought ow deferwsive and often-
alre teams coordinated their if-
forts better than they had all sea-
son /1 was a strong team per-
Shelton said his defensive unit
did a great Job in the second half
when they held Morehead to only
14 yards rushing "Our pass de-
fense had some holm but we did
• good )ob in the crucial situations.
he said.
Most highly praised by Shelton
for their defense were Jerry Gran-
tham. George Trumbo Cries Hi-
na. Leslie Mallory Dave Pike. and
Neil Haynes
Grantham had eight tackles.
three amine and a mai Intercep-
tion Trurnbo had seven tackles and
four assists Shelton also gave a
pat-on-the-back to tattles Charlie
Mitchell and Rich Hargrave who
played much of the game on the
offensive and defensive unit&
Offen:aye stars were Tons Man-
nuo Charlie Forrest. Jotus Bryant,
and Wayne Wilson Giannint scor-
ed bosh Racer touchdowns and
rushed tor 106 rues in 21 tries,
Forrest was devaintung on the
option: Bryant hod 73 yards in 22
mem, and Wilson caught two
crucial passes in the first Racer
touchdown drive and (Warned •
punt or the Morehead one-foot
Line Two freshman beaten ao the
offensive mit Batch 11Inkfig and
John Bennett. were also gingied by
Elbeium
Punter Aim Wateee had an es-
penelly good game. avereeing 421
yards • resit He bad ON punt of
ta yards and one of DO. However,
ha moat spectacular effort mis
the lofty 211-yarder that Mien
downed
The Racers eame. out of the
game in reasonably good physical
condition Trumbo isinlured •
shoulder and Haynes bee an ann.
but both are expected to day a-
gainst UTILB.
this season " mid Omni 'ler min
difference about today's genie a
we cant afford to km My arm le
ea riled allhougth I do bore • cold
and have been taking acme nacho&
lion for It That should) t bather
my Inching graugh -
MM. gave de Twins what he
0■11011 "a pep sift" Wend camel
Omni after Thad•rit wortout
MOO an: of the meeting condoned
they could bounce beck now the
theyiv returned to Mee owgi Me-
tropoldan etude= front Yarn.
We Mowed we am bet the
Dodgers here and I thint we mei
do It again." mid Mde 'Wed a
hoe way from being beaten yet."
lii the fraiLlooking but timballing
Getern the Twins VU be up amend
• ahrrad lefty Mn they
have never been die to best
He won five In • re over the
Teens wilhoet a lege to Mem vitae
he was with It. Wedientan Fen.
Mors. before Ow Dodgers obtained
him In a seven-gage deal last Itio
venter. and made It six straight
by knitting Ihmi Si five his Si •
4-0 tilumph in the nerd game of the
MliOL
UP to now, Oneena performers,'
hos been the Immesh point of the
mica between dame two rivals since
the Twins bid hillen a quick tem
pine to nallhing Pimp before he
Mopped them at Daher Sitaillitan.
Stepped Streak
Chteen had a 1545 rented with
die Dodgem this demon and Ma
latest victory MIR OW Twins wee
owl' ng
•
Arocries• heir &mime filagree
COCA-COLA LEAG1T
Team
MUM* 
Rah 
Sloopys or Ratehrtlions -
Slue Demands --
• Gate 
howling OM= 
Ten Pea 
W. L
10 2
I 4
'7 II
6 6
6 6
5 7
3 0
_7
mputippoligoomocuill* AMMOMMIllr—
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nigh Tee^ 3 Games
Biomes or elsaleasotions — 1605
Misitits    1364
Bowling Atones  1210
Web. la& S Gneiss
Bobby Camplidl   4111
Pond Paul Shaft dff
lenn Strunek  446
T. Osage
Rixinv, ab liglinding 
Blooms or Oilleheons —
amens or OS
Iledi lad. dame
Robby CesupbdI  WI
Clap Ted  111
Fred Paid Nab  If?
-Serneary. Clardirn Cann
red after they bad broden Dan
Drysdale and Sandy Kuala: an
asocesiese daya Once dem how-
ever, boa GrAtime emd Kaufax
have mond Adorns cwer the Aare&
lam League dampions
Both ddis In MOW
wertouls Maudiff. tee Was loom
be up bans and de Dodgers In
Ise Angara before bonding emir
own private airplane that twoudit
than to lillonsede early Thane*
evening.
The tidy camallry on either dub
S hos leesbrre, the Dodgers' rook-
* wa15454.bMtEigsecond Ineeman
who beide* lift right heel amilldni
home date In Me fourth Inning of
the third game
Lelinvie took balding practice
Tuesday and reported he heel Sight-
ly improved by Alston mid Geok
Trammed would be back of dread
base for ledge's goad
ARIBTIAVES
VALUES TO CROW ABOUT! HERE'S JUST A HINT OF ALL THE BIG
BUYS IN STORE FOR YOU IN EVERY DEPARTMENT. COME SEE, SAVE!
SALE STARTS THURSDAY SHOP FRIDAYS TILL 8:g P. M.
BRAND NEW! OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
Sale! Ele tric Blankets
$ 66
,luxury-soft 80% rayon-20% cotton, 1-0-0-% AcrTIonitacrync, looy. acrylics ... all with long-wear nylon bindings.
Attractive bedside controls. Big choice of smart decorator
colors. 1 -year guarantee against factory defects on wiring.
UL approved. Twin or full bed sire. From top makers! Harvest
Sole priced to help you save now — and at the start of the
cold-weather season! Better harry, they'll go fast!
Reigning Beauty'
acetate tricot briefs
3 for 9 Regularly(.33For 1.15
Extra full cut, run-resistant fabric assures long
Wear, minimum shrinkage. Lively •lostic
waistband and kg openings. White, pink,
blue, beige. Sixes 5 to 10.
GROUP OF 111FISS
LONG SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
Reg. $2.99
3 for $5.00
GROUP OF MENS
Corduroy
SHIRTS
Reg. $3.99
$2.44
SHORT LENGTHS,
OF SOLID COLORS
Flannel Outing
3 Yds. for $1.00
MAIL FACTOR
HAIR SPRAY
88. CAN
STATE PRIDE
ELECTRIC CARVING
KNIFE
('ompletely Guaranteed
$11.99
moccasin-toe ca:-Eta_1:-
Regularly 6.99
11-tilte-s -1* -
SLIGHT
IRREGULAR
PAIRS
SIALESS
MESH
HOSE
CINAMMON
GRAND BEIGE
ROSE ELEGANCE
BLUSH PEARL
SALE!
CLOSE OUT
ASSORTMENT
3 sizes! 4 colors!
"TEMPO TUMBLERS"
10 for 88c
Every-day glossies with 
sattr;al-orcalactp_
looks! Jewel-clear colors ... important safe"'
or clear.
rims ... smart new shape. Gold, aqua, alerts
GROUP OF LADIES
SLIGHT IRREGULAR WOOL
SLIM JIMS
Fully Lined
Reg. $5.99
$4.22
WEST BEND 10 TEFLON
FRY PAN
$1.69
GIRLS 7-14 SLIGHT IRREGULAR
SLIM JIMS
Reg. $2.99
-41;99
11
Delicious popcorn — no
shaking or stirring.
Bright easy clean alumi-
num, heat-proof legs
and handle. Clear see-
through gloss cover 1
FUN FOR THE GANG! yearguarantee. AC-DC.
ELECTRIC CORN POPPER
2.99 
•
•
•
I
•
•
•
4
2
4 LI
No.
'S 4:41' •
fr-
•
3, 1 1 n5
RI
ilon•
,ngs.
rotor
ring.
ryest
the
IT
- no
rring.
olurni-
lege
aff0-
miler. 1
,C•DC.
•
et-a.
4
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'OR SW
NEED WROU3HT IRON poet. rail- ,
Inc airport patio or Just welding',
Free estimates See Hugh Kauai-
Cin nes. 4th and Chestnut. Cell M-
S 
0134
•
•
• 1
AFRICAN
N IGIETCRAWLERS
The Ckamplea Batt Warm
LARGE and ACTIVE
•
Mrs Ed Smith
i1.3 miles from Court dquare
on Concord Road)
Phone 753-3460 tine
FOR "a lob well none !Ming" dim
carpets with Blue Lustre Rent else.
sheinpooer 61. Manor House of
Color. 0-11-C
3-PECCE BED-ROOM SUITE. good
condition KO. Can be seen at 511
So 11th Street or Call 753-1962
0-14-C
CARPETS and life to0 Owl beeaauttful if you use Blue Lustre.
Rent electric ehampooer al. 0-16-C
12 GUAGE DOUBLE barrel Ste-
vens at min in nice shaPe also
410 .at gun f& sale 21 inch gas
range ideal for anall apartment.
753-0613 after 5:00 pm. WC
2 POINTER PUPS 6 months old
Markings liter and white Phone
440•3430 0-14-P
_
1054 WINDSOR HOUSE TRAILER
a 13. almort new. Plains 758-
- INN. 1-C
3-BEDROOM HOME on Whitman
Ave OKI 7a3.F376. 0-16-C
MOBILE HOME. Hicks 8 x 36' 2-
bedroom. very good condition Can
be seen sk Ciolden Plaid Motet
Highway 68, Partgort Ky., near Km.
guar Wm. oast)
106 ACRES cheap had. Meal Um-
ber FMK, 000n's
mid : springs. Locatedm Wesistey
0ount7 tsar Lynoviee. Ealltucky on
good grim! road Prior, WOO per
itcre. Call. Wick Smith Fulton.
472-1292. t. o Box 07 0-16-C
TWO-YEAR-OLD Minding. and
Oahe evergreens. Call 763-3631.
0-16-C
A-TOES. Oopper.-- Skin,
Ice. Please toad your omit:airier.
Cooper Jones, Phone 347-4471, Jones
MK. Tenn. 0-1613
1164 BUICK, Super Extolled nai-
ling, very good tires, 4-door ambit.
excellent bleak Kush bee s1 hiit.t
lisrdwais. 0-20C
living roan. clinuat n/om. kitchen-
uitility and attached garage Ott-
de storage building. Large kit with
excellent garden speoe.
TUCICER, REALTY & Inaurimes
DomPany. 602 Maple street. Mur-
ray. KeeilitaLIcy, Donald R Ttscker
and Bobby Or, Phone 753-4342.
Imo
_
WI-f17 E ROCK and masonary sand.
Rocks crushed any sue. Debarred
spread 11.40 per ton in city Call
Han tiarriner 753-2028 or Fred Gard-
rim 73-5319. 11-0-1SC:
THREE Br1_ntce,s4 neer Carter
solioot Nest house In a tem state
of never Two sir conditioners,
drapes and range Included in this
sale Beautiful lawn with young
abide trees
LOOKING FOR amebae &Rec-
ent? Ibis beautiful threotedroorn
is "psalms. with a Ming moot fam-
ily count and ititerion. 1.s. baths. air
cooditioning and built-Art ninge.
'Feared in back yean with a 16 a 36
awarenuat pat" You cao copy the
luicurins of this fine home at a very
rove:able pr.oe
TWO /312.3ROLK in • t..:p Ns:* td
Maar man 4. 20 s 24 LAM-ky room
de ACRES with nice new nadern
..hree-bectroom brick home, about 5
miles visa c Munmy about bailie
al blank wrip gotel awed rood,
chobl bus, man end nalt rau0e.
Good tenent house. tobacco barn.
sOack barn, mak house, fentsad, 17
acre eam base. 115 Dark Tobacco
base, all good land and • bargain.
73 AGRES about 7 miles west of
Murray on. beat top with good
thres-bedroom trame home with
bath large utility. good well. good
°nil/widows, fenced, Bowed down in
permanent pasture, 14 sere corn
base, lei dark tobacco bare. gool
fanning section, only $23500
NICE TWO-BEDROOM brick home
on onmacre about 6 miles cast on
bkeek top, gas furnace hest, ffire
I plaor in hying room utility, good
well. stonier house, and priced at
on.1.;• 811.500
NICE THREE-BEDROOM brick
dome, atle bath utility. carport,
Same 111/t.- eilleult one year old. in
y Good KS.
C.ALLOWAY EIEURA.NOE and Reid
1.1,tate Ageass, Murray, Kentucky,
hjnr 753.61101. 0-15-C
3-PLECE braitit:Colt bedroom eunc.
W.R. Burnett's Stirring Novel
The Virixkirsixig
wriekEeslir
Published by erreeserneet with Oro t t Meredith Literary agency. Copyright
It -4T IMO by bantam Meeks. La. Distributed by King Features ilybdwata
• ENERAL Mayberry and his
daughter Mirahelle -ode
home from the horse ShOle
alone
It was • tine early fall night
a ia A nalt moon the color of •
muskmelon was lust clearing
the Land as they drove across
the great bridge over the Ohio
and started down • Kentucky
turnpike toward Rome The air
was light and liver-fresh and
• nice Meese was blowing from
the south
The General was still mu-
lling over what Lord Burney
had Ma-loser! Kelly was actu-
ally 6 Mount What kind Of
•
•
•
trickery naa Augustus pinc.
tired on them'
CHAPTER 21 The War Department, as was 'to leave this scene of her ru.sure, would welcome Mtn bath.
give him • command. am: send
him at once against the mount•
WI savages of tae North Cen-
trai Mains
The General pulled Emmett
up short realising all at once
that the Kelly Munnetra was di-
minishing too rapidly In his
mind. Ha felt • momentary
sense of guilt In regard to his
daughter. It was unforgivabse
to Manisa teis Now to her pride
as a trivial matter; to hold com-
placently that site would recov-
er her equanimity and that soon
It would be turgotten This was
all true in s rvaremable sense
But then women ,vere not rea-
sonable: nor were men. when
"Something must be clone
about Kelly; he told !unused
Decisively confidently But in
his heart he felt little confidence
Wincing he recalled the con-
tract he'd owned with that sly
obi mace.. Augustus Mount
Was it completely Legal' Could
it be broken? It It could not, be
bad only one recourse ,f be
wanted to be rid of Kelly: sell
Mickey rive and take a Ire-
meadow, financial loss Even
With Miekers growing celebrity
hi Kentucky, the horse wouldn't
brain, at attettrin or otherwise.
more than • fifth of his orig-
inal coat
Asa suddenly the General-
still Immix with bewildered an-
ger-began to think longingly
of Use Army Civilian life had
always as.. too complicated for
Min. too ringed round by nig-
gling niceties ton marred by
small crises that wonted large
for a time, spoiling a man's per-
spective And then there WY
the eseentlal Idleness the put.
powlessneirs of Ills existence as
the stock farm
What was he doing - killing
time until he was too old to do "I was right about him fromanything elite? Without soldiers the beginning • she told herselfto command and Millt•cli Probe "Not Me ?OTT saw Ms., lima to solve and regimental though In the etude is Mewmatters to settle tie was thrown
toe Mach Into the company at
his daughter and too rnuen In-
fluencer] Ivy her whims and fan-
cier.
Hall be Just seemed like My
red-headed Irish kronen
but later " And then MO
lay thinging. trying to recall
when oh ri first is, ti certain
The Army might be the cure- that there wns son, thing -idly
all There was Italian fighting disturbing ebout Kelly some-
in the West now Nothing to it. thing that put ner off dread•
of course, mere skirmishIng fully; something that made herwith iii-armed barbarians-bat bee countenance and struggle
at Meat it was setion and kept to keep her composure; sone-
• man [Wen rusting Against thing that matte tier review her-
the :nowt the General had self and her foellng of Otter On%
heard nothing but cavalry and Challenged superiority .
s few Irregulars were now to OP As she lay there. suddenly
Weil I I MY Me Mt ant m pad she reit a violent hatred of
tailed This wan his type of Kelly and clenched her small
wetter, Hain t tie been cited fists end ground Ili teeth mo-
tet. (Irani himself for his large- mentarilv Rift the -Strength of
wile guerrilla fighting - the tne emotion ended by frighten.
very thing that in Grant s, Ina her • little and then almost
words 'had helped materially amusing tier. What idiocy. to Con has grim feeebtemee.,_in pintas% an and to the dogged feel this way about • groom' With good eatise-when sumanl. clesnerate piecemea reelst• And then once more she was mooed by General Mayberryam.- 0! the thing ftnnth," I assailed fly • desire tn get iiwnt Continue the story tomorrow.Whitebait se arrasiserwest wile drew .,werverni referee, *sonny Copyright C Itis: tiamain hoax& umDIstriOutee by Slag semen* 47wheros
, mutation and bewilderment
natty, she slept fitfully,
• • •
, No one nad come near Con
Moi.nt except 0 Mears Con was
Ignored in the mess shed He
and O'Meara sat at the tar end
Of toe of the big trestle tables
and ate In silence Wataon. at
the next table, kept his eyes on
his plate.
On the way back O'Meara
mid: "They don't know which
way the eat is going to jump
The General • done nothing yet
I don't understand it. Kelly.
thought Watson would he wait-
ing with your money at dawn
"Well,- Con reminded him "I
won the blue ribbon I,,. Mani"
after • long pause -could i
handle the big fellow do you
think? Would you recommend
me? IV dearly love to be the
groom of Mickey Free "
"I'll recommend you. Obles
re" said Con. laughing"Ill
write It all out on my crested
note paper."
"Don't be angry " Obleare
thought he detected saresam
"When you go. he'll Meg 0
groom, won't he? I'm not trying
to nem him from you "
Con merely laughed again Ana
sat down on s bench by MK. k
mil atoll OPMeare took a piece
beside rum. At a quarter to onc
the Mayberry carriage turned
to at the drive and stopped sit
thy porte enehere cot ranri
O'Meara noted that Con gave n
Plight start as • dapper ittim
It was • matter of pride I -Tea " itald O'Meara ..but ite• • • hanging up In the barn, Isn't It?
MIRAIIELLE couldn't sleep ordinarily It would be in thethat night She Rept see ;General's study by now Don
Mg the Shocked faces of tier fool yourself MY boy -, Then
friends: she kept nearing the
at least partially is ypocrit lau
condo le ncea In the darkness
her tare burned with shame
and she wanted to rise and run
away.
Instead she lay staring up at
Ifs, vague patterns of light on
the ceiling, recalling again and
again the whole painful scene
In the arena The sudden aware-
ness of the espally power of
the horse alba wee riding -the
sudden fear, which had unset-
tled her so. momentarily, the
first tear shed ever felt In re-
gard to a horse
And then the clumsy fall the
dragging in the straw and mud
The Ignominious retreat to her
fathers box, observed by thou-
sands of eves Then Kelly. arro-
gant and   sure-handed e f fort -
lesisty riding Mickey to victory man was helped down by Jack
-a groom. making • Laughing. a.m. the footman, who'd beer
Moen of the Mayberry, and waiting at the lower step rn
causing much sardonic specu• big door opened. °Meats
lation! the General greeong the
man with outat retc hed ban,-
Then_ the Poor waa closest
"An illignisnman • voritabt.
Sainenach. It' Ink." saki rrltles
rs, studying con; "with 5 sins:.
labia eye"
*Tee.- said Con. "tie bolted
Elbitith"
'If tie was at the horse show,'
thought Con "I'M killed, pluck•
ed and cooked."
To O'Meara. who was °beery
Ing him closely he seemed to
be tlanquilly enjoying the sun.
O'Meara sighed at last and
said: "I think I'll go take •
"booze In an empty stall Will
you wake me it you hear Woo-
len yelling?"
Con nodded, and eaten
O'atesze had gone It.' mt star
Mg off speenistivetv I the big
bourse. What was brewing
there?
•
bookoaee headboard G. E. refrig-
erator, ouch an perfect ounditann.
A couch that inagess a but. 763-2007.
0-1431
8's ACRES. 5 MOM frame house.
Oood stableN. garage paid other out.
Utwier fence at Ihirris
tirOve. Price $4400.00.
1-ACIZE, 7.-berhorim frame house in
Kuksey. Plenty of shade. Hotels Ma
lUtullen Dew roof, aahastui
Adams and ussusatitin. Price 3.700.
3.43tdriasn Li/ock node
Omit in 1962. oarpst.
Kattliosn ca.oinet.i, bath, deep wail.
Swissic oeneving Price 110.600.011
3-itortit0011 triune (Si North 002
he. 75 x 164 Met lot. Gas beat. lib-
I coodbiaallag. gaiusio driP0164,
car garage. Neat hat 111211001 anti
been.
INCKIKK-HOME property, near boa
pit& and high school. 8-room home
on So. 4i:n. 2 tratne, outside eransting
to uti...-,tatua apeirtine--rt. 3-room agiatt
mart downatesos. 4 L.rve monis tor
the owner to &enemy. Proserit M-
oans per month alio_UU, pea owners
4 Wage moms Prix 88,640.00.
S-ROOK MOLIEHIS briok home in
Kokaery. Iffiectric heat, hazily/odd
Boers. ragidet Lot 100 x 300 Nese
sabooL church and store. Priced 'to
sell $10303.
J. 0. PATTON Realtor, Phone 753-
Ma or 753-3506. 0-15-C
KMALE tit‘r WANTED
Box 213. Murray. lay C Sr. Sand-
ers. Phone 31V-3176 Lynnville,
N-15-C
. _
ELECTROI UX Sal3S end Service
021 Carton 13. t.iarry, 03.3ne 763-
'6725. 0-19-P
-DILL ELECTRIC for motor.
repair. New and used MOW* kir
ode. located Murray Drive-In Thai.
ber,entnuice. Phone 753-2030. TPC
•
WILL DO BABY skidoo in my
bun 7 a m. to 5 p. m. Call,
rhald Cr 1964604 -.-
"WE LILY and son .31t1
Burte, Smoke House, 420k LAM
elirstot Fulton: Kenitualcy. 0-1,11.0
- -
TICE MEMBERS of Memorial 'Sip;
It Church extend a warm wet-coati
to libe revival sereeoes October 19.17.
rash mottling. Tueighir tbru 114-
day 700 a. m. night 7:00 in
0-13.0
-LADIES - Coukl you uee $2.00
per !VALI for part time work. Fuller
Bruin needs seyeal women to dill
in ogi_er customers in your 0551
IunitbOcrnood Oar not isseniial
Many Of ow Putierettee are averse
trig over $300 per hour earn:ass,
Weise: Dos 11111,-Kayfield. Ky. --or
Phone 34741411." 0-16-C
a., is n PI I
!ROOM FOR ONE COLLECHL boy
!real close to college. Call 1534E3
latter 5 00 pm. 7'1"C
'NEW BUILDING on Main kirem
ISr auto bunnies. 76340
0-16-C
_
3.1tOOMS for rent tar college boys.
1630 mosa-. Phone 753-2300, 0.15-P
VaieilkO
CURS HOSTESS az Jerry's Re t-
aorent. Apply xi person TFC
A JANITCR, goad p3y. long hours.
turd work W.:I CAL11141litr roan and
safe for posaion Semi all aphis to
Mornay. Ky. Box 86 0-16-P
TREE '1 R I MI NG . cutting down
trees, taxing out died lambs, all
power six wurk Setting out trees,
aibery trim:rung.
.41. J.,. P:iilicu,..re„ phone 438-
5110 0-14-C
,EW SEIPMIENT Of genuine el-
913 lmol :n
brown nave arrived at your
Palmy Outlet Shoe Store, located
100 & 13th ligreen next door to
C
-tvrct apart ,err in my bons, i
hop die or; night. PlaneI
• 
OM&
3/11-al is YOU.% decpest need -
mane!. prestige, power, salvation?
Hear Rev ThIly -HUrt talk about
salvat.on Memorial Baptist church
October 10-1t Each morning, Tues-
day timr.Priday 7:00 am. Nightly
M 7.30 pin. 0-14-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service.
WHEN A Guy IS AS
NUTS IN LOVE AS I Aqt_,
WOTHERE'S T THINGS HES
WANTEE T.) RENT
aet azD8,0051 HOU ithinSE w 
tagnboif Wirral( EKEIdlit, 13-P
Al ''HF MC VIES
•
111014 sr.,
..nfor.ration eel: 7.3 3314 anyUrne'
toi
CARD 01 ifillANKS
Wo•is csrunot cs.preer, our heart
fig thanks to our messy friends,
r.; and o.e.tats tor their
missy oat* at kindness dims us In
the sudden passing at our laved Joe.
Again lett us say Storks to the
Ifireisters, Bro. Jaoi, JOrate and Bro.
Bally --.. -Jr th.4r c.cmfottird
words. The ckgers. the pianist, the
pallbearers, the besugilig amens,
the food, the cerd.s =I every ex-
prteeion of sympatib anti to the
Max H Church 11 Fanerai Horns,
I May Onda nchem bleseng% be
I yours Ls our prapar
The Family of Eton McDougal
1TP
inSaMi
coilteut cLulti".
,
"0644 a la( Aulaakiv-eit.
A
ft
AMMIo
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Warmth
S-Toll 
Limb
u.s.coien
volcano
tl-temb's see
"mem
14-Silkworm
15 R,,pa wed
17 ROrnen gees
15-1i11e at
Menai ,•h baby
tarVisee
lid•Esaluaterl
Instruc ard
V. prom:fan
gl• H • mile
et-Paw
• hi uersia
94. Naar
36 Weirdest
sa.r4saato•
twak
41 .Oc.Nl
42. Coins
ee-A state
tatibr
MI. Fhant et
steps
48 Harmony
Ii Sieve
se•Steff
13.200 I Roman
fly in bind
is•Surrounclid
la Every's.,
so- Surepeen
eapnet
67 fisci•riolo-
eist'• wire
5.3 Insect
414-Prepdeition
14-PlaSes
DOWN
1 . Dress border
2. French for
•.15.101/110e.
Girl's name
4-Baby frog
S. Fiat wver
5-Span fah
•rtsele
7-Succor
S. Den
11-Man's name
AND - - GO PARSON
HUNTING. ANY
o87ECT1ONS,
--t CLEo
I'M AFRAID TO
LOOK AT MY
REPORT CARD
LET
ME
SEE
IT
•
Aut
fm.t.
w•iwo, swank ow.
io-Great isk•
ii- encircle
II- Wears away
20- interpose
22-Part of
..te
23• Cir• car id
bird
54-Quote
25-Proneise
26-Owl
110. Pals to
the
birds
id-Pilate!
u.i nqulSitivl
(coiled.)
se-Things. in
law
V. SC Iowa runs
40. Part of
harn•so
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WICE, Girin- HE KNOWS IF OUR PIFPLE HAD KiGNIIES
TO KICK AROUND, THEY WOULDI4T NEED TO WORK
OFF THEIR WICIOUSNESS ON OUR BELOVED
COM RADES, TH E RED CHINESE P."-
PREPARE FOR THE CONFRONTATION
OF MARC ANTONY AND cLEoPATRA ,
SHILEN C THE NILE!! THEY
ARE (CHUCKLE) READY FOR.
LoVEPS' WIA0•014..ITY;
DON'T TELL
ME-- JUS r
otvE ME  
Lt A HINT
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GLAD TO Mt HIM, APPAIIIHOIT—Black-clad village elders greet U. S. Ambassador Henry
Cabot LcOrs with =Ilea LII,1 baacimaass eseli, Ms OM it south Viet Nam. MekongDelta area, hie ftrat aloes tits return. The tillageb SedtspAoto
1...1 I I4s
-Two Wroar . •
•
DIM AMY Recent/y.1w, ttob-
Omni and I went rn a ranstion and
c7 cur lest r•Ist we found a 
k•-pt m-te1 W rented a raom and
my husband Wet the ma-el clerk
twho toss a'so the owner that we
Wee VerS mad sad keyed be
good UM.. • Ite_111mt
sured we amild.
Al 5 A.M. we sure .
lamas *gm ler beds be or-Alc
n.ses. We be 40 She verodow
and riot ten feet sway 111MTV buil-
&sees and heavy read equipment
at work My husband was angry.
went to the motet owner and de-
1,1 nitre-
40.
mand!.d half his 17hOrley back as
we hoe had on:a- hett a n'oht's
rt.: The motel owner refused to
'sten •.:.• bith snaked away
My hmbend than became so tur-
tle!" that he stuffed • bath towel
get dcwn the uot!et Mat to gat even
as- .1 Derain.: angry with ban and mill
saa Was my husband wItten his
T& to do what he did. SIM DRAR ARMY /Pent ax necks
St magas, camp and bked it • lot
Oat agoras= I was dowm by the
bake mading the kids WW1 but
I didn't gs myself because I a as
golng to beta a skit that night and
I (Lc' east to get my hair wet
I had ag ray clothes on. and my
wrist watett. too. glen this one kid
• picked me up and threw me as the
\ lake!
thop and oat told would, oast me
I took soy mauls to the repair
tc get it Finest Should I sent!
:he to the kid who threw roe
4111.1111111110111111111111.111111111111111111W 
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If be elidal knew, bad retired Is
Wes te year basbaad. he is sal,
a teol. speakhg of Mart-
wity-In-setisek yaw husband takes
the teethhig Hag!
• • •
TOO CRITICAL?
Malt CRITHAL: 11 the sastel
(Amer Isom that the road satable
year whites samid laa wader ewe-
simmeha at S ba • mast
%11081113 LAMONT TANKER—This ki The launching or 
the
Japaa -1,010 test I. 156 wide at the beam, 50 dee=
Tokyo Nam the woritTS largest tanker. et Y
pie' Ishikawalimis-Hartma Heavy Industries, Ltd,
be sebadoldd roe Daosilaber. next It goes on the ?okra-
qv Arabia mats. ( Solltoples*0
DEAR ABBY' Souse or my wo-
tre-a fr:mdA wrelt in a large office SMOKED CHUNK 39' BACON  1-16. 69'To celebra te t her -a_nnlversaries" . ....
'lejs tthesk se(IhrethemhcsatY eachto :uncli.vemr but BONELESSSe Wits them out onkS one at a
Line H- sass :nu ts se he can get 
to know them better The boat is a
7ifrerteldiasthr Ztna"Ttle7 pocial ktenZ.FRYERS whole lb. 25c
GO ON A FOOD
PRE31r-M
Weiners
39,
FRESH
CAT
FISH
642,
108% PURE
Ground Beef lb. 29c
Suitt Premium
lb. 69c
DE4R Irt7ZLICID• If she lidahs
e hss lee bow lab. . op MO her
busbead. I dealt s. • esse-a-yasr
hanebeen Mitifies • emsteinha. Oa
the ether heat. use. a year might
be saseork
• • •
THHOWIN
-EA* Tuarow.r. 11 psis Ukiah
"41 do seam row. by vi torsiaa-
c, not a oboes wised Uwww a
'Ia Ube WM chasm and an.
via: 'used, as pay h. Try kb lather.
• •
toitariiiitsitAL TO -T00 OLD
To MI 011111MULr: Is dust ess?
if• .: pahoted the ottani M
' c SLellass Chapel ,00 him back, as
snake:6 -#11-e he- se as rwsrly
Pathreerskl stared magntiland
mom. et !IO. 'aka Write. polleMine
daft at 0. *Shad Lard Teaseysee
platkibad ••Orandem the asz" at
IL illawth Taridaman ....ea is ....
'Me aftev 611. trb ass almost te-
stes baba, newomin Okamoto
mesa to snore. to NMI% ith cann-
ier at 71. and Kedge kb sautes.
empty whew ha iesei env SS And
deal target GnSadans Mem!
• • •
10,0blems, Write to Ahoy. Hos
0700 Lot Angeles. 014a Ttir a
Pereonal nlaty. enca. . aximpod.
saii-a.:Ineesed ersva...1pe
Mae 00 WTI Awe Bend one
dollar to Abby los 610700. Los
Angelic ChM_ fo: Abbya booklet.
'19001W TO Warr, LITTERS FUR
All. cX30A11500115."
—
nes rwep_iss...oug aircraft, both helicopter and costventional piano. Is a propaisl by Leek.
heed In Burbank, Calif. It would take Mt Bits it helicopter, thee fold back its rotors,
esallng them In the fuselage, and fly 500 mph coavenUonany. The trandtion would take
place at about 160 mph. It would fly as a bslioopter at twice currant bilieoptar speed
•
SIRLOIN STEAK
RIB STEAK
ROUND STEAK
T-BONE STEAK
CHUCK ROAST
First Cut Center Cut
4901b and 590 lb
FROZEN FOODS
Frosty Acres
ORANGE
36/490
44 Ox.
290
PONG
3 foi6-111.00
2 for
Extra Large
PIZZA
79c
lb 49° I }ei'vdi8KED PICNICS 
Tokay
CRAPES
1 I h
1 OC
PRODUCE
CABBAGE Airs
I I h
c
41.bs
39c
CARROTS
Cello Bac
10c
_lb. 390• •
Sweet
POTATOES •
3-Lbs.
25c
LAYS TWIN RAG
Potato Chips 49c
.v1 Fistee
DRY MILK 
K v. Re milt ti Can
GREEN BEANS 2 for 45'
31 GAL.
Nabisco
CHOCOLATE CHIPS 39*
 •
Flavor KLst
CRAHAM CRACKERS 29*
Ice Milk 3 for $1
1,1XIE !SELL
CRACKERS 19c CORN - - .. -- 150
Rounty Kist 120s
Jiffy
PIE CRUST
2 for 25'
2 for 25'
Retches 20 Ox
GRAPE JELLY 3 for $1.00
PIITSW8 NO. 1
GERBERS 3 Jars
BABY FOOD 3 for 25c,
ASPARAGUS 19c
Hunts 46 Ox
TOMATO JUICE - 29'
Armours lgO.
Corn Beef Hash 45'Steel 21
SWEET POTATOES 19'
Wee Pick 32 Ow
3WEET PICKLES - - - 35'
t'A.M1 ELLS
VAN CAMP
BEEF STEW
VEG. SOUP 13c
Fr :skies 
M1RACLR WIMP New nos.DOG FOOD,25 lb.s $2.49
1Ni:she/low Creams -
7 Or
19'
49c'
Van Camp
TUNA 2/35c 
SALAD DRESSING 79c
CAKE MIX 2 for 25c
u is'I Chefs 2 For
Spag. & Meat Balls 2 for 45'
Aluaselmattx 303 Can
APPLE SAUCE - 2 for 29'
,J N SON'S For Fine FolksWE RESERVE THE RIGHT TOLIMIT QUANTITIESFine Foods
•
•
• ';‘,
•
4
'4
•
k
•
. 4
•
1945 •
1011/, •/
89Pb
69'
79F•
99,
•
iT
'enter CUt
.39c lb
b. 39
a
4
4
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Seen & Heard
Around
MURRAY
It was a pleasure yesterday even-
k log to se! Bernard and Elaine Har-
vey They were in Murray for the
afternoon and dropped by the
house for awhile
- --
Said they dianned to spend the
night in ML- flue with friends and
leave early Thursdiiy for Harrison,
Arkansas
They peened on the sad news that
Princees the big Boxer died about
two weeks ago Princess had been
a with the Harvey's for a number of
years. He was little Bernard's dog.
Dogs have a way of gaining a pm-
ition In a family's life which can
hardly be attained by any other
animal and when they die it hurts
Princess just got old and fell heir
to the diseases and ailments of
old age
Bob Rowan has one of Priocras'
pups. a big male Boxer named Rex.
— - -
Honeys my they are getting along
well in Ananias although they
(Ceatlamed an Page It
Construction
Of Plant In
Benton Set
Construction of a new Ashby
C:rpor 'Lion dant at Benton is ex-
pecnd to start there within the
next few weeks, according to corn-
piny officials in Bt. Louis. Mo.
A number of Calloway Count',
people are employed at the plant
whirli manufactures casual furni-
ture. aluitunum and stainless steel
tubing, swimming pool deck equip- i
ment. mttal roll form products.
screw maching products, and fab-
ricated met al prolucts The me-
sent plant will continue to oper-
ate at its present location.
The new Benton plant on 12ii
acres will have 145.000 square feet
of space on a single floor It will
be constructed to permit • coriatar.i
arid swift production flow,- officials
said
Edward bloOkir*, len of Mr. and
Mrs. CgoienOrd Mature of /Luny,
is supsingentiont of the present
MAW Mont ail Benton Meeker,
hid a Uillin SWIM al his own at
sod•• bolero min atth the Ash'
01111116-Xli M_Marriad to the for-
-er 011109Mig Mallkina daughter of
Mr and Mrs Coen Hopkins of Al-
ma. and they have three ehndren.
iTO
Sweet
IT ES 4, 4 Judge Miller's Court Filled
With Traffic Violations3 - Lbs.
25c
BPS 39'
 •
KERS 29'
25c
46 Os.
- - - 29.
--Tr Ox.
- - - 45'
•
49c'
2/350
,
79c
2 For
2 for 45'
303 ('an
2 for 29'
ods
:olks
RIGHT TO
TISS
a
'The following oases were hied in
the court of j Robert 0 Mi-
ler According to the court record&
the torment:1i oricurrad
Charles Howard Sears Jr. Wag-
field, speeding. State notice Mood
$1000 and data of $16.60
fond airegison, doom of auto- I Sheriff lobed $1600 and COMA of
enable the Marin Under bond NOM
Larry 0 IdeConneil. Nesbit/Ie.
pudic &or* amended to breach
of bike, the Sheriff Pined $6 00
and cods of $3030
Nina Upchurch, Parts. Tennessee.
public drunk. Murray Police De-
partment and the Sheriff Case
4C,ealimeed On Page /wet
of $I 000 and placed in cuddly of
Jailer
Tas Thorriton. breath of peace.
Miss Ruth Cole To
Give Address
, The fifth clam in the School at
Practical Humane at Western Rap-
ust Hospital will be graduated
Monday night, October 18.. at Fir*
Baptist Centrals. Paducah, iii
o'clock Min Ruth Cole. Chalrman Homemakers
and Professor. Department of
Nursing at Murray State College
will give the graduation address. T M H
student*. ado have been o Meet ereTen 
enrolled in the prognun for the
past twelve months. will be grad-
uated
the SW* Conked. generally
Apar Bay. daiffeices of infant
04g=firetr,c1...T:
Inning weeks
Bann H Smith, Nashville. DV/1
amended to redden driving, taw
I. 
• Wen ern Kentvdcy - Partly clod-
dy and mild through Friday. Iltfh
today in the mad to upper 70a
Low tonight in the mid $0a
•
•
Kentucky take' 7 torn 364.7.
down 0 I , below clam 302 7. up 1.8.
Berkley Dam headwater 336, no
dotage. Minster 100$ up 0.1.
Starts* 7'03. stwaset I 22
Minn rises 9:01 pm.
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
ON THE COMMISSION
FORM of GOVERNMENT
Quo-too-in: Clan the present mans-
tratee in the county noun seek
the offices of commleanner if the
nose approve the orrnrniation form
of county government,
Answer: Yea they can Even if
voters approve the commision
form of government, present mag-
istrates will be able to serve out
their present tabs. than Met the
office of comendsioner Several
magistrates are qualified as oral-
adeeknere and have proved their
ad* 10 get votes by securing
poeltions as maglatratta
Purchase Area
The theme of the Purchase Area
Kentucky Pederation of Homemak-
ers Slat annual meeting to be
held at Murray State College aud-
itorium on Monday ()Cotter 16. will
be "Meeting the Challenge of To-
day's Morals"
Dr Rat* Temerieer, head of
the psychology department and
(Cantinewil On Page Two)
White Elephant
And Bake Sale Set
The Musk Department of the
Murray Warren's Club will have a
Hobby, White Klepharit. and Bake
sale at the club house on Tues-
day. October 19. from 12 noon to
six pm.
This will be an open bus. and
me-theta will display and sell items
.for orrangonsanta and setat-
irsas gift from fifty cents to
five dt6lsxa '
The proceeds will be used for
the department stholanthipt The
publk Is connally invited to at-
tend Coffee arid cookies will be
dryad
Mrs William C Nall, .11' chair-
man of the Music Department. said
the department 'ovoid have • bto-
Mem meeting at 7.30 pm. on Tues-
day evening at the club house
RAKE SALE
A bake sale will be held in front
a the Hazel Electric building in
Hazel on Saturday. (October IS.
starting at 8:30 am. monitored by
the Watnent Society of Christian
Dards* of the Mosel Methodist
Chunk
Church Page Grows
In Popularity; Is
Being Renewed Now
The Ledger and Times Church
page today marks another mile-
stone in this popular feature which
runs each week Today is the 70th
time that the feature has run and
efforts are under way this week to
continue the feature for the next
sax months period
Growing in popularity as each
week passes, the Church page
brings a different message design-
ed to inernse church attendance
and intim the general public more
aware of the influence of the
church In today's society
The Ledger and Times appreci-
ates the support given the Church-
page over the past weeks and urges
that both church officials and
members express their appreciation
to the advertisers who each week
sponsor the page .
Coleman Advertising Service, the
company which prepares the mes-
sages each seek is in Murray at
, this time renewing the support for
the page Mr Ben F Barber is the
company representative who is in
Murray at this Unit.
WhiskPv Ridge Gun
Club Plans Fall
Shoot Next Sunday
Red Cross Is
Aided By
United Fund
The- Whiskey Wing/ Owl Clan
will hold Be Pail Magi on Sun-
day. Ocober 17, 1986, at 1 00 pm.
at the home of Joe flikock on
Route 6 lb reach the home, go
eaat as highway N to highway 732
sod turn tithe at Laeb fingery
Oantinue cm thas paved rtsed--te-'
the first morel rood after pentane
Russell Chapel Chsella- Take this
left nand road beerier to the left
iriS ingehine the Mom of Mr
Slientigh en VW left. The name is
on Ihe =fib= In case of rain,
the will be hold the follow-
. -• • '
Omit prises of 83 00 $2110 and
NM will be awarded for each
snatch to throe placing first, se-
cond and third. respectively Also
trophies will be awarded to first
dcond, and third place winners in
roost matches.
A ratisiesUan charge of $400 for
non members arid *00 for mein-
bees will be made for this 'hoot
only. This will entitle entrants to
partidgate in all relays Both 50
Yard bench and 35 Yard offhand
matches are planned
murrle loading rifles is welcome
Anyone initeresed In shooting
"Mote it a fatally outing, bring
your wife too." a club spokesman too quickly. forcing the school bus
said off the traveled portion of the
In order to shoot as many relays rip"
as possible, k will be necemary to APPlirently
start the first match promptly at
I 00 pin For further information
contact ad Job at 7611-0613 after
5151
Blood saves line. This past week.
the Murray-Ciilloway County dor-hsion of the Americar. Red Cross
colected 223 pints of blood from
volunteer donors reporting to this
station at iddrny Hate College.
The quota was 167 pinta Max Hurt.
1965 Murray-Calloway United Fund
Chairman said today he would like
to remind evorinne "the Red Cross
Is a member agency of' our United
Fund and has been awarded $7,-
20000 of this year's $29,000 budget"
Hurt also pointed out that this is
only one of the many services ren-
dered by the Red Cross These In-
ch-de kid to servicemen and their
famshes at home and overseas, and
aid in emery nc lee "Don 't for -
get ." said Hurt. "we needed Red
Cross aid following the tornedo a
little more than a year ago which
wept the Kirksey-Hardin side of
our county "
Dr Ray Moneld. Executive As-
sistant to President Woods Cl Mur-
ray Side College thanked all the
college students who, with cotuity
citizens, made possible the col-
lection of the 233 puts of blood
-These students from all over the
nation have decionstrated their
consern for mankind Thai is ciu-
sanship et ita fittest." he conclud-
ed-
Active a:incitation for furls in
tilts year's United Pond Drive will
begin October 20 The campaign
I be °molded at the end of
Enemy Or Friendly, 
'Cars Collide'pun Fire Still Hurts
School Bus
Is Involved
In Accident
Funeral For Mrs.
Alice Morris Today
The funeral for Mrs Alice /IOC-
rta being held today at two o'clock
at the J H Churchill Funeral
Home Chapel for Mrs Alice Mu-
ris who died Wednesday mornirig
at her honie on Murray Rotate
Three
Revs Dole Mathis. W A. Far-
mer. and C A Byrd are officiat-
ing at the funeral service. Pall-
bearers are Henry Hopkins, Dallas
Holland. Jesse Barnett, Buel Mor-
ris, Aisle Thompson. and Cidden
Ragsdale
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs Hugh Thompson. a son. Har-
din Morris, and a sister. dm Myr-
tle McDanisl. all et Mamas Aosta
Three, two grandsons, and two
great grandchildren
Interment will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the arrange-
merits by the J H. Churchill Fun-
eral Horne
Mrs. Lowry Named
Gold Day Medalist
Betty Lowry was named the me-
dalist for the Ladies day golf held
by the Calloway County Country
Chub on Wednaglay.
The tie for low putts went to
Rebeom Irian. Francon Muter, and
FUSS% Overby Jerlene Sullivan re-
ceived the best drive on No. 2 and
Ruth Wrision won the poker hand.
A Calloway County School Bus
was involved in an accident this
morning at 7-30 on the Pottertown
Road, Deputy Dade Spann said that
the highway was eel at the ume.
He reported that as the school
bus was cravenly west On high-
way 614. a 1960 Chevrolet driven by
Owed Croton IS. attempted to pass.
Mr Grogan got by the bus, and
according to Deputy 9pann, cut in
the bumper of this
school bus caught the back of the
car. spinning it around in front of
the school but. .
No one wea apparently injured.
The car suffered damage to the
rear burnper, right door, right front
fender The fender of the school
bus was dammed
Toni Travis of Murray Polite
Three was the driver of the school
bus Mr Grogan also is on
Route Three.
Heart Society Gets
Funds In Memory Of
Joe Montgomery
---
The Calloway County Heart Roc-
lety announces the receiving of ap-
proximately 1110000 trona friends
and neighborri of the late Mr Joe
Montgomery
This money will be med for the
purobse of • stand for the car-
diac monitor recently given to Mur-
ray-Calioway County )111oital
-The mart 
The soctety did not receive a list
of an donors to the fund but want J Chrletkan Churcimsi Disciples of
each one who contributed to know Chrbitl Trne Regional Assembly in
how the annoy was weed In metnory Nashville begins Thu:she evening.
to Mr. Joe Montgomery. ' October 14th, writ concludes with
an evening worship service on Sat-
urday., October
It Is an opportunity for mallT1-
Mee et Christon Ohurrhea in Ken-
Mat Indians Tennessee M Is -
Doan, libagasippi Alabama' Georgia
and ElOrliki to be part of a "Town
Iffeafffir of the Brotherhood. Pre-
seedidona and discussion will be
on: yorld misnons, restructure. and
Ohrlsnan union
Rev. William Porter. minder of
First Christian Church. Murray,
and Bev. and Mrs. Billy WItheint,
Ttl-Dietriet Minister for Western
Kentucky, sill be in attendance
VUNG TAU. Viet Nam int -
US Army e-arrant officer Edward
Smith of New Orleans. La., tells
an amusing tale about has fellow
Army avoitors during a recent mil-
itary operation north of Saigon.
Army helicopters were sent to
Tay Ninh Province to withdraw a
Imo of friendly troops. The heli-
copter landing zone was supposed
to be secure and no Viet Cong
groundfire was expected.
Sucidinly, an excited voice shout- '
tit over the radio:
' "Lead, this is nine live Drawing
enemy fire from the right "
'Negative, negativr" came the
reply from the flight leader Those
are friendly troops down there."
"Affirmative," ackriowledged the
pilot who reported the enemy fire.
'"Drawing friendly fire from the
tight'
Approximately $33
Million Seen Next
Year For Rural Roads
Officials of the Kentucky High-
way Department met on Tuesday
sith Judge Robert 0 Miller and
the Calloway County Fiscal Court
lii seek recommendations for next
year's rural road programa
The _ recommendations will be
Bard in deciding how best to use
money allocated to be spent by
the state in this county during the
year which begins July I 1966.
Near]) one-thud of the revenue
that comes into the state Road
Pund each year rig% 1.0 support
the two rural programs These
funds are divided among the state's
HO comities by • formula which
takes into account rural area, ru-
ra: ovulation and rural road mile-
age
In a statement from HighweY
Cominnsioner Henry Ward. road at
Nis asesting. lt was poiniplfr oat
Aar the Department !WM fail Olt.
operation of the fecal court in Me-
chanting the stme's responsibility
under the law for the development
and adninietration of both pro-
grams
The County Read Aid Program
is based on a $10 millton annual
appropriation The Rural Secon-
dary program is expected to get
123 million next Year the entire
yield from two cents of the state's
seven-cant gasoline tax
Ward's statement said that the
Department SITS to hay, pro-
grams kir each of the counties
sorted 001 by December I, to al-
low ample time for review and ap-
proval before the beginning of the
work season next spring.
G. C. Butler Is
Visitor In Murray
0. C Butler of Aurora. Minds
was a visitor at the 'After and
Masse this marring Mr. Butler is
a retired welder with the Chicago.
Bridington and Quincy Railroad
company, haying retired two years
egO
Mr Butler saki that he mut born
•nd raised near New Clanoord, the
an of the late Will Butler He left
Calloway County in len to loin
the railroad He married in 11023
and his wife pined away Om
month
former Police Chid.
He 11. a muslin of Ohilarr,
Local People Will
Attend Convention
First Meeting Murray
High PTA Is Tonight
Parents are reminded to attend
the first meeting of the Murray
High School Parent-Teacher Am-
iodation to be held tonight (Thurs-
day) at seven pm. In the high
school auditorium
The parents are to bring the
class scneduies of their sons and
daughters to the meeting ao they
can go through the schedule in an
abbreviated form
Nashville's War Memorial Audit-
orium., will he the
13 fteglirail Anserriblies of the In-
ternational Couvention of the
This Morning
At Five Points
The Five Points intersection was
the scene of a two car accident
this morning at 7:30 during the
rain storm. scoot-ding to Sgt. James
Brown and Patrolman Alvin Parris
of the Murray Police Department
Arthur Daniel Wright of 2237
groaciwey. Paducah, driving a 1969
Ford 4-door owned by Doris Wrgeht
of Padiroh, was puling the 1986
Dodge 2-ckoor. drivel!, by Danny
Mack Small of 907 Waldrop Drive.
Murray. and owned by Taylor Mot-
ors, on the right side in one lane
traffic when he caught the Dodge
in the right fender and bumper
wtth his left rear bumper. Police
said
The oars were going south on
Hivbway 121 at the intersection. the
Police report showed
Another accident Wednesday at
10:40 am, occurred at the inter-
section of North 12th and Olive
Sheets, according to Pollee re-
cords
Bonita Hue Burrow of Route
Five. leltsabethtown, driving ; lee
Valiant 2-door, was going east dri
Olive Street She said she stopped
for the atop aign, but tailed to sae
the 1962 Ford 4-door driven by
Charles Arthur Maidenhead of
Route One, Bonneville. Tenn, that
was going north on 12th Street,
and pulled out hitting the Ford
in the left side, according to Chief
of Police W B Parker and Sgt.
'Jahn Brown who investigated the
accident
Dermot to the Valiant was on
the front end and to the Food on
the loft side. the Police report
showed
The Police arrested one perms
few. pubic drunkenness yesterday.
they also limed . nitsgtua far
reoltiess driving. two alaannas tor
speeding. and one Mahon for fun-
ning a Atop dun, awarding to
Oherlie likirr. radio operator at the
City Hall.
Bernard Harveys
Visit In Murray
Mr and Mrs Bernard C Harvey
were visitors in Murray yesterday.
Mr Harvey is the-dormer &ditto-
ignitor of the Munsy-Cialloway
County Hospital and IA now ad-
mexustrator of the Boone County
Hospital at Harrison, Arkansas
While in Murray Mr and Mra.
Harvey visaed friends and acquain-
tances They left last night for
McKenna Tennessee where they
spent the Mght and returned to
Harrison today
%we
Adult Education
Program Will Be
Started Here
A steering commit t ee at udi-ing
the testability of an Adult Educa-
tion Program for the cot/triunity
htei voted unalhienously 'to initiate
such a program this fall..
The proposed program is an
elementary program stitch is non-
voca t tons I. ungraded and non-
credit It Is especially designed for
out-of-school young people and
adults 18 signs of age and older.
It is adnurustered on the State
level by the Division of Adult Edu-
cation, State Department of Edu-
cation and 'ninth financed by
State and Federal funds on a 10
percent - 90 percent ratio The
Federal fur)ds are provided tinder
Title II. Part B ef the Economic
Opportunity Act a 1964
Castes will be organized for 150
hours on each level The daises will
probably meet twice a week in the
early mann. hours - a eirof ac-
ceptable to the greater number of
students
The curriculum will be planned
to give special emphasis to the
cornrnurocatioral and computation-
al skills of reading, writing, speak-
big. listerang. and arithmetic: and
using as oontant for teaching these
stalls 'meth utak experiences as
nOnOnnler buYing, health habits.
family relations, community sotto-
ittes, homemsking. and general
Mercury And Mustang
Involve4 In Wreck
Two cars were Invaded in an
atgornobile accident on the May-
field Highwas 121 this morning at
7 15 according to Trooper Charles
Stephenson 01 the Kentucky State
Police
Sandra Hoot Sams of Barnwell
Routs Pour. driving a 1964 Comet,
watIng Mtwara Mwyy, blithe rear
Sat et the 11115 Maatang, driven by
Walesa Idancil McKee, WI Weaver
Drive. Mayfield. Stephenson said.
The accident occurred during the
ha rd rain
Damage to the Comet was an
the front end and left front kw&
et. Ed Will. was a passenger in
the Cornet Suzanne Allen. a pea-
'envy in the Mustang, cornplaindi
of neck injuries
The aria& up occurred Just Wait
ot the intersection M the Penny-
Airport Road and Highway 131,
citizenship responsibilities.
The general objectives of the
Adult Program are to improve cp.
portunities for employment, to br-
ing about more effective participa-
tion in the democratic society and
to assist individuals in developing
and improve self-concept.
Registration will be held during
the week of October 25 and regis-
tration forms will be available
through schools, churches and pub-
lic institutions throughout Ott
county.
The steering committee working
an this project consists of Mrs. thill
JObS, Mrs. Odes Jackaon, Mrs. A.
A. Doherty, Mayor Holmes Ellis,
Judge Robert 0 Malec Roe, Val-
liant Porter, R L Oooper, Bain Poy.
Pete Rutledge, Prentice loassitolt.
Jim Johnson. Edwin Jennings, Jim
Williams, Charles Shuffett-. and
Ono: Guthrie,
Dexter Man
Passes Away
On Wednesday
Newman Ernatberger Dexter
paned avail Wednealav at 4'30
ii :eigrsn sit the Bentanalospital Heaft years ot age'lete Hui been
in ill health ckie to a newt con-
dition for sometime. but had only
been a patient at Use hospital for
two weeka.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs
Mary Ilinetbergar of Dexter; Ms
mother. Mrs Dona Brnetberger 01
Dexter: three sisters. Mrs. Blanche
Roe of Jackson. Tenn., 1trn Elli
Edwards of Paducah. and Mrs. it
Mathis of Dexter
FUnersil services will be held
Priday at 2.30 pm at the Dex-
ter Baptist Ohurch with Rev Wait;
Copeland officiating
Pallbearers wilt be Hugh M-
eanie. Murray Roe, Damon Ma-
this, Larry Dumas, Ashen Jones,
John L. Rickman. FlarUe Hickman.
and Harold Hickman
Interment will be in the Stewart
Cemetery with the arrangements
by the Linn Funeral Horne of Ben-
ton where friends may call until
the funeral hour.
Southern Bell Telephone Company paid its 1965 ad valorem taxes today. R. K Car.
penter, manager here in Murray, presented a check for $20,574 27 to Woodrow Rickman,
Sheriff of Calloway County.
Southern Bell's $20,574 27 payment to Oalloway County Ls part of a $2.798,000 tax bill
it is now anticipated the company will pay to the various counties and municipalities in
Kentucky between now and the end of the year.
Southern Bell made a similar ad valorem tax payment of $375,306 to the state gov-
ernment in August
Overall, the company will pay in $4,850,000 to all levels of government in Kentucky
in 1965, according to current estimates. This does not include sales taxes collected by
Southern Bell from telephone users and turned over to the state.
Kiwanis Donut Sale On North Side Of City Tonight; Proceeds Go Toward Kiwanis Club Underprivileged Children Projects
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THE LEDGER ik TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER le TIMES P41SUNKIING COMYANY. lac..
Coesolidation of the Nlarray Leuger, The Calloway Times, and The
Tusea-Herald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Adverustn& Letters to the Editor,
ar Public Wore teams which, in our ops1110n, are not for the best in-
terest at our readers.
NATIOSIAL REPRIBENTATIVIS. WALLACE WTTNIER CO., 1509
Mediate Ave., Idemplus, Tenn., Tune & Life Bldg. New York, N.Y.;
. Staphanion Bidg Detroit, Mich
it SUIISCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 200, perwands Ms. to Calioeniy sad ading counties, per year, $4.30; else-where, $9.00.
ilnlarad at the Post 011ice, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITS!) MIAS 1NTEINATIONal.
WEST, Fla. - A Cuban refugee, arriving in the Unit-
ed tes, on why she left Cuba:
y killed our son, hall starved us and spied on us, still
thef demanded loyalty to the government. When the chance
Can., my husband and I didn't even at to think."
OLYMPIA. Wash. - A Washington state Indian charging
polape brutality after a riot over fishing rights in salmon
streams-off Puget Sound:
-One of the patrolmen grabbed me 4i.nd twisted my arm
behingl my back. Then they had the gall to stand there and
say 'ye never touched anybody.' "
YEW YORK - Vice President Hubert Humphrey. at the
annual Alfred E Smith dinner, commenting on the changing
tlintita
rThings have really changed - the Brooklyn Dodgers in
Los;Angeies. the Washington Club In Minnesota and his holt-
ne* Wipe Paul VI in Yankee Stadium."
YORK - Former President /;?Wight D. Eisenhower
&side:ding that he invited former Soviet Premier Nikita Khru-
stictiev to church and quoting Khrushchev's refusal of the
invitation.
r Well, the difficulty is I could not understand any part
of tgie service and I inaddn't want to disturb the others by my
interpreter talking to me
•
Ten Years Ago T04:fit/
LEDGER & T PUS
West is expected to begin soon on a new county Jail,
autbOed recently by the Fiscal Court The new structure will
be bolted in the basement of the courthouse and will, be com-
pletely new Cost is expected to I* $11990 and no more than
$9.00111. .
Murray firemen halted another fire this morning when it
seemed as though all of Jones Grocery, 901 Sycamore Street.
was in flames. The fire was held to the boiler room where the
blase started.
A son .Rallph Potts Oingles II, was born to Mrs Ralph
Potts dingle& October 3 at the Murray Hospital Mr Gingles
passed away at the kcal hospital October 1
Albert Fads bas been named president of the Calloway
Bow Hunters Club. Other officers are Dub Polly, finit vice;
William Rogue. semind vice: Harold 0r3gan. secretary-treasur-
er. Kenneth °ramie''', reporter
we*
age patim ampsw-She Defense Departinent he. anablidtee
Ids radmi gm Viet Nam fiserrina Meal to U.S, Nalllion,
POISMS011. Prost Mfg shows a Mister of trim
an • traditional Oriestal dragon ohm BMW
sprallIc at Vbiluiss florries"- ?be brathila illga.
adepts& trans Clos at ult VI& Sa
•••=y,
56.
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flit A Insetoisc
by United Praia laisisralesall •
Today is Thursday. Oct 14 the
3119th clay of 1966 with 78 to fol-
toe
The moon is approaching 'Os last
Quarter
The immune mar a Jupiter.
The evening sitars are Mars. Ven-
ts and turn:
On ths dog in astary:
In 1066. the Normans defeated
Ring Hama and his Threes in the
ofHatc.e Hadures 4-•
In MI, fanner preaadent The-
odore Roosever at t s shot in Mil-
waukee and refused to have Me
wound :rested until he delivered •
scheduled speech_ He recovered.
In 11134, Nast Germany announc-
ed could withdraw front the
League of Nations at the end of
1934
In 194.0 Russian occupation an-
thonue-, sat tai an East Denman
state with headquarters in Sag
Berlin
A thought for the day. Russian
nada' Van L'rgeney end: "I
agree with no inan•:. opinion I hare
some of my own.
Federal Livestock
Market.
MURRAY. Ky. Ti, OM. 12.
196.5 - Mummy Lamont Amnion. I
laralock alpha on arrival.
RSCLIPTS: • 11: CATIME
AND CALVEB 1.140
CAMS: Recelgeta moat! feeder"-
sloamenir ywalinas and owes All
skram shout strady mosporad Ian
Imit wait.
SILANG11111111 Good Ima.
aila lit. Irall).21.16: Standard OWNS
Mac UtdIW down to MEM.
COWS: Laity oral Ononneenid
813 .M-14.30 . Cutter 111.1 AO- 13 00
COMONSR 0.00-U 30
DULLS: Minty $16-30-1.7 20. Light
eisIgka abet Ouster el 4.04 18.5u
*LWOW= CALVES AY& VRIE-
S/Si Good itaid Ohosse )00.660B.
cram 010,5040.30;1.80.3010,5040.30;Eliondeird
MM. Clamor waaars engin. ERAS
311.011: Oisod Manirard
WOO-30W. Utaisty down to MM.
FEEDERa: Chaim, 0110.716 MUM
M 00. Smandard nord Goad $340-
11,55.Cisme M 41283111rain.
anon ligMinSkilk Samara Mira
3000. Pew 236410O 16 Chime 127 75
vlaifir Mins.
td and Choice OS
360 lb $17 00-10 70. linesubird 613
17.00. Unity awn to all 76
COWS: ticasee 34 year 042 $1400
141.Z. Clean 111266-12410 Choice ctn.
and calf pairs $1.7 00.
PURCHASE AREA
•
teCesselmad Frees Page I;
dean of the grainsite schael VIII
oe the keynote speaker at the pro-
gram to start at 11 am
News
- -
Mr sal Mies. awl Owens spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Edd Ow- ,
ens of Norunnville. Ry
Mrs Larry Xebec mated her par- I
ants Monday evening.
Lit at'
Murray-Calloway County Ilicepital.
He is II room 317.
Bro and Mrs Coleman Crocker:
and family were dinner guast of
the Hubert BazrelPs Stmday.
Mos Troia Peas epos the w-
end ails Mr. and Mrs Hiram Ti
le Whemese.
Mr and Mrs Robert L Bassett
were drama enema of . and Mw.
Est41 Duncan Pitchy evaning.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Dixon went
she espesond Mitt Mr. and Mrs
Watley Joe& in Bunton.
Mr and UM J. D Lamb were
dinner weds or Mr. and sirs. Jam
Tram flunillw •
Mr. and Mew ROW Walesa hare
returned ism newt 'daft ..Mr.
arsd Mrs Praerson and the
Law twins Ha-set Aut.
Mr. and Mrs Dewey Haar& had
as their dinner guests SwiturdaY
twerang Mr and Sew Dan Hasaell.
A& and Llelbert Newsome and
(newly. Mr and Mrs. Rarer Bar.
nou and tamely mid Mrs Ethel
Dante*
Mee mary Prances Hamill
Mrs Vtrania Jones arid diatia.:.
Om rioting their parents la and
Mrs Dana Be3B
Mr and Mrs. Team Limb of May
field ceiettrated their Golden Wed-
Mrs Sunday Oot. 3 from 2 p utel.
til 5 p.
Mrs. Clarence hayfield and grand-
dsuriater Nancy Wand Mrs. Ethel
Darnall Monday afternoon.
JUDGE MILLER
ICanramed Freon Page It
conunued
Thome& Clabbons White. Hanel
Route Two. weeding. State Police.
Pined MOM and costs of $10 30.
DWI. tined $60 00 and mats sus-
pended.
Paul Thomas Copeland. Benton
Route rive. speeding. State Pollee.
Pined $1000 and coda 'impended.
Curtis Ray Ermine, Metropolis.
Illinois, speeding State Police Tin-
ed $1000 and coma &impended
Wilnara S. Beane. breach of
peace. Ms Obertff. Placed wider
peace bond of $100. remain
away fruit burner site and her
piece of eimgioyment
Senn.tb seri. 1316 Farris. speed-
ing. State Police. Filed away Antis
leave to reussiate
Caramin Roans. fltuaely. Ken-
tucky. failed to Win for-hireapir-
ating autinority Kinsludry. De-
paruneat of Motor Tramportation.
Pula $6000 and oons of MOM
James Rhod a. Lexington.
Tennessee Seeile Two. over aces
I weight, Department I 
MMats,'Mats,'Tninipartatton. Fined 8260.00 and
costa of 
1101$,1101$,i Mohan Wester anuth. New Coo-
1 cord. speeding. ante Pelts"! Raid
flee and coma suspended
Sala BasOrley Knight. 
of 
asseibas
stch 
trace. ad 110 00 ead rasa
!ponds&
William Price, .k., Osilugs Stat-
ton. ipeockng. State Police- Fil.o
I am> satft knave to marmite. -
Rugg B its in. Hazel Route Om
tog. smut Pones. Fin ued sled
Oats aripinated
&etre D. Enigma llinrray Rout,
Um. reckless driving. the Sherd!
iicij 1110 anti sesta • rapended
Husain IOU'Per-
User. *-iadoquete • State yes.
Ws see the BleeeM. Pined $10.80
and orate of *1640
Ray Watson. Manly
I- 
A pawl will be had in Mrs.
Carolyn Sell, mental Smith con-
rukant of the Kentuckt Depart-
ment at lidocation who will sum-
maries OM alhawellnie The
Pirath Isms ilmelf sad lho
Future-. Judge ham Maw who
will dram -hien. Wanen and Mor-
als • Mos RIM Brady. Ilimish life
area chairman -Parenthood and
• Ilearisig": mod Rev liar
Owen Murray Methods' rainidis.
Platen *1 Marriage"LII
Powell of Paducah will be the tsar-
Mr. .1 A Outland. gromidenc of
the Calloway CAMP IllommomOrn
Chiba. and Mrs Ilealmts Wrs. her,
I ClalbulY bowie aglionsrallion. will
etI. la charge ie Claremay ele4s-
11005151
4s-
005151Oche coughs, lo be re-
! gamented et he .il'00100'00100• lacliale
, Ballard AMOY ChilweeliONSIIMMS.
Tubas. Marshall. she Melfaigalts&
en use enpremast at
• Nam wog Ilan dragon minsbehaas euleversive - •
-aMMIC •Tbi essana sMi• began snows • assasan.
1111111monstad hp a fismiss Malmo at Laborty terra rasa tin
words tatted' Stales at Aanes, Theerasitera00 th
simient Viet Plans weapon. sad Use Meek symbolism Meet,
Affffiff614 liett
An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediarely. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.
-
PLEARD-he amolgai
ALL hoo h
'TEC
Route Two. speeding. State Police.
Pined $1000 arid coos of 115.50
Glenn Dale Underhill failure to
abide by court orders relative to
support of child. the Sheriff. Paid
000 00 to Aunts Blalock. Circuit
Court Clerk and 'riven thirty days
to oatch up t.rt lilt back payments
and Income current
Dab Garland, College Tarin Road
reckless drying. the Eherift Fined
$10 00 grid costs suspended
Harold 14 Rogers. Buchanan I
Souse Pour. speeding. State Police.
Pined $10 00 and costs suspended.
Robert Dean Morgan. Murray
Route atx rootless driving, staid
PulTe Fined $1000 and coati of
pI5 30
idtke C To, Murray Route
t redder driving the-Sheriff.
Flied aray with Save to reinstate.
Jerry- Lynn Smith Mayfield
lawny Fri* OM* Ponce. speeding.
Pined PICO and cows of 515.50.
Dank, Ray Wilson. omaa.
Ithoks. speeding Sate Police Tin-
ed MO 09 and coats samended.
Hal E Brandon. Marty rOuts1
four reckless drhtlig, the Sheriff
Pined $10.50 and costs susorrieled1
John A Brutain. Murray Route
Three, loud plies reckless driv.ng.
the Sheriff Fined $1000 and costa
gusty-nal
Linwood Leigh Price Tulle/rims
T,r.tleasee negligent operw ..ion of •
sailboat. Division of Boating Pin-
ed. $1510 and cosh of MAIO
Jerry Pranklm Tbompoon. Pur-
ina Route Three, spading amend-
ed to breech of peace. Stale Police
Pined moo and costs gapended
Phillip Real LIM* Mayfield.
spading. State Practi. Piled away
with rays
Das* MeCiure. 1119 flowAle Ilth
almot. reckless drtvuee. eIllboW11
Peed away with Save IS reingeate
▪ W public drunk. the
Sherift inv• ales se ma Given
credit for serving agis thy. other
four probated on sonattem he not
be drunk in the courtyard for the
renatinder of the ttelte.
CCIAPOST PILE SHOULO OE SELL
MOO, ST It OCCASIONALLY
WARD OXUS LEA II,
ASSIALS OUT
UNRAKtf) UAW'S FOOS
A KW IM/ *ROI Rt...
MINCER GRCNIDI OF "SS
LENIES AROUND
SNRuLDIERY SEMI
AS MASA -PRUE t
PLMI WWI
-8e>.
••••••••••••11 ONI..i.••••••••••••••••
ANNOUNCING
the Opening
of Our
NEW CHIROPRACTIG OFFICE
located On So. 12th Street - Murray, Kentucky
Open House Will Be On Sunday Afternoon
October 17, 1965 - 2 to 5 p.m.
. ,
YOUR ATTENDAN:(1 WM. BE WEIKOME
Dr. Victor W. Hagler. Jr. - Phone 753-2725
THURSDAY -- OCTOBER 14, 1965
mina nom anis- Varied expressions at w eannem and hopplimge ars worn by thew.
Cuba* feregees is Key West, Fla. The U.S. Coast Guard reggeed them, 35 In number,
bah as MEd in the Moods Bowie. This le the soma/ Nana door'
_
VIRUS BITS 5C0001.
BLAOICBURN. England W9 -
A mild case of sleepsrig =knees
4,41 SD 111031:1
PLATNETFJ.D, N J. SMI - Brian.
the or.: bor anteing the Slags
quadruplets. s-as horne Tuesday af-
ter leaving his sisters in Muhlen-
berg Hospital
The quads - Brian Beverly,
Varner& mall Brenda - were born
ara. II to Mrs Edward .1 Seaga of
North Plainfield.
All four balite:, i.ir. reported in
gcod bee/th.
' virus was blamed Tuesday foe the
collapse of 150 girls at a school
here in the past few days. Medical
authorities belie‘ed the virus was
a "type of encephshtts" but were
at a be to explain ita organ
group
FOR CORRECT
TIME aid
TEMPERATURE
DAY OR NIGHT
DiattL 753-6363
•
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fee NANO LOTION ow, imams $0 as 
2or .191.15 10511411 MOD uniew w tasease, $ ii. . 10f 1 71
Mg 11100411ANTS
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2 for 
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CLOCK
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TOOL SIR
7 piece With
will rack. 1.99
SUKPRISE BUYS
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ii 
TOOTH BRUSH
With 6
brushes.
n.66
MIEN flootric
SHAVERS
Me.' deluxe
1.0., 7.99
114110 Mn 1447
PLASTIC NOUSINARLS ore w 'mutt each .97
Rain A fatties Owen Call 3 hi loshae 3.37
IltSTA RASA CURIA oaini s.d cort,141.4 _ 110
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Cif T MIA? is tot as, molten soon  110
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Jim Mudcat Grant Pulls The Lynn Grove WinsOver Hazel 54-37
Twins Up To Even Yesterday  • 1
By HOWARD FIELDS
MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL OD -
Jan kluticat Grant. a se/Irish* Vat
as well as a *lazing one. putkid tot
Minn/mots Twins even M the World
Series by bestow the Los Anodes
Dodgers. 5-1. Wednesday with boat
his tattc-hirti and his hitting
Ora= set the gtage for todaya
seventh game Lnale when he held
the Dodgers to six hits and hammer-
/ ed a three-run Mime!' oft reliever
Howie Reed in the s xth inning for
Ose clinches
The 30-year-old Manneeots right-
handi-r, aho wih lead Ms oval song
and dance group on posteeries tom
'and who will do curnideratte Ang-
ier hhn-elf, out piribed Claude Or.
te.ri t- r-er-tre Its serlir at throe
. r- re's7e aril end a teiree-getne
-
SUPERWR
•
•i P
•
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
-Where You Get The Best'
FR EE
PICK-UP & DEIIJERY
7 5 3 - 1 1 3
206 N Fourth St
Dodger winning streak.
Por the Isithanded. 26-year-old
Odeon it was tris first. Imo ever to
the Twine MOW harks( deflated
them in thy gelato* WM. 141801
• member of Use Washington Sana-
a sixth vic-
V-ry over dawn in the third punts
-f this 9909
Cirant struck 014 live batters.
d tint weak a MIA* had all the
rum he needed after Bob ALleon
tsezed Outeui tor a two-Ion tuner
in th. fourth with rirl Battey on
ham. as • result of second baseman
Cock Ilracewski's error Ron Fairly's
seventh inning tuner produced the
, lone Dodger run
I In between those two blows. die
Trms ter 1 ch• gems in Mr sixth
on Orant's two-out three-run
hometr.
St -err pitrtitr Gale
who sue'ded the Salem homer sow
l'!ted for a prneet *Mr in the dr-
th end Reed was the victim of
Grant's blow, onh the allocnd tune
run by en Anverksn-Leigue pitcher
in SWIM history The other was by
Jen Barth of the CleNeianci Indite*
tank in WOO.
Pepped Homer •
Allison walked with one out to
die dads end stole second. Daher
Menager Welk Allston entered ao
intentional pan to Plank Quilled
Auction Sale
Antiques Old Furniture - Bric-A-Brac
Novelties
Four Wee, North of Benton. Ky. ,' on Hwy 641
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 16 - 10:90 A.M.
Ray Edwards, owner - Col. IL Y. Hastings, auctioneer
Paris, Tenn , Phone 842-4543
P We specialize In Houshold, Antique, Farm Sales
Lynn Grove downed the Hazel
Lions on Tuesday at the Lynn Grove
gyns 45 ellemertary school basket-
ball gate Jena full swing. The Mid-
on, moored 64 to 37 for Hutt.
Rah scorer for the gaits gilt
Mayer of Hazel who dropped to If
Witty. Provine exited 4 points.
Herrickan 8. Power, 1, Cooper 1 and
Furre., 4.
For Lynn Grove Pet Lamb PM
high wSth 15 w.th Dick Wert getting
14 Others wane* were Richard
Stone 6, Diveine Rogers 4. Lloyd
Carper 5, Jim Dobson 2 sod Tamil
Tidwell
with two men out to get at Orant.'
who boned his homer into the left-
center fleld sans
Alban wet up the btg inning for
the Teens with tits neat of sroand
bete. The ovnand the beg and ass
peered to be out on John Romboro's
cez t.3 Maury WRY!. but he hiettecl
h.; tc. 'h bs-e and %Ili caned safe
by umpire Tony Venzon
The steal forced Alston's heed. He
then ordered the weak h tuna Qill-
tel purposely and that's when
Grant came through with his three-
run wallop.
PILOT KILLED
TOKYO Let - A 34-year-old
Japanese lieutenant was killed
Tuesday stien an P96 jet fighter of
the Japanese self-detense air force
crashed during a training flight
over Kyushu. Japan's southernmost
island. It was the 14th creaks of
the Japanese self-defense sir force
this
SMCKEY SAYS
Be sere
fres 
are-coki 
out-
• _
NOW! A WHOLE NEW SERIES OF ULTRA-LUXURIOUS CHEVROLETS
'66 CAP
Caprice ,upe -with exclusive formal
roof line that comes on no other Chevrolet
Caprice Cabin Sedan- superb new
Body by fittest elegant. in* and out.
Caprice Custom Wagon-with fine new look
of hardwood paneling on noes and tailgate.
Everything it takes to create ft 
tinguished luxury car has gone into these
new Caprices.
Beneath the formal styling elegance
that sets the Custom Coupe apart, for
instance, you'll find thick wall-to-wall
carpeting, comfort-contoured beats and
the look of hand-rubbed walnut on the
instrument panel, glove compartment.
and inside door panels. You can order a
finely instrumented console, together
with new Strato-bucket front seats.
In the Custom Sedan, a new Strato-
back front scat is available with bucket-
type contours separated by a fold-down
BY CHEVROLET
armrest. And in the equally opulent
Custom Wagons, offered in 2- or 3-seat
models, you can even order carpeting for
the cargo area.
Each model rides super Jet-smooth.
And for incomparably smooth power,
YOU can specify Chevrolet's advanced
'Fixrbo-Jet VS in either a 396- or 427-
cubic-inch version.
The price of it all Somewhat more
than you're used to paying fora Chevrolet.
But less, as your dealer will happily con-
firm- than the select class of fine cars these
new Caprices invite com-
parison with in every detail.
Soo the new 'Si Chevrolet, Clone's, Chevy fl, Coro* I Conrette at yew Chevrolet dealer's
10 000s
HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
Murray,lentucky,
I
College And
Murray High
Are Picked
,11111••••—•—.
By SOH MIKE=
United Press laiessatisetal
LOUISVILLIE OS - By the me
• sollinthle methods - studying
Medea enbaills, coresuiting the
stais. end led shuffling a Tiara
deck--ehe we continued to fat-
ten his average es a football prop-
het
I. o w•ellt we wound up with 21
corrert pieta. 4 wirong-an averate
of SW. But that was Sat week.
Elhee's the view from the cereal bail
for this week:
COLLEGE
Kerrucky over LSU - Victory
through eirpower.
1.autville'swee Fest Cambria
• Ind hustle.
Alperin Pray over Morehead -
Gove-nors d-riere open season on
E•rks
Murray over Tennessee Martin
Besse% - The Racers in a gal-
lop.
_ Etiatein Renta,cky over East
Tennessee - Of terse carries the
I dee.
Western Kentucky over Tennes-
see Tech - 1t4it uprising
Onstre over Hanover - Hoosier
Georgetown over
ere gat 11th victim.
High Scheel
Manual over rind - Upset of
the wedc
leivabsm over Senna F'uranktis
can hs Odd
Shawnee over Western - By a
lopelded
Thomas Jefferson over Waggoner
-Madmen brought back to earth.
at Xs vier over Male - Tiger's
teems
asphinsville over Cheletwell Co -
Drubs farce
Egaeray over Paducah Tits's-
▪ - A deer one.
HIghbeals over Dixie Heights -
111111111911W Dian.
Oweinbaro over Deem Clo —
Ned Deeds IND Mow
Mbithdona over Wade - In •
red headkasocker
Linea seer Cumberland - Kansa
clf the MA
Mayfleld over Maribionvtlie -
Chiding, beep peeking
thew Choy over lansinklin 0o. -
Nam Dwells ere red hot.
liendereon City over Unman Ind
-Better balsam
Addend oweMrXeii - But It
ceved he an smbudi
Newport Catholic over 1.extrwiton
Dunbar A tossup
Belfry over Jenkins -- On dark
surd bloody mound
Itagied over le errener-Neon -
thee asountein dicrit-out
Brien Station over Lafayette -
Ano..her demotion for Oersteds
lbwrisem Cb over Must Sterl-
ing - Power to mare.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Pram latareatisaa1 I
A banana plant requires nine to
12 months of sunshine and Ire- .
went. heavy rains before it bears
marketeble fruit. tot:cording to Na-
t Las Georgraphic Magazine
For breakfad or brunch. try
sauce and menses Tom packag-
ed fat corn muffins Top each
wrth hot mined applesauce and
brctled sausigee
--10"4rillANTADSif Pack
el7wer
VERSAILLES TREAT - The
Twins' Zeno Varieties treats
himself to • poparicle in Min-
neapolis after his three-run
homer contribution to the 8-
11 rout of Lou Angeles in the
arst Meld Series game.
• 4
4
'54
Vowii r19_
KY. LAKE BOWLING LEAGUE
Week of 19-1145
Team W.
Ntirtai Oil  17
Cialley Contractor  15
R.K'ket Popoorn  14
TM well's  14
Tuctirer Reeky  
Taylor Motors  11
7 10
A. 2eisety —  10
t:horay' Home & Attzto - 10
C Bread
Pecpies Bank
10
L.
3
5
6
6
9
10
10
10
10
11
Luisey's 8'i 1.14
Rudy's jterst  8 12
T V ervice Center  4 16
zberty Market  4 16
Bunny Bread   4 16
HI Team 3 Games (HC)
Lindsey's  250-444-2993
Coknnal Bread — 2310-667 -287
Alley Cate  2283-471-- 2864
Hi Team Game (SIC)
 912-145- 1060 '
Alley O&M — 873-157-1030
Colonial Bread — 71111-1119-- III
HI led. 3 Games (NC)
Parks, Rudel  SOO- 126--035
Gwen. H.  537- 96-633
Harris. Preston — 472-160-631
Hi led. Game (HC)
Veal. Labie  227 -21-048
Hirgrcve, T. C.  222-15-ain
Bun,. Jimmy 146-66-4106
HI led. 3 Games (Scratch)
DEMANDS BILLION FROM U.S.-Juan Bosch (right), theformer Dominican president who returned from exile, andCoL Caarnano Deno, Dominican rebel leader, embrace inSanto Domingo, where Bosch demanded the U.S. pay a bil-lion dollars in compensation for its military intervention.
PAGE THTtEl.
Hargrove, T. C 583
Breerz_pe,Imar 555
Hodge, George  554
1111 Ind. Game (Scratch)
Veal, Lee  227
Hargrove, T. C.  222.
MeDan.ed. Bob  . 211
Top Tea Averages
Brewer, Delmar 
Hargrove, T. C.  
Hodge, Bill
darner. Hatton  
Ned, Janne
11.1kCIaln. Hoe
Heehaws, Garrett
Veal. Lubte
ac Age George 179
Wyatt Bill 173
-1a3., L. J. Hendon
"MARK EVERY GRAVE",
182 .i.tue itieb
182
180 
Builders of Fine Memorial 
179 Murray Marble
il_____
18
111 Maple St. 73-2517
Works
1
- 1;73 P 44er White - bennarer
"SAVE A TIRE—SAVE A LIFE"
see Sonny Hook's
WIP'EL ALIGNMENT -FRAME ALIGNMENT
Balsnee—Brakes--MnItler.—Shorlts
Phone 1-8'7'7Syeo N peor.h glIneet
THE '0'17 ! PRESSED MAN Tit • flES •
at
THE COLLEGE SHOP
Across frem College Library
7 5 3 - 3 2 4 2
Air!!
01"
'
ROGERS GLASS COMPANY
Glen Rogers, Owner
"PUTTING UP A GO, di FRONT IS GOOD BUSINESS'''. '
Store Fronts - Residences - Mirrors - Aluminiim Trinf
Mayfield Road Near 5 Points Phone 753-5765
ANN'S
511OPTING IS A PLEASURE INSTEAD OF A TASK
GALLON
PUREX
PURE GROUND
BEEF 3 lbs.
NIRLETS - 12-0z. Cans
CORN 2 for
MEETERS - (suart
KRAUT
STOKFIY
ASPARAGUS
HERSHEY'S - I • Pouud
COCOA
33c
99c
39c
29c
29c
33c
PROTEN
CHUCK lb. First Cut 49C11
ROAST iIL Center Cut59c
PICNICS lb. 39c
JELLID 4 for 37c
SAID DRESSING - Neer 1( Quart
Miracle Whip
DEL MONTE
TUNA
91:11T ED ASSORTED - 12-Ounce
JELLY 2 for
79c
29c
99c
CANNED
BISCUITS
• CANS
4W
LARGE CTN.
EGGS
One Dersen
49°
GOLD BAND
BACON
1-Lb. Sliced
LAYS
POTATO
CHIPS
Pkg59c
HERSHEY
BARS
ID BAR PKG.
3W
FOIL
Diamond
ALUMINUM
PANCAKE ma AuntJemlma - n,.2 339c
PORK LIVER. _ _ 2 lbs 25'
BACON Sliced & DerinedSQUARES 
Red or White
POTATOES 
Short Ribs
BEEF STEW 
Dixie Belle - 1-1b.
CRACKERS 
Flavor-Kist -1%-lb.
JUMBO SANDWICH
Sprev
LYSOL DISINFECTANT
lb _5 Oe
10 lbs. 49'
lb. 39'
19'
39'
98'
( Arnation
INST. BREAKFAST- _ _ 791'
MILK (1..riest  40. 10'
TURNIPS
CARROTS
CUCUMBERS
GREEN PEPPERS _
( ' II A WiTTIN
350
Nabisco
PARTY PARTNERS
CRAZY FOAM
  lb. 7*
pkg. 10'
2 for 5'
  ea. 5.
_ _ 41'
  79*
magiler
•Alt.
• wWW11111110010" .
t
•
S.
- •
ir
hi
•
4
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Social Calendar
VillotodeJ. Ogielber
The Haael Woman', Club
It at sever pm at Me Wood-
aten BOIL
• • •
The Illankenahm arele of the
South Meaux ti.ore Ilethoche
ablitch will rare: e: sever p.m at
the home of Miss Carolrn troth
• • '
Women and wins of the Murray
Mate Colltge faggiee and staff will
play itir.4e tnthiroelleterni of the
Student Dada It • 70
Pe- reservatlions Mame
Read 7S3-1.171 or haunt* Una
733-3190
• • •
The South Murray Homemakers
Cremwii free at the Calloway
Chanty Library at me pm.
• • •
The Woodmen Caeca will meet
at the Murray Woman's Club
Heuer at 6 30 pan
c„Theuu DOrrzstutivyR.Clwrd,ge al the WaLS
  March sell
meet with Mrs Hugh Notts:riga
at 5:30 am
• • •
lleaday. Oetelser le
'Dee Purchme Area Homemek•rs
Club will hive cleselpl meeting
S t Murray State College at. tab
Tereeitay, October 19
The .21amc Depatement of the
Igur-sy Woman's Oa*wW have a
Bobby Wtr,te Mephant and Bake
8a1:- at LLe club home from 12
nacn to al p.m Thu will be an
oven base and the members will
daplay and sea items ler arrange-
masts and Chistiem glft ideas
frtm thy cents to nye doiara
Corm and emirs* will be serTed
The Layertetem will hare a bus-
hes =mum at the club home at
7 X p.m
• • •
The Claseuan Womenla Felaw-
dap of the First Metliodie Church
will meet at 9 30 atm. at the church
prior A pot hark 1uodason will be
served at eleven am
• • •
Ctrle I of the rest Methodist
Cbtarob W808 MB meet in the
sesat youth roma at 2 30 pm.
They tell yogi As Math Dania
Mrs A 0. W.leson chairman
opened Me ameeng wrAi p mayor.
It was &Odd KO hail • Ohr.ebaes
shower Ise Willitee at Ilkackhelle
Children's Withe at the December
eactrag
Igra Wham he Me sisminge
way maid cm 'Wes caisilln Mkt-
ram Amens WM Nabille.-
The neat smaleng of Ilea Mete
• be bind at the Wow of Mrs
I. M Path
"Your Dollar Goss Further"
* THE REST STEAKS IN TOWN *
ION Males Stredi Phase 112-1111:3
.; v..eri • • i .a • • seam.), dira„Fa.
LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
"Manufacturers of Diamond Rings"
Parts for All Electra* Shavers
Wahl, Repairate leered-. Rep ilring
0„,agylegj
OVER MIUIONT OF MILES
GUARANTEED TO
STOP BATTERY
TROUBLE
WITH VX4
* makes old batteries stronger
* makes new batteries last long•t
* gives brighter lights
* gives all-weather instant starting
* give* Increa sod power
MAKE THIS 10-SECOND BATTERY CHECK TODAY
talons laig a yew co sed ha a eglerf. Ithea w 'wawa*=ahoy Wing. ha sad 'Li itheallstely. yes use the. Is
S.Wiry a termini' IOW selthase ail MOWN maw wet
=aliri Nth- k IAN OR • whale le braes the life wier Wiry
he a see billap. lags Is as solthelisei yew am peewee ky
3 WA Is NAM If el siempissi waits& fet W
CONRAD DePRIEST
WHOLIDISLE and RETAIL
504 Sunny Lane Phi):.. 753 041
IAA in the octal hall atemards
v-fews youvt aveetang Circle I hoe-
taws soli be Mesdames Chia&
Pagenic hem Walla and Halle
!ordain.
• • •
The Ikuixi•-ban Ham Ammer' ChM
meet at the home af Mrs Ber-
nard Taken, at seven pin
• • • 1
Murray Ammembly No 19 Order '
of the Raintrow for Girls ink hold
• ▪ reg u...sr xveer.reg at the Meath&
Hall at seven pm
• • •
The Woman s Maronary Society
of the Pat Baptist Chach eta
meet at tise church at 5.30 am.
• • •
The Coedwater Homemakers Club
tell meet at the home of Mrs.
Man:, Fuqua at one pm
• • •
.1Irs. R. L. Wade
Presents Program
p I of the Christian WO
neer s Fellow/Am of the Ttnit
Crecatan CRIorett held sa October
:a. mg at the church
Mrs. L Wade, chairman. pre-
-...del arid presented the peewee
oa the Mime -We're Cal:ed In
' The World-
i The devotion was even by Mn.
I Clyde Jame
Alreehments of cake and off as
were served by eta. X H. Solagna
end Kra Clyde Jones
Cara Graves Circle
Meets. At The Home
01411fra.bildassy•C
Yrs Alfred Lindsey wag lioeme
a morning coffee oe Wednes-
day to ranabera of Cora (17sVINI
Ore* of Canso Presbyterian
Initiation Held By
College High FBLA
For New Members
The Whimsy °Were Each Chap-
ter of dis Future fklaness Lead-
ern of Mamas bad • forma/ in-
itiation ler its new atomisers on
October 4, at streen-ftfteen oticidt
The president, Bill Overbey. pre-
Kay Erwin. Rex Houston.
1...ncla Southard Larry Wright and
Lama °relearn gave the meaning
of the words. rigor* Buenos' Lea-
dire Araestsh
During the formal initletion Law-
:ear* Anderson, Wave Ara.
via:1")w • Raab Barnes, Judy Ar-
nett, Wanda lifitiogion. Emig
Blacks-AL Joe Oarftt Vide Co
Linde Dunn, Eddie Evans. •
bath Omaha. Cud Halm JOU
Janes. Illariha Kemp. Debbie Mar-
un. Niue/ Clathod. Paterda Path-
ex, Jay Rimy, Donna Rogers, Patsy
Sanderson, Brenda liUh. Miele
Stallone Mkt e flutter Kay Bytes
Ken Thomas. Barbera Trentiolm
Wanclui Totes. Wax White sine
Fetricia Mate were .nsiated and
welcomed as new members in the
citb
The beat-dreased gal and boy
sere chosen from the hutiatia. I
Key Sfturs was voted die bed-
drawled jet and Ken Thomas the
best-dressed bov The atom Sr
the 199b01ia school year are. Pre-
, e.dent. ale Overboy.
Jens. Res Housiton. fteereterY, Lin-
, la Southard. Treasurer. Kay
•tn. Reporter. Larry Wright. MO
I Hatoriat. Dianna Caren. aponeor.
Mies Wilma Hayes.
• • •
.Mrs. L. A., Tositer .
H ostess For 111.84ie , .
Tucker .118eidX.11istic,.
The Bee Troth= Melia J/K the
woo...an • Soda* at Cheletles OR-
, vice of the tyre Methodist Chards
1
ma roaday. °owe, 12 A ssa.,
dirty Wealth se die athwing a
the booze o Mee IL A Tier on
, Seeth Match Street
Mrs. Harris Bird Prutlowod the
peognaa an the mesoct. -Chris-
tina Women In International Come
thervity". which was an article
ahem the United Nenons debt ap-
peared in The Methodist 110b•
roan '
The devotion ass given by etra
Jahn Irma The minutes were read
by the ascretary. Mot James Mo-
ped Mrs E A. Tuck.er led the
Doling Lor are*
latrollenenu were served to the
MIR 10111/0Mrs pr ment
• • •
depallabies harvested
a ripeness nave the
notary cant be used
Nth. fee or store
• • •
Tismaac cowered Kr
a parctaal and tc
tire to: growing plants.
• • •
Mated canned mph ge,, with
a thick tem:an' 01 graed armpit
rind makes • good braddea fruit
course.
• ':.
Married Ret cntly
.1011o. •
Mr. amid Mn. Siebert Leah Gam. Jr.
Mr mut Mrs Robert Louis Chas Jr. are now residing at 610 8. E
meow Aplour. Boynton Brack Monde ater their v. ecktuig on August
21
The l. re nandledight tereni.my as performed at the home
a the brick s ereeeknother Itra ettl.unt Jay Thomas in Hal Harbour.
Mama Beech Flonda
The bridle* the daughaer elf M7 and Mra. John F Fetzer, ITS
Royal Paha Drift, Fort Lauderdale, Its. and the groom la the 110r. of
Mr and Mrs ashen Louts Clam fir. 1616 5. W Mat Street. Fort Laud-
erdale. Pia formally of Murray.
Cisme in marriage by her father. the Mita chose a gown of white
ammo hoe and carr.ed a bouquet of *tate, yellow throated orchids
Hee alteedanta were Miss Canaanite Pulver, eater of the bride. and
Linde Clam aiter of the 000111
iteaAPPOSPXON was held after the a remone and the couple left for •,wahleas trtp to Jaineeces.
Mrs Rom Ann Childers, 113 North 14th threat. Warne. amides,-
Air a the groom am an out cd naim tor the wedding.
- - —
'lenn Doran Crean onions. including Inc.. as, I
'a good oeuvre of vitamin C. eta-ss For A lice Ma A and iron.
H aters Circle Meet
The bens al Ilia Ohne Doran Z 
ZitXKOK of the iseel.ing ofAiwa Chas et the Wo-
man; Braga Clinssiga Renner
al the Ptrag blellsodla Moth tve:c
Theeday mo*s. a nine-thu
Polack_
Mrs C. C Lowry presentee .
otost intermung and micromt.,
Ma on 'The Romponernle Christian
Wonsan In An International Com-
moner'
The devotion
Ow af Pasha
the Palk John ilAnter.
IWow- liers Robert fluelarhhates. circle
at ?larval' Atairman. presided Ann-Jr:cement
was made a the W...vr.d Day of
Prayer on October M At 10 am
in at 1120 church, and the Marie
urge- 0...mmuruty Day. aptaatsrea by the
Urinal Church Women on Novem-
ber 3 at the Ma Methodat Ctt.eren
The issetaises, Mrs Duran and
1115 W Ft Elnan, served re trevrt -
merits to the Mann members ore
rant
from the *Li emp-
ires' given by Mr..
11111111111 OIL TAPICI KOWA Sr 11.11011EUES—An RAW ben-
:11
, ion Dow a harry pail a bladlt math spas Dam
ask moss( cc tanks believed WWIIbesijisiM Lariats, Cypras. An estimated WO taw a
ell wielli&MACIO were dgetsoped. 102114.016,4
Airs. Henry Warren
Ifostess For Lottie
Moos Circle Meet
Mrs. Henry Warren opened her
me on North Seventh Street for
he October meeting of the Lothe
'•Ooon Circle a the Woman's Mb-
vionary Society of the ?Mit Rapt et
C7burch
'My Church -- Seeing and Do-
. ag- was the theme of the program
presented with Mrs. Porter }W-
end as the leader.
Others taking part in the pro-
;ram were Kira. Oodie Lee °aid-
we.1, Mrs Allen McCoy. Mirk d T.
Lilly, and kfre. A. W. Russell.
Mrs. T. C. Collie, lira Luba 3fc-
3aniel. and Mrs Punkin Outland
sit the payers.
The hostesses, Mrs Warren and
Ars. Murray Turner, served re-
freetintenta ta the twelve members
and one guest Mies Carrie Beale.
• • •
Mrs. Jesse Johnson
Hostess For Meet
Of Moore Circle
Mrs Jesse Jornmon was nonfat
Monday ev:-rung in her home on
Kirkwood Drive to members of Do-
rothy Moore ('sri te or Co/lege
Spring Creek WMS
Has Regitlar Meet
-Proclainung Through Woman's
elheionary Society" wee the theme
of the prognun presented at the
meeting of the vnas of the Spa ing
cre:is Baptist Church held lag
week.
Mrs Dwight Watson, Mrs Danny
Cunningham. Mrs John Redden.
Mrs. Bobby MItchell. Mrs Clint
Orem, and Mrs Jerry Butler pre-
sented the program.
The vice-pro:tent. Mrs Butler.
presided Mrs Rim Redden, wife
of the new church pastor. was wel-
comed aa a new member.
Alaryleona Frost
Circle Meets At
The Ilaxedon Home
Mrs New Maxedon opened her
home for the meeting of the Mao-
leona Freer Circle of the Wasthat
Society a Camerae SeiWee a Use
First sfigamint muds** Raw
thy morning at ntne.4111.11 *deft.
The program on -Clbilleimill Wo-
meutottn yIn .A12, IprmentenailliMilmed by OWni-mrs.
James Frank. leader who wag le-
sated by Mrs James Weatherth
Mrs John Nnthers. and !Oa Rat
A:4111rslanderR.oherd Tuck. chithrutn,
preeded Mm. A 0. Childers led
the opening pmyer and announc-
ed that the seek of praye. and self
dee:etas olnweringill tserz4nigheld th-so searrinanitha.t. eowith.
atward Lan"' led the de- !dinner in .,...reasia, It .as en-
ions based on the aleth chapter nIimmtg. 
to
The circle sell serve the church
e.l
• 
 end t:: ft.i: c...n al _sac na.
Ws. il. T. Waldrop
F. LAI el' a
4.3...in
P1144111 Latter 10 Cilavailias. The ' who is is chat-ge of the chu:ch
on "New Nations" MU clis- 'dinner,
\ by mas Rent: Beater.
• • • Mrs. 119tettke a a.1 M.-s. Childers,
hostaises, ism,/ i sir:tun-Ms to
featl4falemutMilitInsgramtt ohegctie 
break-
 with 1 tbe °event."
candid apple sauce and use as a
spread for tosated, teetered Eng- Orange Awe enc:aragea the re-
lish muffins. MOMIOD of memo in she body.
Presbyterian Church Miss Virginia
Moore was a peat.
Mrs. Zeta Woods, chairman,
opened the meeting with a prayer.
Amignen: ota ere made for Altar
GOING hem pee paglige--Eathy MoCadieter, thieyeting to laator Mg& M Myradraw, soma seemingty unappreciative stares from tads who need two whale to get by.
He Brings The World
To Your Doorstep!
Tlaja glean-cut yoting fellow is the last link
In the long chain of communication that bringS
the news to your home. He carries perhaps the
most vital commodity made in America — news
as reported in it. free ;rest. He is your newspaper
boy'
With him rides a sense of responsibility, a
feeling for time - for business-like effort All a
result of training.
Attlialt•hetrit'LlttleMercharlt. He is
teal:Orr tlict ocror.:nal enterprise 0 a chVenging
In 11; *.*•arning to .-ierve you Viell,
he series his own futti:e as a better citizen
Many of c•Ir newapaperboys find that a paper
route can ietio to a college education Many are
saving for It Ms's ; regularly nink their profits
seelnj the tangible rewards of accomplish-
ment.
Ea h rieWerkpeWbOy is given practical train-
ing In business-like prozedures, in handling
forms. et e He learns responsibility and the ability
to get along with people He Ls encouraged to
work for top grades in school.
National Newspaptrbov Day - Saturday. October 16
On Newspaperboy Day, we proudly salute -our- boys and yours . .
enters/4774-8n industry for their alert attention to the job at hand.
The Ledger & Times
for their
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THURSDAY - OCTOBER 14, 1985
Church
/1 nouncements
College Preebytertaa Church
Itith Main. streets
Minry McKenzie, minion*
'church School 9'30 a.m.
Divine Worship 10:40 am.
Prost)) tenon Youth Fel 5:00 pin.
Westminster PeLlowship for
College Students 4.30 p.m.
*MI 113. 011ik SMISMew
Seoth Pleasant Greve
Methodist Much
,MOMMIll '110MEMO .. ... COO am.
11 4renning OWN , .. 10:00 am.
=lip . 11.00 am.
15106 pm.
. linb39  7.00 p.m.
211141=
•
•
Min• d*
Worehip
7:00 pm.
ut Strist
MAW ft Got)
IMO aiestaid
T. Todd, pansy
10.00 am.
1100 a.m.
7.30 p.m.
Meeting   7:30 pm.
Fridley
P. T. P. A. 7:46 p.m.
?fret Baptist Claapel
South NMI& Street
No. L. D. Willson. mean
Sunday Sohuoi 9.46
ilicensag unship 10:30
rwriing Wurship 7.33
Prayer iderung 7.30
Martin's bagel IlleMedist Chards
Rev. Johnsen isokr• Puller
(lurch Schad   10 00 a.m.
liWorp &wefts .- 11.00 am
lienlay Night
Stoke and Jolter MEP 6 00 pm.
Sena* MOM *MOM Service
/Wry 2nd and Mk
....... 7.00 p.m.
Iltimortal Baptist Ohm*
Biala Street at Testa
A. Thacker, poster
Worship  
School
ati 
10 50
Una
9 40
,t116L-Mar   6 00
' APP.-Sent   6.30
Demure worduO
(Oct.-Mar . 7.00
(240.-00PL 1  7.30
Primer Illeederg
lath Wednesday) 7:30 pm.
• Marty (meildilaill
Web L 38aèi1l. pijier
suridel artux-A 10 on cm.
l'ica4asing rein Arai and tab Sun-
day
Scope Greve Repent (Mare\
Sea Leroy Vaught. pastor
bundit. lichort 10.00 am.
Worship Service 11.00 am.
✓ sialog Union 6.30 pm.
Penning Werstup . 7.30 pm.
Wednesday Surma 7.30 pm.
Rudy asineu., b. S. Supt.. Paul
Wayne (Jarrow% Treating Unitin
Director.
St. Leo Cathode rtivirch
461 124.0 ISteect
Rev. Marta Matime, pastor
Sunday Mass. am., 11 till. and
• 40 pm.
lioirmy sae Pint Pritlay. 6.*
and 6 p.m
Nerthside Baptist Lharokt
itenditill *WM
& is McCunton. Sunday &SO
duvet Intendant
Sunday School 10 00 am.
Worship Service 11.00 GAM
Lvening Service 7.00 pen.
ewer Meeting Wed. 7:00 pin.
Sunday Evenang
Singing   6.20 p.m.
ropier spriage Bimini (luiren
lirrate 1 - Pottertown
Bea Jerreil G. Whits. Easier
sunliay School 10.00 sin.
Morning Worship .... 11 00 *in
rralainii Union ..... 7.00 pan
r% ening Worship   d.00 pin.
‘IVed. Prayer MeeUng 7.00 p.m.
1111. Pleneset Cumberland
Pranyteriaa Aral
See. webs L Pilottir
Worship &Ulric. at 11.00 each 1st
and 3rd Suittlay.
iirksey Lemke Cherub
Sunday Sehoot  10'00 ern.
Morning Worship 11 :00 am.
i„..tincbay Night service 7.00 Pin-
'‘Vsanosday Night 7 00 poi.
Klriusy Methodist Church
W. 1.. gm. satalider
Sunday Belsoot 10.00 am.
Morning Worship 11.00 ctn.
Evening Warship
Youth Fellowship
wedday
Pinter Meeting
Lamest Greve
6 Clureet el the Basarene
kiriteey. Ky.
Rae. Vitendell r7 garner
sundae, Sot** 16.00 am.
Morn* rongdp 11.00 am.
RUM Night Service 710 113/1.
Prayer Service Wed 7 00 p.m.
Evening Service 7:00 pan.
7:00 p.m.
6:10 pm.
7.00 pm.
0 leinipip
• in
pm.
pm. Sunday Bible Study
Morning Worship
Pm- Training Monet
Pan. Evening Worstup
Wed. *hie missy
sf,
4.
-
..4.•
•
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, IRENTUCEY
An in in Vow' Future
411111111 CMINe
Murray Lutheran Clime&
E. Stephen Massa pastor
sunday Sibobl   9:10 a.m.
Word* Serving   10:30 CM-
Green Nab Church et Carta
James M. Yates, minister
Sunday StoleStieds 10.09 am.
Mor rung Worship 10:411 Cm.
Personal Ifningelbarn
Obis 6:15 pm.
Bosuns Worublp 7:00 pm.
Wed Bible fitudy 7:30 p.m.
t'eleire (Rana et Cadet
166 North 15th
Paul Sedges, -.i.iniator•
Bible Study 11: 30
Morning Worship 10:10
Evening Worship 7:00
Mid-Week 7:00
sun.
am.
Orn.
Seventh Day Adventist Meta
154h and sycamore
Bra Jaok Darnall, puller
Win. Sabbath School, Sm. 1:00 gtii.
am. Proactau 4. Slat 3:00 PM.
Dm)
pm. Fine aulistlan ("huh*
111 N. Filth Street
Wiliam M. Porter, pewter
Sunday School 9.* a.m.
itWorship HAY ib: am.
Evening Service 7•* pm.
Chi Rho Petlowship 6.30 firrt
CYP Fellowship 5.00 pm.
Mate Fellowship third Wedineedal
CWF Gen. Meet, Third Temilkair
Pieseitat Valley Chum*
Murray.
late, LAM, sablester
Brae Mud, ... 10:06 am.
Preachlrg on fInit SEA
Mud Sunday ... 11:00 a.m.
Evening service each
preaching day lit .. 7:1119 pm.
New Providence Church Christ
Elvis Retard. di nEu
Ir pm.
II am.
7: pai.
pai.
Se.spring Creek pies
N.DavM Strew
*and* 110115ti
Morning Irombip
lbsining ifloadee
Wed. MOS
Training Union
C
Lob itso
7.30 
pin.7:00 as
era p.m.
Salem illsoeist
N. Semite settee
11211.
elk.
Sunday 11School
7; Ail.
ammte 7:05
Morning Menlo
Tmusing Units
laming Warden
Mid-Week Pierer
First WSW Clewed
it. C. Came. passer
Sunday 1131001 9:* am.
Morning Weedily 10•44 ern
Training them  6* pin.
Lyceums Worship
Broadcast) 710 pm
Prayer Merging
Wednesday 7:* OA.
clisheld
BM. ifillowass. plea*
Sunday School io -00 sin
lairrfing Word*" 1:10 tin'
Training Union
Welke Wararip
Prayer /41.49tWel
6 30 pm
738 p.m
7 Ott pin
For a time leaves are green, then in
early fall they become brilliant
with many colors. Finally they turn ,
"For I am the Lord.
I change not" -
Attend church and learn
more of God's
wonderful and
never changing love.
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of Oh fev•
for man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this greendhi hi the love of God, no government or society or way of hie will long
perstvere end Ole freockens which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish OW Of view, one should support the Church for the sake of the welfare
sf Windt and his tem*. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and pan.
ticlpate in the chard Nereus/ it tells the truth about man's tile, death Gad destiny; *AC
tsulb which alone dsift= Ins to live as child of God.
This church page is being sponsored by the Ilhilibi•Ing business firms and interested persons . .
1
I 8 Ink log Springs Maptht Mara
John Pippin. racier
Sunday School  1060 ash.
• 
'1 Morning Worship  11:00 am.
*Ming Union  0:30 p
• Wetting Worship'  7:30 p.m.
Wednesday night  7:00 p.m.
First Matiedist Clisrel
Firth sad Ilsgbe strata
Rev. LAWSW.Namer, prase
Ctiurch MAW  5:46 a.m.
Morning Worts*  5.40 and
10:50 am.
Jr & Sr. Penowstdp .... 6:30 pm.
Evening Work:ship ... 7:00 pm.
Coldwater Mune of (Arid basil
admen Crocker. Mlideter .1F tr
Bible Study . ... 1000 am.
Preaching  11:06 ant. tin
Wed. Bible Study .... 7:00 pm.
,uo:3
North Pleasaat Greve
oemberb.nd Presbyterian Cluiroll. tiff
Key. Poll Nat aspit, pastor J in
Sunday &hoot  10 00 ant, wool;
Morning wesohip   11.00 tin.
Young Peqpie . 6:00 pm. WI
Dverung Warship   '1 • 00 p.m..4/
10111,1
Jellarraik's Mumma
Neil W. Laces, misheer
1e7 NorLlt Fourth St.
Bible lecture Sun. . 3:00 pen.
Wataistoiver Study
Sunday 4:00 pin. "
Bible Study Tues. 6:00 pm.
iMiustry School Thum 7 30 p.m
Service Meeting
Myra  6.* pm.
St. heir, tplesimiel Clisireb Irv-.-lets Magi St
afgPRay. lobort Butebet1
Sunday School 10.15 am
AN,Worship Serf Bin. .. 11:11
Holy Communion second Sunday
763-4000 or 753-6106 for inter-
motion.
Goshen Methediet Mere&
John W. Archer, poster
PIrst and Third Sundays'
Sunday Sehoot 1000 am
Worship Service 71:00 am
Second and ?carte Sundays:
sunday Shoot   10:00 am.
Methodist Youth
Tellonehip   6 15 pm.
Worship Service 7.00 pin
Lynn Grove Megisdlet Mare&
Jahn W. Amber, peeler
First and lturd Sundays:
Worship Service   1:46 am.
Sunday &boa   10 45 a.m.
Second and Fourth Sundays.
Sunday School   10.00 am.
Worship Service 11.00 •m.
Coly's Camp Grease
1113iliellist aloe&
Rev. Sim knobby, meter
Plrst StURIIIR
Sunday School   10:00 sal.
Second Sundsy.
' 1,11110.7 School   10 00 a.m.
LiWonisiP Service 11.00 sin.rd Sunday;
sunday aidiai   16:00 am.
Fourth 8unday:
Worship Service 0:45 am.
Sunday &hoot 10:15 am.
1
11.Y P. Sunday 7.00 pm.
(3nd & 4th Sunde7si
7t1( & EMAar church et Christ
Sunday
ltble School
Worship Hour
Evening Worship
WednesdaY
e Stble Sti46v 30 Din
9:43 am.
10:40 am.
6:00 pea.
1.... _ .
BELK'S Or MURRAY
w, , Sicle BAUM"
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
For All Your Fertiliser Needs
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-1933
COLLEGE CLEANERS
"trorty Pine Cleantnr
_., 1411 (We ZUVII. Phone 753-3853
&MEM POOD MARKET
The KO As. US. Choice Steaks
Sid $W Ptt Iterbtebe
!bet* 753-4682
'''&010miall-•
l FITTS
IMO BLOCK di READY MIX
E. Main St. Phon 753-3540e
WILSON USED CARS and
AUTO REPAIR
Expert Automatic Transmission Retail/
Sports C ars
7th & Main Phone 753-4841
COMPTON gr WHITE MOTORS
Clean Latt Model Used ('arm
Clteetnut Street Phone 753-2933
HAt!IUM3FJk COMPANYisa... _AM "
We Treat tat • The Year a
I
Kozel, Mi. Phohe 492-8121
lialiaftskaWARD & ELKINS
RCA Victor - Frtgrialre - Maytag
CAIN & TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
Complete Brake Service - Minor Repute!
600 Main Street Phone 753 5802
CONNER'S LIVESTOCK and
IMPLEMENT CO.
Maritet Pritne riaid tor Rots Daily
ii •ty. 94, Caetig itil Phone 753-3225
SHOLAIN'S AUTO REPAIR
Conspletli Mite and Truck Service
209 S 7th Et Phone 753-1751FREED CCYTHAM COMPANY
MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
Auction Sale Every Tuesday, I I, m.
Heating - Sheet Wetel - Alr-Cenditionling
611 Maple Street , Phone 753-4831
KUHN VARIETY STORE SYKES dittos. LUMBER CO.
Rough Lumber - Yting-Tex Paints - Rooting
Concord Maid Phcrne 753-3632
me, r IQ
SIAM'S CAFE
National Hotel Building
STOKES TRAtefOR & IMP. CO.
Massey-Fergiabidi - Se14, & Service
Industrial Rod!! Phone 753-1319
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTIItie
CO.-OPERATIVE CORP%
iititmo 752-5812
CORVETTE LANES, INC.
CORVETTE SNACK BAR
Bowling Al Its Rest - Fine Food
1413 NEW Et. Phone 7534292 _
T.V. sitiirvicg CENTER
Home of Heatatittfl Ciittlt Mathes Odor TVs
312 kr. num. Merle 753-5585PARKER POOtCliaill CO:
Established 1937
Murray, Ky Phone 753-4852
I BANK OF MURRAY
"The friendly Bank"
Downtown Branch 5th & Poplar
Main Office - 4th & Main
MURRAY WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.
KENTUCKY LAKE OM COMPANY
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
New Concord Road rtone 753-1323
aisimE1
1
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Murray Hospital'
Orison - Acluks - 70
Oman - Noreen
Patients Admitted - -
Poitiersto Adoutted -
Astarte Domiendi   -
Pathan Admitted From October S.
8108 to Orober IL 1165
Mrs. bitelstri MORCII. Route I. 116.
att. Mrs Elroy Women. Ratite 1.
Hardin: Robert M. Coneiday. Rada
II: Mrs Ent Dorm*. Route RES&
on: Mrs. Cotonou' Swim thicate 1,
SEEN; BEARD ...
1Coothomed From Page 11
mins thetr many friends here Wil-
liam Harvef plays football with
thee liernson Junior Goblins and
this tar hair played esers rune
and is considered one 0/ the stal-
wart defense men
- - 
1111816ans. or Ball as he is knowc •
Hannon. hoicks dorm Ks par
the bite and 'hey ;ow dont _•
by him_ His team is 5 and 0 t.
the in. and blanked the first
four opponents
Lim taken piano lesson two tithes
a week and the dennet once •
week.
he Ileemerd and Elaine looked
well. They were to slid to see all
of their !nen& agate, yet it was
a mod occasion too because it was
only • rear ago September 2 that
they ;cot thew olden son
They reported tryst their Weimar-
&n they got tram Col and Mrs.
Lampe is bog as • born row
Spooking of the Lompoc it is 411-
flinit to awl more folks
Winne, WW1 Mans the Ttlothoon
Tented, loomernar in Pakt-
nth dhd we bet NW highway is
Bad waft ilipe mama
- -  -
Betsban'; Joel 'Jackman. Almo; Mrs.
Cleo Odom 13011 Secomore: Sheik
Garner, 116 Inen *reel: Mrs. Jod-
ie thirteen. and babe girt Route 4;
Joe L., Pritchett, Box 61. Dexter.
Mrs. Mt Loyorick. 1612 Rran Aw-
esome; Widlomel O'Brien_ 210 Rhei-
nland Wm. Hirrokl &Mt, Itt.
I: Maass Mahn Ountdoogimes.
4: lark Donald Jettre, Mgr 02100ed,
Mrs. Wolter Pateboll. RPM & Pur-
yew. Tenn: Ma Jamies Pelts, P. 0.
Box X HIthary: Jon Colville:1mm
Illog tie Atha the Titers to I
beg it Will take some agreowre ball
PktiOng and an &lin defense to
saEr it a reality
Went oemtionos an the WOW build-
• auew from Crum Furniture.
- - -
Beldtweek is lbat Egan Huston
new halting elneet anegleteti on-
ly winnows are the two to trent
Ilona kip to the dentist dad oot
bort at all The report was no
cogibies and that kind of newt is
earth • :rip LO the .6111EILIPt any-
We sow tow • banana gourd with
seeds soul. .n it The leech will be
mode evadable to road growers
next spring These are oho called
dish rag rourds because when you
strip off the raiser covering it re-
worthies • Orme 'paw shepod
ate a banana They can actually
oe own as • /touring pad
Moss yea put them in water they
get enter and were In groat me
before people cincovered pasta end
capper cleaning indo
Business
Highlights
NEW YORK Or inirkst fre-
er" on the part of tie he is
pawing • pert Ii the owns* amp
of stocks. sone brokers fat In a
rousing OA million shore dog Mon-
day. the Dm/Jones Inclng Ar-
• mored 493 pants to a new
high
Route 2: Guy Simmons. Ellis St.:
I Mrs. Fred W. Paschall, Route I.
11.6nti Grove; Mrs or Todd. Booth
Street Gene Stratton Cathay,
1415 Vine Street. Mrs Owl Kingins,
ISM Partner Avenue. Mrs. Jane
Bradford Route 2. Akno; Ward
Bradford Boone. Route I; Mts.
, Junes Rudd. Route 1, Benton. Mrs.
William Runnel Vanideter. 1710
i Penner; W. B. McCuiston Route 1.
A. Mrt. Charles Mason Baker,
North 10th Street
blelleid. Rout* 6.
lincrunoe. Route
Fired Johnson. 115
Petionts Disionaed
INS to October II
Jimmie Lie Stub-
Moo 'Doh Rana
1. Deane: Ins.
Spruce Street.
Fromm October 8,
.1943
Ws Curdle E Whittow, Routh 1.
Mosel; James W. Honey. Houle 1.
Henry. Tenn. Mrs Ruby Mahn,
Route 1. Dexter, Finis Weatiewhad.
Heret: Chorus Rutin. 572 Bed:
Mrs Helen Goheen. 628 Chestnut
Charlie U. Welker. 418 Adams. Lin-
go City, Tenn. lint. Janne Cattily,
Model. Tann.: Howerly Broom,
Route 1, Read; Hoyt Like, Haan;
lireadion 1)111, Box 507. Thomas Ly-
lok Route 1: Alvts Sanders, Route 1,
Ihrrningten: Mrs Edward Huse. end
baby boy. lime. 717'7 Pa,, Rub.
tzt Ranee. Ian Waldrop Drive, Mrs
Bawl Jenkins, 222 So. llth Stregit:'
Mrs. Curl* Holley, Route 1. Hanel;
Mrs- Nancy Hicloi. 509 Pine: Nth
FALL FOOD
WASHINGTON -- A N....
WABRINOTON A Ilhogiaisa
Caw( ruling Monday was °own
Howard Hughes and Mem Ton
Co. to go throuph 94toseinga be-
Sews the Own Aoronsnem Mown ft
War to raillIn ennead at Teem
Willia7minedect "lingua iblverTherulanteugrimeto ItIOC411rier
0. bReering o width acked ear -
/ST PAUL - nitre Hamm
iy thr ear &can nannling evah the
Oagmellan hlobons Brewery leder.
sok hos agreed to wen GM its stet*
to uble4n. Inc of fiertrionl. Conn _
miners of 'Immure end
bead products The Plimmn owners
reneted • soh eller of 0011.1 tee-
Ittsi for the InelomehewMaw
sold. Inc. is en gams OW the
J elix Deportment OirobetOr Ireind
bloat age to analher brewing oons-
Pelly Hawn mid MnIlleunt synod
to pig about the game as Rhein.
geld dined Out ln ;referred Mot
WASHINDION - The Veterans
Antantstration hes sopposoLed Peu-
deentml haarareor Oo of AMPletell
prtmory Mourn ler I ft now group
ponce. whin% went in akin Rugs
79 covering oh two ridillat ezembers
or Ow armed Amis.
41
SAVINGS -at-
s.
WE HAVE . . .
4.1-I Club Blue Ribbon Beef
THIS WEEK . . AT REGULAR PRICE!
FRESH PICNIC STYLE
CHOICE . . . 4-H CLUB
ARMOUR STAR
ALL-MEAT
Wieners
12-01 Pke
3W
- NEW -
CRISCO OIL
FRESH
PRODUCE
New, Firm Heads Lb
CABBAGE 10t
LEMONS 19*25 lb
POTATOES _ _ _ 59*
.140r11.11111111111111111111111111',,
Erneet Mayfield. Route 2; kens Ce-
cal Saki. New Concord: Mrs Nichoi-
as Ryon. 1601 Onion in ROilld
Maxi baby girl Ryon; Mrs. Rubye
Tablerro. 1006 Vine; H. Homer Pog-
ue, 1311 Wells Blvd.; Mrs. Nobel
Wilson, Haan; Mtn Law' Ann Hoke,
Route 2: Mrs. Anima S Warren,
Saute 1, Hardin: Mr. Joel Jackson.
Ahno: Bobby Spiceiand. Mann.
Thin.; MR. Glib Holm, Route 1,
Alrno. Witburd Walk North hen:
C. S. Dick Skinner, 406 North Oth
Street... George R Lamb. 1700 Dod-
son: Master Mitotic! Cunningham:
Route 4; Mrs. Jamie Hoe Rcitems.
811 N. lath Street: Mrs Chattel
West, Route I and baby girl Wen;
Mrs. Jerry Booker. Route 1, Benton
and baby boy Booker.
Conbaleseent Divhisa
Cereal, -  61
!Patients Admitted from October I.
11145. October 11. 1965. ...
Elmira I Wallace. 506 S. eth
Street: Lunie Buoy. New (nncord:
Mrs. Crum Duncan. Route I. Dex-
ter.
Patients Discharged from October
4. 1944 to October IL 1865.
Mrs ma )(Ming lexcared), Route
1, Lynn Grove, KnotuckyMr5. Soot-
tote Dawson. 6.r7 Broad Ekren. Mut--
fAY. Kentucky; Mr. Ong R.. Haus-
toute 4, Revd. Kentucky.
131111KE
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
-----.1111111111.111e
FRESH MADE
- PORK -
Sausage
LEAN, TENDER PORK
FLOUR
5-Lb. Rag
49c 
NEW .‘tfEt
PO -TARTS
45
rinl
Jo aft pig
TUNA
3 for 89t
Giant Size
AJAX Detergent
Giant Silt`
SUPER SUDS
7-Ounce
FLORIENT
WORTHMORE
- SLICED -
- KRAFT _
Miracle Whip
NEW FAMILY SIZE
48-Ounce
Jar 7W
Coffee
IS-Ounce
AJAX Liquid
35' 
PALMOLIVE
Reg. Bart Bath Bart
49' 4 36' 4 5P
Nabisco - 1-11)
HONEY GRAHAM
141.1811111111111111011P' -11 0.0'
3-Ounce Rise
COFFEE MATE
--11,41.1111111 111"-
-
FOOD
MARKET
OPEN EACH
EVENING TILL 8 I'M.
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities!
JLD FASHION
. LARGE
BOLOGNA
- In The Piro. -
29lb
ma
APPLE
JELLY
18-0z Glass
I go
English Mountain
GREEN
BEANS
15 -oz Glass
Morton House
REF &GRAVY
or
'ORK & GRAVY
1234-oz Can
39`
estatpucii
TOMATO
SOUP
- can
lit
FROSTY ACRES
FROZEN FOODS
ORANGE JUICE 6:: 3/49`
PIZZA 
WAFFLES Pre-Raked (6 to the Pkg.) 10t
MEAT PIES _Zec_ 3/49BABY OKRA - 10-oz. pkg.or 9-01.
BROCCOLI SPEARS
(he( Hot .tr Dee
DINNER w MEAT
l7-ounce
43,
Bagwell Cherry
PRESERVES
IN-ounce
Ruth's Beat Red
KIDNEY BEANS
15-oz. can
10'
6-oz. the
COFFEE MATE
45*
12 (h.49c
4.
2/390 •
Skinner Large Elbow
MACARONI
10-oz. pkg.
only 19'
Stokely'.; - 46-oz. can
rOMATO JUICE
29*
DOLE
( RUSHED
IINEAPPLE
114-01. Can
2 FOR 330
imammimimix.711116strp
a
•
4.4
GAF
beat
tten
. ,
44
rant
2P
till
Aar
43.
3.13/
Ave
betlt
be
1141
Iota
•
•
•
74 14, 1965
506 8. ith
New Coranord;
Route 1. Dex-
from October
tiered), Route
y:-Mrs. Sam-
d Street. Slur. It
Nail R. Hous-
rentucky.
ID
ET
L 8 P.M.
Right To
ties!
RES
)DS
3/49c
G. 49c
) 10c
3/4.9
2/39 •
"ge Elbow
RON1
pkg
19t
16-ot. can
) JUICE
•
IED
PPLE
ran
130
lbw
A-1r
•
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TEE LRTIORM & TIMEN - MIURRAT, MINTOOKY
4011 Sas ,
'Li WROUGHT IRON post. rail
g. carport. patio or lust welding
ee estimates Bee Hugh Adams
g..7orner 4th and Ceeettnit Call 763
0-16C
SYSICtit -
NIGHTCRAWLERS
The Champion Balt Worm
LARGE and ACTIVE
•
Mrs. Ed Inalth
1.3 miles trim, Court Square
on Concord Road/
Phone 753-2450 tfnc
_ _
3 PIECE BED-ROOM SUITE. good
,onilition $50. Can be seen at 511
au llth Street ar Call 763-1962
0-14-C
- .
CARPETS and tile too can be
beautiful If you use Blue Lustre
Rent electric abanmoDer $1. 0-14-0
(WAGE DOUBLE barrel Stie-
s, shot gun in nice snipe also
-119 ahot gun for sale 21 inch gee
range ideal for small apartment
Gill 753-6613 after 1-00 pm TPC
2 POINTER MIPS 6 months old-
slarkinge liver and white Phone
436 2420 0-14-P
3-BE1)ROOM HOME an Widteietl
Me Call 753-3376 0-16C
11111B1LE HOME. Hacks x 36' 2-
tworoum, very good canchtion. Celt
i• wen at Golden Pond Mani
...ties,' 66, Penton. Ky.. near Ken-
tucky L. 0.141P
1‘‘ 0 YLAR-OW Blintlinall and
atluer evergreens. Oil 7664101. •
04613
_
sNA,IMT PC/TATOES. Copper Skin.
Moe Pliage being your onsilleines.
Cooper June", Phone 247-4411, Jam
saw, Tenn. 0-11114
„
i004 BUICK, Bunn amiltan
Mag. very good Pim 4door sedan.
etleallkot back MI6. ..5.ee at Seim
Meditate. 0.26C
_
WHITE ROCK and trimonary tend
tikes crtseed any sine. Delivered
Illpnoad 11.40 per ton in city Obi
HMI Gardner 753-3626 or Pied Gann-
on 753-53W. 11.0.164.
ACRES with race now mociern
i1uee-beuroorn brick home, about
tittles wog at Murray about
Off bLick top on good gravel road,
4ohool bus, mad ann milk route.
Gaud tenant house. tobacco barn.
east hank. milt house, fenced, 17
acre cam babe, 182 Degt Tobacco
tare, all good land and a barren
7$ ACRi.8. about 7 miles west of
Money on bleck top with taxi
thtee-bedrouen trarne home with
bath, large twiny, goad well. goad
outbuildings. fenced. sorred dorms in
permanent pasture, 14 acre corn
Mae. 154 dark totem° base, goad
fernaling section, onh $23,500.
if= TWO BEDROOM nick haute
an salaam about 5 mild out on
bbeit top, pm harmer heat, fin
V in Irving rtiont UUlitl. gcodstorage house. and priced at
oily $11 500
city_ Good buy NEAT AND ATTRACTIVE twobed.
GALLOWAY LNSURANCE and Real room with dim maim mot ening '
EState Ageocy. Murray, Kentucky, in and Jr:Bohan, utility and at.- ;
" niched garage. Meted an a being- I
LW shaded lot Tucker Reality & In-
sumac. Co. 500 Mile Street, Mur-
ray. Kenuicky. Donee R. Tucker.
motor, botli Pm-feetbandialkel• Hobby Orogart,763-4643. ITC
A couch dta.t makes a bed. 753407.
0-16.? TWO 1131DROOM HOUSE, 10' x
_ Yocal ‘qmitaJrai, triakty room and i
ella ADAM, 5 mom trame house. sn,recied purot. 1 rgt, garage with
Cloud KAMM, orerage Mites Milk stoma* masa hardwood Mors. u1i'
Unuer tenor at Mirk
Urine. Price $03500.00.
1-ACHZ, 2tstairosan triune honer, to
cialtney. Plenty 01 shade. House nab
•a ionen csainete, new rODI. tweaks
swing and insulatke. Price 3,700.
10-A.CRE. 3-beclroiani back hang j 12' a 60' NASHUA mobile hone.
aullt ompat. Duty American, to droormaetki
itatoben obbineti bath dsegi welt autrxnatic washer. Cog 763.2666. ,
Seeing le °Mowing Price $03500.00. 0-16-C
3-BEDROOM triune on North 6th
ENSt. lb x 164 feat lo 
ONE SEV ROOM house Willth twot. Om neat. Mr-
baths .In good Beak fromdoraluareng. gratege disposal, 3-
. repair.
hospital and one and mated
car garage. Near high school and
blade tun high school. 813 Vine.:OWL 
See or call at Rickman. Pbune 753.
INCOME-HOME propertY. now lea 5683- 0-16.0
Auld and high whoa 8.roe00 gene - --"
II NO BARGAIN:
Xi 
Want-
So. 45h 
PINKT PLA
. 2 bads, outdate antimin
Phone 7o3-5641.
3-PIECE lined Oak bedroom MM.
baok.otaie headboard. G. E. red.
inadrted. storm doom and windows,
electric hei and sir conitionitd,
on extra be 3*. blatillia
.nhoo and up tovrn. $'7860.O0.- Punts
763-1716. 0-11.P
ed respocuble peaty to take over
to irAstions apartment. 9400111111.11101.
snall monthIN pimiento-May be
slant dowitetals. 4 krge moon for
awn locate Write Creek D.
..he mare to occupy Present Is.
per month Se500,
2:11 W. Walnut St._ Lautedile. ay.
...ine plue owner% 
0.164
4 Minn Mehl Price $6,60000
••••" •==//IM=NM...- 4I•••
$13.0C111-/SSINIRN brick home im IFAA ALI rittr WA lifit!
Karksey. Module heat, hardwood _
:ours, camas. lot 100 • 300 'Neer -LADIES - you ALP.4411
• ohuroh and store. Priced to per hour far pert Sine wort Puller
rill $10,500. Brush needs same women to oall
J. 0. PATTON Realtor, Moot 753- au regular cue:senora iu your own
17101 or 753-3566. 0-15-C neighborhood. Oar not casenzial
- - Many o1 our Filth:settee aze avirnag
NI THREZ4BEDROONI Meek IMO VILAALSWAGEN, inparotriger 
mg ova $3.00 par hour eanunda
home. Ule M. .1111&tY• eilittok bee' comer- Excellent e"lchalcal Write Bea 7$0. Mayfield. Ky or
be, NOM Me year aid. ti ▪ 753-6647 0-16.P Flame MOOR" 0-14-C
N 0 ! 7
ME DILL ELECTRIC for
repair. Nev. arid used motors for
Jain Lpinted Murray Deity-In Then
ter entriaoe. Phone 753-2930. TPC
WILL DO BABY riming in my home
trim 7 u m to 5 p in. Call Mrs.
David Crider. 750-1604 0-14-P
W.R. Burnett's Stirring Novel
The liffirxxxixsa
Of IVIiclkirer Firee
rationed by •rrsoaen.ent with Srott Meredith Literary Ageney. Copyright
UM by Bantam tiobauL Ise- Distributed by ales Features eradicate.
CHAPTER 82 aorupuy too the General ' head, the short curling red hair,A Botri two- Lion Jerkier ...okra out into the nail the 0010 nue is>tus, sad tie Sr,-.appeared ins,mks Oon -Well Kelly no Otago. dant angle cis Ube mouth aimmoue Lam closers,' maryontrn, 'were waiting oh Dello SBA law as if tot the first taws Rasmi. tr is, ois s at We 11 De through Shortly. VD UM fellow most nave ownetudi ae Con mimeo wow will you loin us," iaugning Si them all along Tee
• 
the nouse ne noten that . 'Yea rather." murmured Genera tett • growing angerppea reo trim Me krOOdie Sad leratelie „los was eayoying nunseit"ma anK cum's, orto bowmen I Now she turned ano cheap- thoroughly fat the first unteprogress to the pone ember*. Peeren dowla the oallway in tbe since ise wan memo rboo no=trance direction of the great etas:Cam rememberoo that rte was meJust as he reached the btain Samettung ettaYerl In Con What tienerat • groom He glanced atof the stairs the Surrey turned' Inur It? Pity? Yea or doubt the .:lenerai emcee gray eyesM from the roan arm as ease about It le girl eao Rao quite .aeemes, nary. an opaque Fhi.that Mirsbelle was up it. He • slap from destiny A1.1 ss musore rear annoying nun nonealtaten unable to armee up his nutrias had COM* to see net war doubt snout .tmine venal to do Actually. no We open something no female 'Well our Burney at wetnatio to face net He a ma& nao ever done. Ott. it was an " I Moult, cre getting Dark annor molt amen in the newt de the ignominious thing He was !ust I en the carnage 14 OgreMoment sp. at LW anxiety to now oegintung to realize 0014 'Yon nor three uorr, Hi,retrieve Mickey", wet rebuts ignominious He felt cumiell coy Use ,er,rot it, psi so •Sactlii,iron inn as regrets* the ram (Welting 
fortably - listing as • k wore'hat She Rao heel, the victim. Well Kelly are you asleep nese AIM these people as trtia 1(1 1005 man in no way beer critic, the General. theo De arm Bunk, were ac,us,nk nun at.irecten at set nark into the study leaving the unnecessary th:wellthilt the part-The surrey :anie oo more nom open mg (Vest,tolt I OSSA tie nan expected Con follows° bun closing the 'Yes sortie min BurneyJ no stoops, 4/UNS: Use parte igettotg Very Wily 916.111ii glancing al the Genera,. curocher* lacittion tor some re• the doer. as • inciter of tact promo at no tone 'Ann It,on did 001 *Ulmer Swoon not Slitting in Wok L.0F0 Nearly three Welt MountCoo off erne to mei Burney. who was eliAlng 00117 He anima nand. with Con "1W Minoelle dawn trust the NOP. the Gesieraj• dein at • ,eainel dem I .hoot who, to oot,
'-eye nigh step Sae neintatect, j armchair But the coturonta- I 'Tell Augustus I'm fine inncoke., through Min, MOD 110- !Men mato not De delsyen foe• that Klemm, to roc tee.•• eweepten na nen> Co. soared aver. and Many Con turned con
• • •Oust net are., was ire:MOM* a I "I will "I. ttle Oh. site was burning mut II ORD Burney was standing Krun a motheht. the Genets,
anger this girl. I pow polishing Isis mon,icie stmwV , Gore Burney out ConHe opened the door for oar. Pk sterner, worried 'Well Whillite I011,411) tor the Goneroi wing agates woe salter, past MOM 'lens it now was I to ale return rh• Ustervieo with'sum ano the 'sous* EN know true wee some Dort ' the General was coon° tc oenotes' the gra,t ot net carriage marguerite*" Jura another dens rouge A tee moment, ;mimeonet in° stunnerui the nice. Crean onstratme of now wise it IP 1.0 &DO then 'Soon opened andW oionoe rotor ot bet nett quite • keep one's mouth Shut until one ' Miralbelle ^ame Mgirl out too 'lit? icult with net is sure of one • farts ' COO starer at ner withoutmoney ano net snobbery en° Con said nothing He avoided" Speaking She coUla flno noger air at a voting Prineess at lookout at the General In • worOs either inn Colored Go-the Blotto set insteeiti-year-010 moment ae steppe., torward and vimaly she oryin r expecte° tosasuranc• that Si. was the eiin team bands with Burney ' furon fierwelt alone with rumter of the universe one that 'WM= I near(' you A sola rhers the rienerai tmellother pl•ohle in it were OK vais Matey Free lust couldn't he In and Hocken strangely at tenthsala Including di • sense, mei time it.- Burney went on •It of than
tier own father firemen fantastic tow the It was an extremely ocIA ado-He f ()Gower, nee In Jackson prim.' Burney chuckle/1 mines •tion Coo realise° emoting totawny' hurrying dOwn the natl. 'bleakly -1:10nr1 heavens Mount laugh Not • minute agc ne o, apologizing anti shut the 000e. what'll going on"- been on an equal footing withthen disappeamo Con was Mb -I came along to took after Lore Burney m trent or theraising nis nano to knock at the the Mick. Burney ' said Con Genera' Still tie wris theStudy floor whey Kimbell* "As a groom' Coulo only General** groom, ano of courseturned ann looked directly uito happen In Ireland alter.' people an interim now that Burneyeyea She sad rattier nice still ogee?* In {formea ano runs Kona rhe General seamedayes Con dal-irks( 1, gray with tatriea Welt. Mount. rurally I've I nonplusseej.
little flecks cif gold. Dark lashes, done little harm The New York Mirabeiie recovered first. 'Itoo people I'm staying with nave didn't coma to ustrud.. leather.-Keity." her voice was harsh already forgotten what I woo I thotight vou weldind cold. "-that was an alder- at the show It 5 ot no interest 1 Know. I Know - The c",„
givable thing you did last to them I'll say nothing more ' end was impatient. 'Things areIP night -to anybody You nave ray is tittle mince(' up today My'It was only for Mickey, Mei ward Now. 41111 I rorgiven 9" I faint entirely Mira Now I mustMayberry • said con -I mum COO Medal "Don't ize ito 50-1 have • little talk with Kelly"hiS neat to wee him disgraced." aka about it, Burney Nobody Maranette went Out Shit Con' As for me ?" On Sliming you tor anytinng ' oolna not help noticing'It never occurred to me." ad. Swam lettlfbert and struggled quick recovery Inn the gracemitten Con "You see the Mick with his monocle Well. it'll I With which ithe managed netis so great in Ireland-pet/1W stick In ocio situation that I't long skirt as she withdrew toocry when he tome-- I Met COSIG. MUM v fm at a complete loos closed the door,
n't stem, It Eh •-
Altrateelle was Silent They The General was seeing Kopp Kiratielle M gofer/ to Sa-ttOrn, looking at rich other --or Mount-- or whoever hr wait j some "We have the ad'. anlifiltrabelle • Coln gaze unsettled with entirely new eye& And Se tage over Reilly any way youCon ann ,se felt very uneasitern soteo the powerful eat at the I moll at It." The story con.able rise study don? wa opee. !Moulders, the long well-shaped Unties here tomorrow.etiti Iowa p arrst.setnitel ant, doors 111.44hth i.nerstry Atone, Copyright C 1551, by Bantam Soot*. LW-Mstributeo by Sipe f 'inures SYnchcate
-Mu
ROOM FOR ONE CiOLLEGE
real close to college. Call 733-11103
etc' 500 pm. TTC
NEW BUILDIND ap Win Meet,
for auto buertest• Phone 753-011l.
040,0
2-1100265 tor root for came her1
1620 Miller. Phone 113-2300. 0-15-p
W-A 0
TELE TRIALLNO, cutting down
trees, taking out thud limbs, all
weer sae work. Betting out trees.
hedge and shatabbery trimming. TOR cAPTiii.. J
a.. Jtal e, phone 436- ,nfariralhii roll 7‘.3 1314 tiny-time
5010. 0-14-C
and Uruwl, nave arrival at Your i
j Factory Outlet, Shoe Mom UMW I
100 S 13th Mem& next dillbr
WILL BABY SIT tiame"any-r
Keiley's Pet Control.
try day or night Phcoe '751-6173.
0-15 P
D A IIFT--un itid wiliest.?
Go. a apirical AIL ay at:cadet re-
Iliega?: itipubt
Mum/1. 0.3:daer 13-17. Hair Rev
/3elly Hurt. Morning& Tuestilla thnt
Friday, 7:00 a. to; tient melt 7:36
motor p. 0.15-c
_ . •
wANIt_ rj
3 OR 4 BEDROOM HOUSE within
walking dice of Murray H.eb
Sohool. Oral 753-6144 0-13-P
Wier IS YOUR deepest need
money, prestige, power, salvation
Hear 1'6 v Lilly Hurt talk about
salvation Memorial BSI:4W Cenlrell 
Hog iVlarket
CURB 0013'111136 at Jerry's Rest-
iturtint- ARMY In piece. TPC
----
A JANTTOR. good pry long hours.
bard wart consider man and
wife ace pon. Send all replies to
Wavily. Ky., Sox U. 0-11-P
- -
October 10-17. Mite morning. Torn
lay thr.. Frits, 7:00 • m Nightly
0-14-C
1112.11K7TROLUX SALES & Service.
sox 213 Murray. ry. C M. Sand-
ers. PG')ne 362-3176 Lynnville, Ky.
N-15-C
-
Oki Carlon B Cherry, phone TOO-
ELECTROLUX SALES and Sett.
6725.
A NEW SHIPMENT el-ilinsine aL
:Mater and Ward Magi knellick
AUSTRALIA CALUNG!!WOULD
YOU UKE TO-RECEIVE A CULTURAL
wr FROM 49,949,999
KAMM?
z.'t
40/
ft
ar,f
W
TWO
SHOWS
pNLY
r
51,
. 
1 1ggE4
AN .Fl
-•,••
Feckwal State Martzt Nb'w 801540!.
Or,Xibrr II, 1905 Kentucky Freeman
Area Hog Maricet Beget Including
7 &wog Stations.
Atiniseed _Fpor•tipi.4 501 Head. Bar-
row& and Mks. S..niciy.
U S. 1. 2 sad 3 1110-210 ILs. atiOl. 3
2350: Few U. 8 1 190230 lb. $0011-
24.86, U S. 2 : ' 3 .4-
=1 75412.50 1 II aid 3 160-175
As $20.75-21.76: U 8 2 and 3 rows
400.000 10. 61903.2000. U. 13. 1 and
2 250.460 s, $a).00-21.00.
ASK MEM IF
'THEY'D LIKE TO
RECEIVE A
CULTURAL VIS1T
FROM ZE FREMOt-
ARMY::
•f:N,
(:.• 14
I WANT THE ROOM HEAVY WITH
ALL THE SPLENDID SCENTS Of THE
ORIENT- --SPREAD ROSE PE rALs
LII3ERALLY ON THE
FLOOR,
NOT A
THING
-Wiz BAYONETS
FIXED fr
i-.3
I WAS JUST UP
ON THE STAGE
WHERE A GUY
WAS TRYING
SOME
HYPNOTISM
rJ-
WH AT A
FAKE
..mm,.•••••••,114.•
I
PAGE SEVEN
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Anew*, to Yeeterday's Puzzle
ACROSS
1-Land
measure
4-Cali
S. Tina of
respect
ilMo,,',t,fl III
Crete
It. Ireland
13. Sharp
111.Conta.ner
17 - Seam
te• A continent
20• Man's
nickname
?1-Crowd
a- Surma
native
23 Toward the
metiers°
Sias
iS.Rosent
211- P•i let
57 • Communist
2/1• French
plural
article
35.46 
50-Saiti notice
Ii Hurries
£3-A state
13. Vigo,
(cellos I
36-Period of
time
77-Chart
SI Heavenly
body
40 foist
41 Partner
42 Cut
43 stresa
signal
44. Ithspian
title
46 S abyton len
dilly
44 Ventilat•
47 Conjunction
50 Portray
42. Fruit cake
64 Guit10.8
high note
56 Socburri
chlorid•
$4.11,. caarrie
67.0bscure
DOWN
I • Bone of body
- Room in
Isariom
1. Spurted
4 Pay
•(tention
5.5. III
Prefix: not
I- European
dormouse
a.Th. heavens
9-Thid le
t•bbr.)
10 . Pertaining te
the kidney.
al•tal
fain•nor
15. Fema le ruff
la • Hebrew
month
21 • Ix ports
ZS-Gratuity
23.Maeaw
2.4.0 one chef
2S-Thing., Is
law
2e. Dance step
IS-Ones
around track
211. Moho°,
sham°
3'1 -Pronoun
arIL118 MUIR 75710
' "7 1/11
a. • .1
7,71F-'111 MMT
gallad I ./MC4ura o 22 elnalOgial
131181 adr3Qt4 ALEN
WWI INDASigi
12-84fer•
33-11hie
channel
$4- I masts
16 - Antrn•i'•
foot
37 • Putv•rts•d
36 L loan to
sa. Alpe
40-Chief
•rtvrry
41 Sabah rug
43 -Spentsh for
'tree*
44 C•reonowy
46, Carpenter'.
tool
47-5,15., veto!.
45- mart's name
ea • Mao sheep
•Coolte S • •
63 Con !unction
ill2  1.24 5 6 7 it4:: 9 10 :;',•;,:
4:'}I
al
11 412
iitti; Ill
i
16 11111;:::::::1
......4"
7 ..
2•5
 1 9
20 IN 21
'evil• •:',.;iii
24II •tiMIIMI
al
fil
Illa28
9111 :9)..c.
?:51iNLI.iilf 3 I 32
gala
37Vag35
Mr
IN
31 39
MCC
a4 I
42 a
42iIII
El44
ME43 ILl46 "X".
!:f:!:III
47 AS 49
50 51 a...,.. 12!nu. aa aWI
.by tJwtad*afore Syuudkat., Inc. /ry.
KIGMIES TO KICK
AROUND:OW COULD I
GET MY PEOPLE TO
KICK AROUND EVERYONE
ELSE?
SPEAK UP, YOU
CLOD- WHAT IS IT
THAT MAKES 'IOU
STAMMER LIKE
A SCHOOL-BOY
HE CAN'T HYPNOTIZEus CATS j".
  r
41-fRO
-5FFFTTr
MEOWRRR
-
••
48.
I-
•
1.7
p.
ICOPY:.14_0T _ALL
READABLE
4.
,
•
4
•
It
PAGE EIGHT
_
-most raisy4G,LE^ opeatanage--Parstroopers advance from the landing sone as others
are helicoptered in to begin as operation In the Viet Coog-tntested -Iron Triangle- about
NI widow eartherty Of Satires. This operation. by U.S. and Australian troops, marks re-
newed use 01 tear gas to South Ylet Nam i'Eurisopeolo;
i-isaiming=mmegis
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Make Some Chanest
ar litirees
DEAR MIST: 'Ilse sorority house Printed card mod lonssIblhe Ilk*
I live hi Si UM so thir hack of L11-3 -harry Christmas and thank
• hauat Imam OM IMilt of a you for the "Mel Eft-- awe we
braMeloligr *mom ISM lab lilt Clalliaaall °aril
bops st ow mums. bum s 
or 
'i nia. we moat oven receive OM
Sear view in our boa NOM& y these! LAW shocked by this
▪ beard Mg Um 114011 Ow" brilech of 4111111.111. And milMNIkanY
hive more lineedese Vara a MAI ITIPsnrd becsuse tin.girl 111
Ilission Ifistasia. I hove one of 'lege Iradul" And --
the lama hadrocaaa / keep my MOM' beuer YOUT COMEMMial
*odes arm all the time. but my 11111111.1-
mornmate ihimi whemen'T
my beck le tidal She lays the
roam is 'WNW and sbe likes
fmti air I resand hir that the
b.:Ts ctuIti get a free dsow and
she saw "Oh. wint's the cliSt•ffr-
er.c-," Hrw do I eingt:t.r_ :t t- he"
)110-11/ST
DEAR MODEST. U year nem-
mate downs** lunar Rh illillereate.
4.e oreest to borrow a nab of
Nharah aad find ant LI' you
Ina% -banger mhos. dosage Teem-
netts dere1 mange your Mesa
• • •
DEAR AY: Row Mould •
act wit to.troduer br..• piretus to
at-sneers' We here his••a intro-
dared as "nty ion't this
a b unrealthi
APPALLED
DEAR APP4LLED: Utatartwiala-
"e. na sanely oilers • eeafee is
Ommil Sense and Etigneale., al-
!Womb jedglas ham my melt It
milk: be • good idea Bat eves
Then pond. KNOW what Si pow
var. Si sabriett of 'iteration esa
mere to Se it If therm het
-Isla I-ay.
• • •
KENTUCKY JOINS
WASHINGTON 1P1 KenttithY I
b.came the 13th member of the
Nttdivest Resoutces
ruescily to push tts bid ea • she
tar the propcLed ii:$13mithon Mo-
n C re.icor. Gov Karl Illolmar
ch.t.rman of the group, isM Kan-
; tuck), hid asked to An the
tociatton and its ancillary Itidwea ! • hr p peane 45 expected to bt-irt Al".3 Build.ng las:. Sunday The
Governors Aesociation. by 1111d-December theft was ri-iticeu Tuesday.
NOT REALLY CURED
WASHINGTON — A medical
looII repi-ris that Individuals are
not ma& -cured" of the nnoking
habit until diey have abatadned
from cigarettes for At West two
rears.
The article in the learned of the
Amerman Metboal AJNICeillittOn also
said that persons who start 4st
log at a youth. age hove the was:
dance of break-ma the hriatt
The artscle added that anobtes
who dry up tobacco entirely have
a better chance Of giving tip
Sig Oast thume who switch to pips.,
Of
PROM DONOIUM
LOOM/MLR theadine
()allege announced niamiay it will
mann its thu-i animal &minim-
ity sward to Kentucky Commerce
Commissioner Katherine Palen
Ma Peden to reedy, the Om-
lira hence at a Founders Day con-
vocation Oct. II
DEAR MIST. mos that r-h-...34
'ma started ega'n I harm the sum
;.•:-A.elm I hay:. bad Its years My
friends are beginning to ask to
Asorrovr" my honsewort.
: am an har.:3r1 student and K!
bIthen me to tisnd over homespun'
oat I have labored over to some-
Me who "didn't have time." ar
R mews to me that it would he -I ergot" to do the amigishamt.
more agic- 'mute to be Introdread I refute they become asp,. M.
as "Mother and Dad So and So. can I turn lam dawn without las-
'THE EN-Lnirir .aa their frientiliapf
DEAR IN-LAWS: There is as-
DEAR STUDENT: If the friend-thing •hacoatir &heat refernag to
sar's la-tairs as Is-laws. It is true. h̀il' "P6.11. I. Poor balubilt warnarater tee Dee se sod se imee yeor homework. Ors not wadi of
Irian...dn. Yea do ea isar acr.:snow more w .rat Asa oftees-
favor by Issigling him cheat. Pay se,I... bat naiew it's Aware and
mess en. let it gat She might sad 84K1/ S. It
Jul rsp • • •the -Mother and Darmay the .he and ". P-thlente• Write to Attn. Box
• • • MOO. Los Ars:',es, Calif For •
perv-ral rerty enecae • slewpsd.
st-U-s 1-1 .r.sed envel-aw
• • •
DEAR ABET Last August my
hu•bind ird I were invited to •
wedd.ret. aril we perrawilly deity- Hate to wrtte letters' fiend oneered th• gift to the brides NNW ' Oils,' to Abby. fl-ne woo. Loathe day astare the wedging. a Atm.'s. Calif fur Attres booklet.1▪ sthe land, wee too bog ea -now TO V/RITE izrrmats FORsewq thazdt-inn notes. so shirtilliD. ALL OCCASIONS-
WWI sloe With thr.r Cilirlshrias I
A ETUDILYT
greetalegt. Their comaisreinily- 1
I CAIN & LOH
GULF SERVICE
ass
Main at 6th - Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-5862
* SPECIALS *
1964
AUSTIN-HEALY
Sprite
We give S&H Green
Stamps with ALL
Cars!
Abe ...
A GOOD SELECTION
OF 0 TIBER USED CARS
(Limit SAN Stare's)
—
CLASSIFIED
XX
-r
ITS A SWIIMUM Rua
Gerunds* Ilia Siliallad thi
seasatiosal sepses awl:futon
a year ago. arm comes out
In Now York with this
MOO covers just about
twarytling It to purple with
Ile nine etocain s held up
by red vinyl . attn.
(Awl sii SIM Apgymogp--lers. %%GLIM' Thorne. 44. Troy,
Rich. Isms over to kiss her mentally retarded eon Richard.
goodbye Si Miami, Pia. following a judge's deebnoo that
the boy be Stood In a special school (hers Abandonment
charges were dropped against her for flying him to Miami
and leaving idea at the airport. The parents Sr. forbidden
to see the boy unless psychiatrists deem it desirable
t-
Subscribe to The Ledger and Times
-
BONDS BOUGHT
p.
OWENSBORO. Ky, — The
Frst. US. Coqicration of Memphts.
luet.lay purchased a $1.6
revenue bond Lame from
.he Southeat Dtvie.i 04UltY WM-
:" L'.2.44:.0, as the Brat Step taward
.ipplyass p.sied train water to I.-
od county residents. Oans:.ructton
LIFT'S "VIADUCT'
LEXINGTON, Ky. — A light-
fingertd art lover has lilted an oil
Painting valued at several thus-
and dollars from an etch:button at
the Univerlitty of Kentucky "The
Vtiduct" by N.les Spencer went on
ash:b.:40n with mite: vowks of the
late arttit at the 'university's Fine
1965
KENTUCKY
HOMECOMING YEAR
SUM (RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF CENTER
T
CHUCK ROAST BLACUDELB.3 ARM CUT lb. 48t ENGLISH CUT lb. 58t
if t
Rib Roast Lb OnitRibs 
1st 5 Ribs A
7 on Cu,
Lb  
88 
SUPER RIGHT BEEF
OCOMA BONELESS
fU.S.DAAIDTPAEIC TLEbD 88t
Turkey ROAST 
SUPER RIGHT (Sliced Bologna Lb 59t)
OR By Th•Bologna  BRAUN SCHNEIGER Pitscrtu,
CAP* JOHN BREADED PORTIONS
Perch (COD 2 Lb Pkg 980 L bPkg
49c
95C
GROUND BEEF
SUPER
RIGHT
FRESH
Lifter Olvennties
Lb 49C
3 Lb 45c
Mons Lb
Crackers
ARISTOCRAT
4 PAK
SALTINES
ANN PAGE
TOMATO SOUP
1067 Os Coo 10t
ANN PAGE PURE PEACH
Preserves PINEAOPRPE APRICOTCHERRY 
Peaches D:rm:TE (Y•Illow Cling)
USDA INSPECTED WHOLE
Cut Up 04
Lb 3fg Lb. 27c
FRYERS,
U.S.D.A INSPECTED
FRYER PARTS
BREAST
With Port Rub
Attached 58t
Whole Legs Lb 48t
U.S. Gott
TURKEYS
10 to 20 lb
lb. 38t
1819c Pumpkin Pie :::ER(sav°
49c EGGS
:„L°134 .99t Coffee
Sunnvbrook
Grade A Large
10e) 8 In 49c
DIY/. 49t
MArELL HOUSE (7t Off Lobel) 1 Lb
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BOX BOX 81t
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6Bg1.0 a`i'35i
DOWNY RINSE
1 QUART 87t1 OZ. BOTTLE
MR. CLEAN
1 PT.12,81.694117.38c
CAMAY SOAP
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In.tent
10 0: Jar
$1.09
A-REAL
VALUE
LB.
2 $139
Call
Free!
2 LOAVES
nat anytime you can't find Jane
Porker White Bread on our ahetves,
next day AM' will give you 2 loaves free.
That's
GUARANTEED
Jan* Parker guarantees everything...
quality, freshness and now even supply.
2 11/4-1.1.1.11ES.JANE PARKER Ar,
WHITE BREAD gla‘
HELP YOUR CHILD IN SCHOOLcomplete his reference library
PICTURE ATLAS
OF TH WORLD
6 MAGNIFICENT •
VOLUMES
Cowen** as. ewe Mwo man 1,000 sow and pnoiographs. Olerkwe hrlt Soler latiMeSifora 111.0 populetleA /of er...11...
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set lit leas tam
115.00 (S444)
BUVA BOOK A WEEKICOMPLETE YOUR SET
NOW ON SALE!
PRICES IN THIS Al) EFFECTIVE THRU BAT., OCT. DI
RE GMT ADANTIC & PACIFIC IPA COMPANY. NC.
tood Stores
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